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ABSTRACT

A technique has been developed that allows the gasification reaction rates of
representative samples of carbon-carbon composite materials to be examined. The
technique involves heating the sample in a controlled and monitored environmsnl; ths
product gases of the reaction are then analysed by a mass spectrometer, allowing their
identification and quantification. The technique was used to characterise the

oxidation reactions of cathode carbons. These materials are composites and so the

oxidation reactions of their constituent raw materials were also examined. Surface

area was detemrined for each sample, allowing specific rates of reaction to be

determined, normalising surface area effects.

The anodes, cathodes and sidewalls of aluminium smelting cells are made of
composite carbon materials comprising filler materials (such as coke, anthracite and

graphite) and a binder (almost exclusively coal tar pitch). Whilst the oxidation of
anode carbons has received extensive study the oxidation reactions of cathodes have

been neglected largely because they have not been a cause of smelting cell failure.

However, with the longer lives now being achieved from smelting cells the long term

degradation reactions, such as oxidation, will have to be considered. Oxidation of
cathodes in the area of the collector bar will increase resistance and affect the heat

balance of the cell.

Gasification reactions of carbon materials are frequently characterised using

techniques such as thennal gravimetric analysis (TGA). These techniques are

accurate for examining such reactions when the sample is of small size and a single

carbon t1pe. To characterise composite carbons correlations have been made between

the overall oxidation resistance (determined by weight loss) and the ignition
temperature of one of the constituent materials (determined by TGA).

The results obtained using the new technique of product gas analysis (pGA)
revealed an exponential dependence of oxidation rate on temperature for the carbons

examined. At higher rates the limiting condition appeared to be mass fransfer

through the pores of the sample. Arrhenius plots of reaction rates allowed the

activation energy of oxidation to be determined for each material. When the rate was

controlled by the chemical reactivity of the material the activation energies determined

agreed well with values obtained from the literature.
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The two graphites examined had activation energies of 164 and 183 kJ.mol-r,

Ea of graphite has been measured in the range 175-281kJ.mol-I, the latter figure being
for a highly pure graphite. For the two anthracites Ea was ll3 and llg kJ.mol-I,

literature values have it between 100 and l5l kJ.mol-t. Th" pitches, used as binders

of cathode carbons, had Ea equal to I 12 and 123 kJ.mol l, values from the literanre
range from 121-165 kJ.mol-r.

Activation energies were determined for the cathode materials, and were

clearly influenced by the reactivity of the constituent materials. An amorphous

cathode carbon, having nominally 30% graphite, had an activation energy of IZL
kJ.mol-r. A semigraphitic cathode material comprisin g 100% graphite in a pitch

binder had an activation energy of I23 kJ.mol-r. The similarity of these values to
those for Ea of the pitch and anthracite indicates that the binder phase is having a

strong influence on cathode reactivity. These values of Ea accord well with values

determined for similar samples, reported in the literature ranglng from l 14 to l3g
kJ.mol-r. A semigraphitised cathode material had an activation energy of 176 kJ.mol-r

in the same range as that of graphite. This sample oxidised significantly less rapidly
at all temperatures.

The variation in reactivity of the constituent materials of cathode carbons

accounts for the highly selective oxidation behaviour observed in these materials.

Porosity development is rapid as binder matrix is preferentially oxidised, leading to an

acceleration of oxidation rate with increasing burnoff. The rate begins to decelerate

once all the binder matrix has been oxidised, the residue being less reactive than the

starting material.

The structure of the materials was quantified using X-ray diffraction pGD).
A peak ratio method was employed, comparing the intensify of the 4oz peaks of
cathode carbons and a standard electrographite. Once effects of cathode porosity had

been normalised an excellent correlation between increasing peak intensity ratio and

increasing oxidation resistance was found.
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Figure A4.14: Arrhenius plot of Zone I oxidation rate data for cathode type BN,

showing 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 44.15: Arrhenius plot of Zone II oxidation rate data for cathode type 5BDN,

showing 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A4.16: Arrhenius plot of Zone II oxidation rate data for cathode type SBGN,

showing 95% confidenoe intervals.

Fignre A4.17: Arrhenius plot of Zone tr oxidation rate data for cathode tlpe BN,

showing 95% confidence intenrals.

Figure 46.01: Samples of resin bound ramming paste before and after oxidation.

Figure A6.02: Typical gas analysis for resin bound sample. Temperature profile is

also shown (hold temperature is 594"C).

Figure A6.03: Variation of rate of oxidation with temperature for resin bound

rammingpaste.

Figure 46.04: Arrhenius plot of oxidation rates of resin bound carbon ramning paste.
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Abbrertiations

ABBREVIATIONS

)(RD X-ray diftaction

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

EDX Energy dispersive analysis of X-rays

l, Wavelength

d Spacing of crystal planes

e Angle

B X-ray diftaction peak broadening

B X-ray di{fraction peak broadening due to fini1s crystallite size

b X-ray diffraction peak broadening due to instnrmental factors

E Average crystallite size

L Crystallite stack height

L Crystallite stack width

p Proportion of disorientated graphite layers in a carbonaceous material

G Degree of graphitisation of a carbonaceous material

P Pressure

Po Saturated vapourpressure

V Volume

t- Langmuir constant

Vrono Amount of gas required to form a monolayer

A Area

A, Projected area

TSA Total surface area

ASA Active surface area

C exp[(AHa- AHL)/RT]

AHa Heat of adsorption

AHr- Heat of liquefaction

R Gas Constant,8.3l J.Icr.mol-r

N, Avogadro's number, 6.02x1023 mol-l

r Radius

y Surface tension



Abbraiations

r Tortuosity

D Difrrsivity

t' Rate

X Burnoff, (mass of carbon reacted/original mass) x 100%

t Time

& Intrinsie reactivity

ki Intrinsic rate coe{ficient

p(x) Partial pressure of gas species x

n(x) Mole fraction of species x

m Reaction order

p Densrty

q Characteristic size

V Mass transfer coefticient

ARR Air reactivity residue

ARD Air reactivrty dust

ARL Air reactivity loss

I Current

IvIr Molar mass

0 Flow

V'n Molargasvolume,24.465l l.mol I

o Standard deviation

k,io The ratio of intensity of a sample XRD peak to a standard )RD peak

Ea ,A.ctivation energy

tl Linear absorption coefficient

Np Mass absorption coefficient
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PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH

It was the purpose of this research to develop a method that could be used to
oxidise representative samples of cathode carbons in a controlled and monitored
environment. The aim was to characterise the oxidation reactions of these

heterogeneous carbon materials and to examine the influence of both raw materials

and bulk structure.

l.l Infroduction

The origin of the word carbon is the Latin name for a coal or ember, carbo or
carbonis- The element has been known since prehistoric times and its utility has been

appreciated as long, as a fuel, as a water purifier (the Egyptians were puriffing water

with charcoal 4000 years ago) and as a writing implement. The word graphite

originates from the Greek graphein, "to write" and the first "lead" pencils were in use

in England in the l5th Century; it wasn't until the lSth Csntury that graphite was

identified as an allotrope of carbon. This ability of carbon, to exist in allotropic
forms, has vastly widened its sphere of application. In the modern world carbon, in
one form or another, touches almost everything we see or use.

The wide variety of carbon based materials means that it is used in many

industries, none more so than primary metal production. Graphite elecfiodes are used

in the smelting of steel and carbon electrodes and furnace liners are essential to the

aluminium smelting industry. The properties of carbon that make it such an apposite

material for a wide range of applications include its availability and low cost (for
anode applications in the aluminium smelting indusbry the raw materials are by-
products of other industrial processes). The excellent thermal properties of carbon

mean that it may be employed in a refractory rdle, lining smelting cells and its
electrical conductivity results in efflrcient electrode design. The resistance of carbon

to chemical attack is an essential part of its application in the aluminirrm smelting

industry, resisting attack by cryolite at approximately 1000oC. To enumerate these

properties using the example of aluminium smelting cell cathode carbons, thermal
conductivity is between 8 and 120 m-t.K-I, electrical resistivity is between g and 50

p0.m. Crushing strength of these materials is between l5 and 30 Mpa tll. It was the

1.0
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pulpose of this study to examine the carbon materials used in the cathodes and

furnace liners of aluminium smelting cells.

For the purpose of clarity it is essential that important words are clearly
defined. The International Committee for Characterization of Terminology of Carbon
(ICCTC) has clarified some of the legion of terms relating to carbon science.

I.2 Definition of Important Terms

Graphite is an allotropic form of carbon consisting of layers of hexagonally
arranged carbon atoms in a planar condensed ring system. The layers are stacked

parallel to each other, bonds within the layers are sp2 hybridised covalent bonds, those

between the layers are Van der Waals t)"e t2l. Natural graphite is a mineral
consisting of graphitic carbon irrespective of its crystalline perfection. Synthetic
graphite is a material, consisting mainly of graphitic carbon, obtained by meaus of
graphitisation heat treatment of non-graphitic carbon or chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) from hydrocarbons above 2100K [2].

Graphitic carbons are all varieties of substance containing carbon in the form
of graphite irrespective of the presence of structural defects [2]. Non-graphitic
carbons are those substances consisting mainly of carbon with two-dimensional long
range order (planar hexagonal networks) but with no measurable order in the third
direction (c-direction), apart from more or less parallel stacking [2], these materials

are also referred to as amorphous. Many non-graphitic carbons may be converted

into graphitic carbons by heat heatment causing a solid state transformation, such a
process being called graphitisation [2]. Whether or not a carbon may be graphitised

is what defines it as a graphitising or non-graphitising carbon [2].
Pitches form the basis of many carbon based products, they are carbonaceous

materials derived from organic precursors from relatively low temperature processes.

The two main fotms of pitch in regular use are coal-tar pitch, a residue produced by
the distillation of coal tar, and petroleum pitch, a residue from heat treatrnent and

distillation of petroleum fractions [3].

Cokes are highly carbonaceous materials produced by pyrolysis of organic

materials some or all of the material passing through the liquid or liquid-crystal phase

during the carbonisation process [2]. Conversely chars are carbonisation products

that have not passed through the liquid state. There are a large number of cokes
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including green coke, the solid carbonisation product obtained from high boiling
point carbon fractions at temperatures below 900K t4]. When green coke is heat

treated at 1600K it becomes calcined coke [4]. The calcination of carbon materials

describes heat treatment to a high temperature to drive off volatile impurities, it also

often rezults in the alteration of physical structure [l]. The majority of cokes are

graphitisable carbons, the anisotropy of the final carbon depending shongly on
properties of the coke.

Additional to these ICCTC definitions is a necessary explanation of
anthracite, a naturally occurring coal material. It differs from other coal types
(bituminous coal, lignite) by its hardness and low sulphur and volatile content.

Anthracite is an amorphous carbon material often described as turbostratic,
describing the misalignment of the carbon planes. Compared to many other carbons

anthracite does not graphitise well [5]. Anthracite may be calcined by two methods,

gas calcined anthracite (GCA) is generally 100% amorphous but electrically
calcined anthracite (ECA), due to the very high temperatures reached in some areas

of the calciner, is partially graphitised. The exceptionally steep temperature gradients

through the electrical calciner result in a non-homogeneously calcined carbon [5],
figure 1.01 shows a schematic of the temperature distribution through a vertical

electrical calciner [6].

Many of these materials are heterogeneous in nature but each may be

considered as comprising a single o'type'o of carbon. Rarely is an artefact produced

with a single carbon type, in general composites are made from a variety of types.

For example, carbon electrodes are made of an aggregate that may be a combination

of carbon material types or a single type, held together with a binder that, in the

aluminium smelting industry at least, is ahnost exclusively coal tar pitch.



Figure I.0l: Temperature distribution in an electrocalciner[6J.

Carbon Requirements of the Hall-H6roult process

At the time Hall and Hdroult simultaneously patented their process for the

electrolytic production of aluminium from alumina the nascent carbon industry was

already producing electrodes for use in elecric arc-furnaces and movie projectors [7].
Patents on the production of moulded, baked carbon products using coke mixed with

tar appeared as early as 1858 [8], 28 years prior to the patents of Hall and Hdroult.

Without a supply of carbon electrodes and carbon materials for celllining the

aluminium industry would have been stalled at the outset. The corollary of such an

argument is, of course, that the demands of the Hall-Hdroult process have provided a

driving force to the carbon industry. Such demands have resulted in improved

technology and materials handling and in increases in carbon product size and quality.

Despite changes in technology that have allowed an astronomical increase in

scale the basis of the aluminium smelting process has not changed in the last I l0
years. Figure 1.02 shows the schematic of a modem aluminium smelting cell.
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Figure 1.02: Schematic of a modern aluminium smelting cell.

The r6le of the carbon anode in the aluminium smelting cell is to lower the

energy required to remove oxygen dissociated from the alumina. Anodes are

consumed in this r6le by two means, electrolytic carbon consumption and excess

carbon consumption due to reactions with COr at the lower face and air attack, or air

burn, at those portions exposed to the atmosphere [9]. The electrolytic consumption is

represented by the stoichiometric reaction:

2Al:Or r 3C <+ 4Al + 3COr l.0l
Excess carbon consumption by the two mechanisms mentioned are represented by the

back reaction

and the air bum reaction

CO2+C+2CO

Oz+C:+CO:

1.02

1.03

Typical anode life in a cell is 3-4 weeks depending on block size and operating

conditions. Anodes are changed after approximately 80o/o of the block has been

consumed, the remaining portion, or bufi, is recycled in the manufactwe of new

anodes [9]. Anode materials have changed very little since the smallo 3" diameter,

ood

\
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rods used in the original

comprising peholeum coke

l000kg.

Hall cell, figure

with a coal-tar

1.03. Now a typical anode block,

pitch binder may weigh as much as

Although the acting

cathode in the smelting cell is,

in fact, the surface of the

molten metal pad it is common

throughout the industry to use

the term "cathode" to describe

the carbon blocks, including

the collector bars, that form

the bottom of the cell and

contain the aluminium. The original smelting cells used a monolithic carbon lining,

the cell shown in figure 1.03 had a baked carbon lining 3" thick [8]. The linings were

rammed pastes comprising a mixture of metallurgical coke, anthracite or petroleum

coke and a tar binder, this method remaining fundamentally unchanged until the

1920's. The shells into which these materials were rammed were cast iron or riveted

steel and for a long time served as the sole electrical connection. tn 1920 prebaked

carbon blocks were used to form a cell in Saint Jeanne de Maurienne, France, and

soon collector bars were serving as the electrical connection to such blocks. Since the

steel shell no longer needed to be in electrical contact with the carbon bottom blocks

insulating refractory materials could be introduced beneath them, conserving heat,

protecting the steel shell and extending the cell life [5].

Prolonging the lives of smelting cells has been a philosopher's stone to

aluminium producers, almost as much as increasing current efficiency and decreasing

power requirements. Cell lives have increased from less than 500 days in early

smelter operations to more than 4000 days in some smelters today. The cell lifetime

depends to a large extent on the lifetimes that may be achieved from the cathode

materials and the carbon side-walls. To optimise the lifetimes of these components

certain material property requirements must be met. It is impossible to optimise all

the properties in a single design and as such cathode design is, of necessity, a
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compromise. The carbon materials with which this study was concemed were those

used for cathode blocks, the next section examines the specific demands of this
application.

1.4 Cathode Carbon Materials

In today's smelters the cathode block design encompasses three main types,

these are shown in figure 1.04 and are;

o Monolithic cathodes, similar to the original design, a plastic paste is rammed

to form the bottom and side of the "pot". This design is very rarely used now.

t Prebaked cathode blocks with paste rammed into joints, the most coillmon

design but the rammed joints are perceived as a weak link in terms of a

number of properties.

o Prebaked cathode blocks with glued joints, a newer technology aiming to

overcome the weakness of rammed joints.

;

i

i Prebakedcarbon E

i

:

Figure 1.04: The three most commonly used designt o@.
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lnert cathode materials, such as titanium diboride or similar refractory hard

metals, have reached the stage of testing in full size pots but it will be many years

before a viable design using such materials is available.

The three essential ingredients of cathode blocks are anthracite (ECA or GCA)

and synthetic graphite as filler materials with coal-tar pitch as a binder. These are

combined to provide a variety of commercial cathode blocks that fall into four main

categories, each with particular strengths and weaknesses. The four categories of

block are;

t Amorphous: The filler materials are either purely anthracite or a combination

of anthracite and graphite. The block is baked to approximately 1200"C. The

anthracite used may be either gas calcined (GCA) which will be entirely

amorphous, or electrically calcined (ECA) which, due to the process

parameters described in section l.2,may be partially graphitised.

o Semigraphitic: The filler material is graphitised carbon but the binder is still

amorphous.

a Semigraphitised: The filler material is petoleum coke and the entire block

is baked at temperatures in excess of 2300" (but below 3000"C).

t Graphitised: The whole block (coke filler and pitch binder) has been

graphitised at approximately 3000oC. @arely used).

The carbon composites used as cathode blocks are also used in lining the

sidewalls of the smelting cells. Sidewalls are protected from attack by electrolyte by a

layer of frozen bath known as "ledge". However, this ledge may be lost if the heat

balance of the cell is upset and the sidewall will degrade. Additionally the sidewalls

are susceptible to oxidation on the back side due to ingress of atmosphere through

leaky collector bar seals. Throughout this work the carbon materials are referred to as

"cathode carbons", this should be taken to be synonymous with "sidewall carbon".
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1.4.1 Manufacture and properties of cathode blocks

The manufacture of prebaked cathode carbon blocks is illustrated in figure
1.05. The screening of materials to differentiate particular size fractions enables

packing density to be controlled, typically between 4 and 6 size fractions are used [1].
The specific properties of blocks can be tailored through use of particular

combinations of fi ller materials.

Graphitising

Weighing

Mixing Extuding

Figure L05: Flow diagram of productior tteps .

A comparison of properties for a variety of cathode compositions is given in
table l.0l' Optimisation of properties affecting the performance of the cell, such as

electrical conductivity, must be balanced by optimisation of properties prolonging the

life of the cathode blocks, such abrasion and conosion resistance and by cost factors.

The thennal conductivity of the carbon blocks is a factor affecting the heat balance of
the cells and is an essential consideration regarding maintaining proper ledge freeze

profiles. The electrical conductivity has a direct bearing on the cathode voltage drop

and as such on the over all power requirements of the cell.
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The abrasion resistance of the cathode material may have a bearing on the

degradation processes that occur during operation but it is more likely that such

effects are a combination of chemical and physical attack [10].

The life of the cathode bottom blocks of a smelting cell is govemed by a
number of degradation reactions, chemical and physical. Reaction of the cathode with
both the molten aluminium and the electrolyte contributes strongly to erosion and

corrosion of the surface of the blocks. Thermal expansion, changes in thermal and

electrical conductivity, metal penetration into the refractory, all can be causes of
failure, whether catastrophic or more long term. These mechanisms have been

extensively studied and reported [5]. The oxidation of cathode carbons has received

less attention, though oxidation of anodes has been extensively researched.

Table I.0I: Intluence of Composition on some properties
Commercial Cathode Blocks f5

Type of Block Amorphous Semi-
eraphitic

Semi-
eraphitised

Filler Material
Anthracite
Graphite
Petroleum Coke

t00% 70-80%
30-20%

50o/o

50% t00%
l00o/oRealdensity d"mt

Bulk density d"mt
Totalporosity %

Open porosity %

Crushing strength MPa

Bending strength MPa

Specific electrical
resistance pQ.m
Linear thermal expansion
coefificient pmA(.m
Thermal conductivity

WK.m
Ash content o/o

Sodium expansion o/o

t.84 - 1.88

1.52 - r.s8

15-19

13-16

r8 - 33

6-8

2.2 -2.6

6-t4
4-6

0.5 - 0.3

5536

r .85 - 1.93

r.53 - 1.60

r5 l9
15-16

t8-32

6- l0

29-44

2.2 -2.6

815
3-6

0.3 - 1.0

1.90 - r.95

1.57 - l.6l
l7 -21

t6-17

19-33

7- l0

2.2 -2.6

t2 -27

2-4
2-4

0.2 - 0.7

2.00 -2.16

r.60 - 1.66

20 -24

l8-20

t9-34

8- l0

2.6

45
1.3

0.4

24t5

1.9

20
0.5

0.1

2.18 -2.20

r.57 - 1.68

24 -28

20 -24

t8 -27

6-t2

r00 - 140
0.1 - 0.6

<0.1 - 0.8

t5

3.6

10,

t.8

Thermal shock resistance

Abrasion index

(relativeto 100%
amorphous)

1.5

2

2.5

4

3.5

50

25

200

l0
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With the difficulty in obtaining a good seal between the collector bar and the

metal shell the ingress of atmosphere to the back of the sidewalls and the underside of
the cathodes is inevitable. Figure 1.06 shows a cell thathas suffered airburn of the

sidewalls.

Scalloping

Collector Bar

Figure 1.06: An aluminium smelting cell that ho, f@
operation- The scalloping of air burn on the sidewalls, a result of leatqt

collector bar seals, may be seen [5J.

The preheating of the cathode surface prior to oxidation may cause significant

oxidation defects. Even if these factors are not sufficient to cause catastrophic failure
they will upset the thermal and electrical balance of the cell and may contribute to

other degradation mechanisms.

Whilst much research has been conducted into cathode reactions involving

carbide formation [10,11], degradation via electrolyte attack [5], and structural

changes during cell operation [l2] it is impossible to find any discussion of the

oxidation of cathode carbons. The nearest thing to an explicit study of these materials

was conducted by Umrilova et al ll3,l4]. In a study of baked carbonaceous materials,

and their resistance to oxidation, samples were fabricated using an aggregate of
anthracite and graphite. These samples were oxidised in a thermogravimetric

apparatus and the results showed the strong influence of fine fractions of anthracite on

the reactivity of the binder matrix [13].

ll
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1.5 Scope of the Current Research

The limitations of thermogravimetric analysis and some of the other methods

commonly used in the study of carbon oxidation reactions are explained in Chapter 4.

It was the aim of this research to develop a method that could overcome such

limitations and use it to characterise the oxidation reactions of cathode carbon

materials. The resulting technique of product gas analysis @GA) need not be limited
to the evaluation of cathode carbons, being suitable for the characterisation of anv

gasification reaction occurring below 1000.C.

In order to correlate the reactivity of carbon materials with their composition

and sfiucture samples were characterised by a number of techniques. X-ray
diffiaction was used in a traditional manner and using an innovative peak ratio

technique. Mercury porosimetry and BET adsorption of Nz were used to characterise

pore size distributions and surface areas of the carbon materials. Additionally
polarised light microscopy was used to give a qualitative description of the overall

structure of cathode carbons.

The samples used in this research were examptes of commercial grades of
cathode carbons supplied by SGL Carbon AG, Gerrnany. The samples are listed and

described in table 1.02. The nominal composition refers to the proportions of graphite

and anthracite mixed together prior to binding with pitch and baking. The pitch

impregnated materials designated 404-408 were pilot plant materials with various
pitch binder grades. The carbon raw materials used in the manufacture of cathode

carbons were also investigated. These materials are described in table 1.02.

t2



Table l'02: cathode carbon Types and their Raw Materials
Invest this Research.

Sample
Designation

Description

5BDN

68DN

TBDN

5BGN

5BGS

406

Pilot

:

:

plant

:

:

materials

407

BN

404

405

408

Amorphous
30% graphite,T0oAECA

Amorphous
50% graphite,50% GCA

Amorphous
50% graphite, 50% ECA

Semigraphitic
100% graphite

Semigraphitic
100% graphite, pitch impregnated, rebaked

Semigraphitsed

Semigraphitic
100% graphite, pitch impregnated, rebaked

Semigraphitic
rcO% graphite, pitch impregnated, rebaked

Semigraphitic
rcO% graphite, pitch impregnated, rebaked

Semigraphitic
rcO% graphite, pitch impregnated" rebaked

Semigraphitic
100% graphite, pitch impregnated" rebaked

Cathode Raw Materials

GI

G2

EI

E2

PI

P2

Graphite, as used in current cathode production

Graphite, low iron content

Electrically calcined anthracite as used in current
cathode production
Trial electrically calcined anthracite

Coal tar pitch, as used in current production, baked
at I 100"C
Coal tar pitch, as used in current production, baked
at I l00oC

l3



2.0 E)GERIMENTAL METHODS FOR THE CHARACTERISATION OF

STRUCTURE OF CARBON MATERIALS

In order to characterise the strucfure of a carbonaceous material a number of
techniques are used, the selection being dependent on the type of carbon being
examined and the extent to which the structure needs to be quantified. A number of
these techniques are standard practice in the field of carbon science and in this section

some of the more frequently used techniques are explained. It is the aim of this

section give an overview of the methods and, in particular, how they were applied in
this study of cathode carbons.

2.I Polarised Light Microscopy

The efilectiveness of polarised light microscopy is due to the optical anisotropy

of graphitic lamellae in carbon crystallites. This leads to a polished carbon specimen,

observed under polarised light, appearing as a coloured surface, the optical texture of
which is an indication of the structure and degree of order of the material. The

particular colours observed are, in general, purple, blue and yellow, but this is
dependent on the alrangement of the microscope. The origin of the different colours

is the different orientations of crystallites with regard to the ptane of the polarised

light illumination, figure 2.01. The three main crystallite alignments possible are:

basal plane presentation (basal planes are parallel to the polished surface), prismatic

edge presentation with basal planes parallel to the plane of the polarised light and

prismatic edge presentation with basal planes non-parallel to the plane of the polarised

light [1s].

Using this technique it is possible to gain an indication of the size and

orientation of carbon crystallites and as such the degree of structural order, or..optical

texfure", of the material. However, the technique is purely comparative and depends

on the resolution of the optical system: an area, apparently monochromatic and thus

isotropic, may only be so at that level of resolution.

The technique of polarised light microscopy is used extensively in the field of
coal research. Many of the terrns used to classify structures have come from this work

t4



having accumulated over years of study [16,17,18]. Table 2.01 summarises those

most commonly used.

Table 2.01: classi/ication of optical components in polarised Light
Determination of Stntnhre nf Cnyhnn fufnto-inlo f t7 t9tnation oJ Structure of Carbon Materials tI7.lS

Component name Description

Isotropic No apparent optical activity

Basic anisotropy A flat featureless anisotropy associated with the
parent material

Anthracite

Plain

Patterned

A non-porous anisotropic material

Single coloured particles

Particles with layered structure of contrasting
colours

Mosaic

Coarse

Medium

Fine

Small, rounded isochromatic areas

2pm< mean size < l0pm

0.8pm < mean size < 2pm

mean size < 0.8pm

Flow

Coarse

Broad

Striated

Granular

Elongated isochromatic areas, often curved
around pores

30pm < length <60pm
5pmcwidthclOpm

20pm < length, 10Um < width

20pm < length, 2ulm< width

20pm < length, lpm < width

Domains Larger, rectangular shaped units
60pm < size

Inerts Isotropic material identifiable by its woody
surface or, if small, by sharp unfused edqes

l5



Characterisation of Struclure of Carbon Materials

Arrangement of microscope

Eye piece

tsasal planes parallel to
polished surface

Ilasal planes parallel to
plane ofpolarisation

<@> Objective

I

tsasal planes anti-parallel
to plane of polar isation

Sample

Crystallite orientation producing
differing colours

Figure 2.01: Microscope arrangementfor polarx"a tght microscopy and
crystallite orientation giving rise to anisotlopic interaction

with polarised light It9J.

For quantitative stnrctural characterisation using polarised light microscopy it
is necessary to use some fonn of image analysis. Even then the technique is still
hi8hly comparative, because of this it is often used in conjunction with another

technique, such as scanning electron microscopy [15].

The results obtained from polarised light microscopy do, however, give a very

immediate perception of diffterences in structure berween carbon materials. Figures

2.02 and 2.03 show the polarised light micrographs of a variety of cokes and

anthracites.

l6



Figure 2.02: Polarised light micrographs of coke ,t o.trrg
(a) fine masaic, (b) medium and coarse mosaic,- ftj coaiseflow and (fi coarseflow

and domain optical texture [5, ]9J.

Figure 2,03. Polarised light micrographs of anthracite showirg
(a) plain anthracite, ft) patterned anthracite, (c) porous anthracitiand

(d) partly graphitised anthracite (ECA) t|l.

t7



2-1.1, Application of polarised light microscopy to this research

The cathode carbon materials examined in this research were characterised

using polarised light microscopy in conjunction with scanning electron microscopy

(sEM). Sections of cathode carbon, measuring approximat ery z0 x 20 x l0 mm, were

mounted in Streuers Epofixru, a low viscosity cold setting resin. The samples were

polished to optical flatness using a Streuers Abraminru semi-automated polishing

system. The ultimate polishing step used lpm diamond suspension.

The polished samples were photographed using a Reichert Model MeF3A
microscope, the arrangement of which is illustrated in figure 2.01. Following
photography the samples were etched. The etch used was l0g of potassium

dichromate in 50cm3 orthophosphoric acid at l50oC for 10 minutes [15]. The etched

samples were gold coated and identical regions to those photographed under polarised

light were identified and photographed h the SEM.

2.2 X-ray Difhaction

The application of X-ray diffraction to the study of carbon structure is well
established. The samples are usually presented to the instmment in the form of
powders, held in cavity slides or spread on a flat sample holder. The resulting

diffraction pattern is a measure of intensity of diffraction over a variety of angles. The
position, shape and breadth of the lines of the diffraction pattern are used to determine

structural factors such as crystallite stack height and width and often to assign a

"degree of graphitisation" being a measure of the perfection of the lattice.

The primary relationship used in X-ray diffraction is the Bragg law relating the

spacing of diffracting planes, d, to the angle of diffraction, 0, and the wavelength of
the X-rays, 1,. This may be written:

l":2d sinO 2.0r
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Figure 2.04: Hexagonal unit cell of graphite.

The unit cell dimensions of graphite, shown in figure 2.04 for the most

frequently encountered *ARAR" stacking of the hexagonal layers, have been

measured using XRD techniques. In an early study [20] this was done by mixing a

material of known cubic structure with the graphite and in a later study, using the

same technique, unit cell dimensions were found to vary with crystallite size [21].
Crystallite size may be detennined using XRD by consideration of the

broadening of the peaks in a diftaction pattem. The peak broadening observed in X-
ray diffraction pattems is a combination of the broadening due to crystallite size and

broadening due to instrumental factors. This latter must be corrected for and is
generally detennined by the use of a highly crystaltine salt, the assumption being that
the crystallites of the standard are infinitely large. Thus the instrumental broadening,

b, may be allowed for in the overall observed broadening, B, and crystallite line

broadening, B, may be determined by the relationship [19];

F2:82-b2
figure 2.05 illustrates this situation.
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Characterisatian of Structure of Carbon Materials

Figure 2.05 : X-ray dffiaction peak broadening F 9J.

The von Laue equation 1221, relating peak broadening to average crystallite

size,E, iloy be wrinen

L= 2.03
p cos0

where l. is the wavelength of the incident X-radiation, 0 is the scattering angle and p

is the peak broadening. For graphite crystallites the stack height, Lc, and the stack

width, La, may be determined by the equations:

kl.

r _ 0.ggl.
LC--

B cosO

r _ 1.841.
LA--

p cos0

where 02ss is used for the stack height and 01s1 may

2.04

2.05

Peak from highly crystalline standard

width.
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Characterisation of Structure of Carbon Materials

2.2.1 Interlayer spacing

The interlayer spacing of carbon materials may be determined by a

consideration of the 0ooz peak of the difhaction pattern. For a natural graphite the

interlayer spacing has been measured at 3.354A [23]. X-ray diffiaction conducted on

amorphous fonns of carbon, such as carbon black, have shown that such materials are

not truly amorphous. They contain at least a proportion of graphite layers, some

stacked parallel giving small crystallites [24]. These materials will generally give a

diffuse X-ray diffraction pattern from which results for structural factors such as

interlayer spacing may be deduced. An example of such results for a non-graphitic

carbon shows that 65Yo of the carbon is in the form of perfect graphitic lamellae,

having a small mean diameter (16A) the remainder being present in a highly

disorganised state. About half the graphite layers are stacked in pairs with a mean

spacing of 3.7A, the rest showing no specific mutual orientation [23].

These measurements were conducted on a non-grcphitising carbon. When

similar measurements were made on graphitising carbons a constant interlayer spacing

of 3.44A was determined for a variety of materials [25]. As a non-graphitic carbon is

heat treated, and its structure approaches that of graphite, the proportion of orientated

layers with a spacing of 3.354A increases. The presence of these crystallite "packets"

of orientated layers affects the interlayer spacing of the remaining disorientated layers.

This reduction in interlayer spacing leads to a diminution of the mean interlayer

spacing of the material. Hence, XRD measurements may be used to determine the

proportion of disorientated layers, p.

This proportion of layers in a disorientated rather than orientated arrangement

has led to an equation characterising the perfection of the graphitic structure.

Originally it was expressed as:

d:3.440 - 0.086 (1 - p') 2.06

where d is the measured mean spacing of the graphite layers (A), 3.440 is the mean

spacing of disorientated layers (A) and p is the proportion of disorientated layers [25].
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This relationship is now most commonly used to express a ..degree of
graphitisation", G:

Q= 3.440 - dmz

0.086
2.07

Using the parameters described above it is possible to interpret the stnrcture of
carbonaceous materials as compared to a perfect graphitic lattice. Changes in
structure may thus be monitored using the technique. For example removal, by heat

treatment, of interstitial impurities positioned between graphite layers, will cause an

increase in the perfection of the lattice, as will the removal of such atoms by chemical

means [26]. Oxidation may result in a decrease in crystallite size as edge atoms of the

carbon crystallite are preferentially removed 1271. Alternatively it may result in an

increase in crystallite size by the removal of interstitial impurities or by a preferential

reaction of less graphitic material [28].

2.2.2 XRD peak intensity ratio method

The degree of graphitisation is a useful method for characterisation of
homogeneous carbons. The interpretation of G is much more complicated for
heterogeneous carbons containing mixtures of carbon of varying degrees of
development of graphite stnrcture. Commercial cathode carbons contain a variety of
types of carbon of greater or lesser graphitic nature (graphite, anthracite, pitch). As
such any )(RD pattems will be dominated by the d6oz peak for graphite corresponding

to a lattice spacing of 3.354A, the intensiry of this peak will be "diluted" by the

contributions of the non-graphitic carbon present [l2]. Due to this fact the .'degree of
graphitisation" as defined in equation 2.07 witl be of little value in the characterisation

of such inhomogeneous materials. The amorphous carbon is not mixed with the

graphitic carbon on an atomic scale and as such the compression of interlayer spacing

ofthe non-graphitic carbon does not occur.

Ssrlie and Aye used the intensity of the dooz difhaction peak compared to that

of a natural graphite and, later, to that of a synthetic electrographite, to characterise the

structure of cathode carbon materials 15,291. This method relies on the reduction in
intensity of the de62 peak due to the contribution of the amorphous carbons. The
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Characterisation of Snuaure of Carbon Materials

technique has been found to give a characterisation of such materials that correlates

well with other properties, such as sodium expansion, figure 2.06. Peak intensity

ratio, expressed as a percentage is defined by;

Iratio : (Intensity of XRD peak)'"",pr" 
x 100%

(Intensity of XRD Peak)stanoaro

2.08

Figure 2.06: Characterisation of cathode carbon material using peak ratio method,

correlation of sodium expansion with peak ratio [29J.

2.2.3 Application of X-ray diffraction to this research

In order to quantify the structure of cathode carbons and their raw materials

both the peak ratio and degree of graphitisation techniques described above were

employed. The measurement of degree of graphitisation, represented by equation

2.07,was applicable to the cathode raw materials examined as single carbon types.

Mixing of graphitic and non-graphitic material in these materials occurs at an atomic

level. Additionally crystallite stack height, Lc, was determined for these materials

using equation 2.04.
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Characterisation of Structure of Carbon Materials

For the XRD measurements of the raw materials it was necessary to run a

highly crystalline standard to determine, not only instnrmental peak broadening but

also peak shift. Sodium chloride was used as a standard. Due to difFrculties of

intensity when the standard was admixed and limitations of accuracy when nrn as an

external standard the NaCl was nm as a simultaneous extemal standard. an innovative

method explained fully in Appendix 1.

Due to the composite nature of cathode carbons, characterisation by the

traditional XRD techniques was inappropriate, as explained in section2.2.2. As such

a peak ratio technique was used to characterise these materials. The carbon standard

used was a British Drug Houses electrographite. In the original work using the peak

ratio method a Skiland natural flake graphite was used as a standard and later a Union

Carbide electrographite as a secondary standard 15,291. As the standard was simply a

base line against which to compare the intensity of the samples a single standard was

used in this research.

In order to prepare samples for XRD analysis they had to be ground. The

cathode raw materials were ground in a ring mill and separated in a sieve battery the

fraction 38-63pm was used for XRD analysis. For the cathode carbons 7-8g were

ground by hand in a pestle and mortar, the entire amount was ground to below 150pm

to avoid preferential selection of one component. The fraction 44-150pm was used

for XRD analysis. The powdered carbons were packed into brass cavity slides and

compressed using a glass microscope slide. They then had sufficient structural

integrity to remain in the cavity slide without the need for additional binder (such as

glue). Five samples of each material were examined in a Philips X-ray diffractometer,

model PW-1710. The instrumental conditions are summarised in table 2.02.
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Table 2.02: XRD Instrument Conditions.

Radiation Co (Kcr,) Start 28" (pitch 26.5"\

Tube potential 35kV End 33'(pitch 34')
Tube curent 40mA Step size 0.01o

Aperture lo Step speed 0.01o/sec

2.3 Surface Area and Porosity

The characterisation of porosity and surface area of carbon materials is a

science unto itself and entire books have been dedicated to the subject [30, 3l]: this

section will examine only two of the many techniques used for characterising these

related parameters. The porosity of a carbon is, by convention, divided into three

classifications depending upon size; micropores have a diameter less than 2nm,

macropores have a diameter greater than 50nm and mesopores fall between the two.

The boundaries between the types are somewhat arbitrary and it is often more useful

to describe pores as micro- or meso-porous in nature rather thm size. Surface area is

no simpler to confine to a definition and is so dependent on experimental method that

a single surface area for a material cannot be defined. Rather it is possible to use a

single technique to examine trends in surface area, such a technique is that of gas

adsorption.

2.3.1 Surface area analysis by gas adsorption

Gases are atfacted to the surfaces of solids because of the thermodynamic

drive to minimise surface energy. Due to this phenomenon the total surface area of a
solid may be characterised by the physical adsorption of a gas such as nitrogen and the

active surface area may be characterised by the chemical adsorption of a particular

reactant gas.
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Volumetric Gravimetric

Sample holder

Outgassing heater

Vacuum I Gas supply

Figure 2.07: Volumetric and gravimetric gas adsorption apparatus.

For equilibrium adsorption of a single component gas the variables are the

volume adsorbed, the pressure of the adsorbate and the temperature. With

temperature held constant volume may be measured as a function of pressure resulting

in the adsorption isotherm. The two main techniques for measuring the adsorption

isotherm are the volumetric and gravimetric methods, illustrated in figure 2.07. The

main types of isothenn obtained are illustrated in figure 2.08 and will be briefly

described here.

Tlpe I isotherms are typical of microporous solids, the majority of micropore

filling occurring at lower pressures. Type tr isotherms are representative of non-

porous solids where monolayer coverage is succeeded by multilayer adsorption at

higher pressures. Tlpe Itr isotherms represent weak adsorbent-adsorbate and strong

adsorbate-adsorbate interactions as do type V isotherrns. This situation leads to

formation of multilayer patches before monolayer coverage is complete. Both tlpes

IV and V isotherms display a hysteresis loop indicative of mesoporosity, where

capillary condensation occurs. The type VI isotherm shows the distinct steps

representing complete formation of successive monolayers [32]. Tlpe V and VI

isotherms occur infrequently.
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Type V

Figure 2.08: Classification of isotherm shapes [32J.

Equations used to obtain the surface area of

isotherm iue numerous, the simplest, applicable only

Langmuir equation,

a solid from its adsorption

to type I isotherms, is the

PPI
-=-V V,nono L,nVnrono

2.09

where V : unit mass of gas adsorbed per unit mass of adsorbent at relative pressure P

V.ono: the amount of adsorbate required to form a monolayer

L, : the Langmuir constant, : rate constantlaosorption;/ rate constant(desorption)
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Experimentally a plot of PA/ vs P should give a straight line of slope l/V'"ono

and intercept l/L*.V.ono. The surface area, A, of the adsorbent may then be obtained

using the relationship,

A: V.ono Ne Ap 2.10

where Nn is Avogadro's number and Ae is the projected area of the adsorbate

molecule.

The Langmuir equation depends upon three assumptions:

o adsorption is confined to a monolayer

o adsorption sites are localised

o all surface sites are ofequal energy

To account for multilayer adsorption the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET)

equation was devised, and is now the most widely used procedure for the

determination of surface areas of porous solids. The main assumptions of the BET

approach are that formation of the initial monolayer may be described by the

Langmuir equation. Molecules of the first layer then act as sites for adsorption and

formation of the second and subsequent layers is similar to condensation of the bulk

adsorptive [33]. Isotherms of types II and [V may be treated using the BET equation;

2.tl

where Po : saturation vapour pressure of the adsorbate

C: exp[(AHA-AHL)/RT] and AHa : heat of adsorption

AHL: heat of liquefaction

To determine the surface area using the BET isotherm it is assumed that a plot

of PA/@.-P) us PlPo is linear, with intercept l/VmonoC and gradient (C-ly(Vmonoc).

However, in practice this linear region represents only part of the isotherm, usually

P | ( c-l)
Tt-l

V(P" - P) VronoC \VroooC/ FJ
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Characterisation of Structure of Carbon Materials

where PlPo lies between 0.05 and 0.3. The surface area may be calculated using

equation 2.10.

Determining surface areas using gas adsorption is a common technique, often

applied somewhat indiscriminately. Values for surface areas should always be

qualified by the adsorbate gas used, as a different adsorbate will often result in a

different surface area. An excellent example of this is provided by the original

Brunauer, Emmett and Teller work in which the surface area of charcoal was

determined using a variety of adsorbates. Adsorption of N2, COz or CO yielded a

measurement of surface area of 700m2.g-t. Ho*"uer, when the adsorbate was butane

a surface area of only 560m2.g1 was measured. The conclusion drawn was that the

pores of the material were sufficiently narrow to preclude ingress of the bulky butane

molecule [33]. However, even with such limitations the technique of gas adsorption

is a powerful tool for showing the trends of surface areas with any given adsorbate.

When the entire isotherm is detennined including both adsorption and

desorption of the adsorbate then the pore size distribution may be determined from

isotherrn data. An altemative means for detennining pore size distribution is mercury

porosimetry.

2.3.2 Pore size distribution using mercury porosimetry

The basis of mercury porosimetry is the high surface tension of mercury. Its

contact angle, 0, with a surface will be greater than 90o thus, in a pore, the meniscus

formed is convex to the vapour phase and a pressure must be exerted on the mercury

to force it into the pore. This situation is illustrated in figure 2.09, the difference

between the vapour pressure above the meniscus and the hydrostatic pressure

necessary to force the mercury into the pore may be represented as AP: Pr - Po and is

related to the pore radius, r, of a cylindrical pore, by the Washburn equation [34]:

2y cosfl
f = ----1-

AP
2.12

where y: surface tension

0: contact angle
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Figure 2.09 also shows a schematic of a mercury porosimeter, the sample is

weighed, evacuated and placed in the sample bulb which is connected to a capillary

stem and filled with mercury. The mercury is pressurised and the pressure recorded

along with the displacement of the mercury in the stem. The intrusion of mercury into

the sample may be used to estimate the radii of the pores, though the technique is

limited to determination of macroporosity and the upper end of the mesoporosity

range.

il reservoir

Mercury

Pressure
gauge

Mercury

fansducer

Sample
Behaviour of mercury
in a cylindrical pore

Figure 2.09: Schematic representation of a merciry porosim"ter ind the tnt asion o7
mercury into a cylindrical pore.

Mercury porosimetry data is often presented in the fomr of a cumulative plot

of open pore volume vs pore radius, r, where r is obtained using the Washburn

equation- Examples of such distributions, for three types of carbon, are shown in
figure 2.10, the arbitrary boundary between meso- and macropores is also shown. The

distribution of porosity for the carbon black appears to be predominantly mesoporous.

The activated carbon shows a bimodal distribution with both meso- and macropores.

The nuclear graphite has far lower open porosity than the other two t1pes, having a

unimodal, macroporous distribution [3 5].
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Figure 2.10: Cumulative pore size distributions for various carbon materials [35J.

2.3.3 Surface area measurement using mercury porosimetry

Mercury porosimetry data may also be used to acquire cumulative open pore

surface area [36]. As mercury is forced into the pores there will be a decrease in

surface energy at the walls, this decrease in surface energy may be equated to the

work done in intruding a volume of mercury, dV, into a pore using a pressure, P;

P dV: -(y, - yi) dA 2.13

where y, : surface €tr€rg]ro1;4-uuoou,

1i : surface enefgjrol;6-mercury

dA: area of pore wall covered by mercury

The Young-Duprd equation relates T, md Tito the surface energy of mercury, y;

(n-yi):ycos0

3l
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Combining equations 2.13 &.2.14 gives an expression for cumulative pore wall

surface area, A, up to pressure P;

2.t5

If the pore shape is assumed to be cylindrical then the Washburn equation may be

used to express equation 2.15 in terms of A(r) vs r. Typical surface area plots for two

different carbon types are shown in figure 2.1 l.

carbon black shown infigure 2.10 [35J.

There are several limitations to mercury porosimetry. There are problems

associated with determining precise values for y and 0. Whilst y is usually assumed to

be 480 mJ.m-2 this value may be significantly altered by contamination of the

mercury. Contact angle, 0, is assumed to be 140" for all solids; however, it has been

shown that 0 may lie anywhere between 105" and 150'[35]. The cylindrical pore

model may not be appropriate for all materials and neglects the effects of networks of
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pores' particularly problematic where the pore structure comprises cavities joined by
naxrow apertures. Despite these limitations, though, mercury porosimetry is an

extensively used technique and as with gas adsorption is extremely useful for
investigating trends within a single type of material.

2.3.4 Tortuosity

Radius and volume will be essential controlling factors in the diffirsion of
gases throughout a network of pores. The theoretical maximum diffirsion of a gas

assumes a straight cylindrical pore. This rate may not be reached due to the

complexity of pore networks, which leads to a longer diffi.rsion path and reduced

concentration in the direction of flow. The lower diffirsion rate attained my be

defined by a "tortuosity factor", r, given by [37]:

": 
D

Dobserycd 
2'16

where Dobserved is the observed pore diffrrsivity and D is the diffirsivity of the gas

species in a cylindrical pore under identical conditions.

2-3.5 Application of surface area and pore size analysis to this research

To normalise the oxidation rates of cathode carbons and their raw materials in
terms of surface area and to investigate the effects of pore size distribution the above

techniques were applied to the samples under investigation. The cathode carbon raw

materials, oxidised in the form of powders, were characterised for surface area using

BET adsorption of N2. The instrument used was a Micromeritics Accusorbru. Four

samples of approximately 19 of each material could be put into the instrument at one

time. Prior to N2 adsorption samples were outgassed, under vacuum at l00oC, for
Ieast24 hours..

Pore size distributions, leading to surface area distributions, for the cathode

carbon blocks were determined by SGL carbon AG in Frankfurt, Gerrnany. The

instrument used was a Micromeritics Poresizerm model 9305. Samples were

analysed in the form of blocks weighing between 4 and 8g. The maximum pressure

used was 20 000 PSI, leading to a minimum pore radius characterised of 0.005 prm.
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The Gasification Reactions of Carbon

3.0 THE GASIFICATION REACTIONS OF CARBON

The gasification reactions of carbon materials (oxidation reactions being a

subset of these) are the basis of several important industrial procedures such as:

I the gasification and combustion of coal for the production of heat and gas

a gasification of metallurgical cokes in steel blast furnaces

O activation ofcarbons to produce adsorbents.

Avoiding gasification, specifically oxidation, of carbons is also a consideration in

such diverse applications as:

o airbum of anodes and cathodes in aluminium smelting

I oxidation of graphitic matrices in the nuclear industry

o oxidation of carbon composite materials in the aerospace and space industry.

3.1 Basic Carbon Gasification Reactions

The procedures listed above involve the basic carbon gasification reactions;

these may be summarised:

Steam Gasification

C+HzO<+Hz+CO

c+H2oeHz+coz
CO + 3Hz <+ CtI+ + HzO

Hydrogasification

C + ZHz <+ ClI4

C+02€)COz

C+COz+ZCO

C +bOz <+ CO

3.01

3.02

3.03

Combustion

The steam gasification of coal is an industrially important reaction and is

described by the combination of reactions represented by equations 3.01, 3.02 and

3.03. To produce methane gas from coal it is suffrcient to react it directly with

hydrogen, equation 3.04. The combustion reactions described represent the partial

(3.07) and complete (3.05) oxidation of carbon. These reactions are linked by the

3.04

3.05

3.06

3.07
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Boudouard reaction describing the reaction of carbon with carbon dioxide, equation

3.06, the forward reaction being favoured by higher temperatures and lower pressures.

To compare the various gasification reactions is diffrcult due to the difficulties

of conducting such experiments under comparable conditions. However, an

approximate comparison of rates and activation energy is given in table 3.01 [38].

Kinetics of the Carbon Gasification Reactions

Despite extensive study there appears little conclusive evidence about the

mechanism of the carbon oxidation reaction. Reported rate orders, whilst almost

always fractional, vary from 0 - I [39]. Reported activation energies vary from 40 -

400 kJ.moft ;:S1. The reactivity of carbons varies as broadly as carbon t1pe.

Typically the reactivity of both graphitising carbons and non-graphitising carbons with

oxygen and carbon dioxide depends on the thermal history of the material, decreasing

with increasing heat treatment temperature [40, 4l]. This phenomenon is the result of

the reduction in active sites with increased heat treatment (in an inert atmosphere).

The gasification of carbons is a selective procedure occurring initially at active sites

such as the prismatic edges of the carbon layers and at defects such as dislocations and

vacancies [38]. Heat treatment reduces the number of such sites, thermal annealing

removes dislocations and vacancies and rearrangement decreases the number of edge

sites [42]. Heat treatment may also remove volatile inorganic ions and reduce

catalysis effects.

Typically reaction rate with any gasiffing agent has been found to increase

exponentially with increasing temperature. Figure 3.01 shows the reaction rates of a

variety of carbon materials with steam indicating the strong dependence on

Table 3.01: Comparison of Carbon Gasification Reactions[38J.

Reaction AH
(kJ.mol-t)

Relative rate at 1073 K
and 0.1 atm

Activation energy
ftJ.mol-t)

C+COzeZCO

C+HzO€Hz+CO

C+02<+COz

C + zHz <+ CFI4

t70.7

130.3

-393.4

-74.8

I

3

1x105

3 x l0-3

335-375

270-310

230-270

150
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temperature and the wide range of reactivities in a variety of carbon types. This

reinforces the idea that reactivity decreases with increased heat treatnilent temperafure

prior to oxidation as the coke, heat treated to above 1000'C has a reactivity

significantly lower than the chars (generally treated at far lower temperatures) [a2].

Figure 3.01: The temperature dependence of steam reacttvtty of
dffirent carbon materials [42J.

The rate of gasification reactions is also found to be dependent on the partial

pressure of the reactant gas species, typically rate is directly proportional to partial

pressure. This is illustrated in figure 3.02 where the rate of the steam carbon reaction

is shown at two different temperatures, l303oC and 1205'C, increasing linearly with

increased partial pressure of H2O [43].
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Figure3.02: Reactionratevssteampartial pressureforagraphitecarbon[43J.

The variation in rate of oxidation with partial pressure of oxygen of two

different carbon materials is shown in figure 3.03. The rates for soot from a premixed

ethylene flame (a) and phenol-formaldehyde resin char (b) are shown indicating the

strong dependence on partial pressure of oxygen t44,391.
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The Gasilication Reactions of Carbon

3.2.1 Chemical and diffusion control

For the gasification of a non-porous graphite the rate determining step will

change with temperature. At low temperatures the chemical reactivity of the carbon is

the controlling mechanism, that is to say the complete or partial chemisorption of

reactant and desorption of product. At high temperatures the controlling factor will be

diffirsion of reactant gas to the surface of the material as the increased rate of reaction

depletes the surrounding atmosphere of the reactant species, or mass hansfer control.

For porous carbons there may be a third mechanism controlling the rate of

reaction. At low temperatures and low reaction rates the reaction is slow enough that

the diffrrsion of reactant gas species through the pores to the reacting surface is

sufficient not to hinder progress of the reaction. Thus the controlling mechanism at

these temperatures is the true chemical reactivity of the carbon. At very high

temperatures the reaction will be sufficiently fast that there will be a boundary layer at

the external surface of the sample where the reactant gas species has been depleted.

The controlling mechanism in this situation is that of diffrrsion across this boundary

layer and is a function of the gas species, not the carbon material. Between these two

extremes is a regime controlled by pore diffirsion. At the surface of the sample

chemical reactivity will still be the controlling mechanism; however, at internal pore

surfaces the concentration of reactant species, and thus rate of reaction, will be

controlled by difhrsion through the pores [45].

These three regimes are often represented graphically on an idealised

Arrhenius plot, shown in figure 3.04. Zone I reflects the tnre reactivity of the carbon

material. Zone [. reflects pore diffiision. Zone fr, reflects nothing more than the

diffirsion characteristics of the reactant gas species and is of no use in characterising

the reactivity of the carbon.
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Figure 3.04: Dependence of rate of reaction on tr*p"
reactant gas species throughout a carbon material [45J.

The implications of this description of rate controlling steps are important in
the design of experiments to characterise the gasification reactions of carbon. To find
the true chemical reactivity of carbon it is essential to be operating under Zone I
conditions, this may be ensured by using small particle sizes and low temperatures,

Alternatively carbon may be oxidised in the form of a thin film where diffirsion into

the bulk of the sample will not be a problem. When work of this nature was

conducted on a graphite material it was found that the reaction with oxygen at the

surface was zero order. However, when the thickness of the sample exceeded g.lmm,

diffirsion of oxygen into the pores of the sample strongly affected the rate. The order

of the reaction was one-half and the activation energy was half that of the surface

reaction [46], as the reaction became controlled by Zone tr type behaviour (as Chown

in figure 3.04).
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However, the conditions necessary to ensure Zone I type reactions are rarely

representative of an industrial situation. As such it is often useful to characterise the

reaction rates and activation energies for Zones I and II in order to understand how a

given material may behave in any application.

This model of carbon gasification is a simplified picture. In reality the

controlling mechanism may be a combination of mass transfer and chemical

reactivity. The rate controlling step may change with temperature, for example from

adsorption to desorption in Zone I or an increase in diffirsion coefficient in Zone II,

altering the activation energy. In Zone II product gases may build up within the solid

retarding the reaction rate. Before reactant concentration within the solid falls to zero

there already may be a concentration gradient across the boundary layer, resulting in a

longer transition from Zone I to Zone III with no discernible Zone II [45].
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Transitions between Zones may not be distinct as illustrated by the gasification

of a spectroscopic graphite rod with carbon dioxide, figure 3.05 t45]. At temperatures

below 950'C the Arrhenius plot is a straight line enabling an activation energy of 389

kJ.mol-l to be determined. Above this temperature a sharp transition appears to occur;

however, porosity measurements on the reacted carbon indicate that the transition

between Zone I and Zone tr bpe behaviour is not complete at this temperatr.re.

Porosity measurements, following oxidation at l200oC, showed significant porosity

development at the centre of the rod, the implication of which is that at this

temperature there is still a significant amount of reactant gas within the pores of the

carbon. The ideal transition between Zoneland Zone II was calculated assuming 389

kJ.mol-l was the true activation energy and transition would occru when tle rate was

approximately 69 carbon reacting per hour. The predicted activation energy in Zone tr
of this reaction was 195 kJ.mol-r approximately that observed for the reaction above

1250'C.

However, as long as the limitations are borne in mind this model is a useful

tool for describing the gasification reactions of carbon.

3.2.2 Reactivity of carbon

The reactivity of a carbon material is as essential a characteristic as its mass or
strength yet is far harder to quantify. The reactivity depends on numerous factors,

such as the reactant under consideration. It does not necessarily follow that the

reactivity of a carbon to one reactant will follow the same trend as its reactivity to
another reactant. The reactivity of a carbon may be influenced by structural and

compositional considerations, such as:

o parent material and heat treatment, these two historical factors will have a

profound effect on the perfection of the lamellar structure

surface area, contributions from total surface area, accessible surface area, and

reactive surface area

porosity, strongly related to surface area, affects the transport ofreactant gas

species throughout the structure

catalysis, predominantly by inorganic impurities such as metals and metal

oxides.

o
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The Gasilication Reactions of Carbon

A simple equation representing the rate of carbon oxidation might be:

3.08

where X describes the extent of gasification, also called bumoff and may be defined

as a percentage at any time, t, during the reaction as:

.dx
I 

-- dt

3.09

Due to the strong dependence of gasification reactions on internal porosity and

surface area, as explained in the previous section, rates are often expressed in tenns of
intrinsic or specific reactivity, that is the rate of reaction per unit area of internal

surface. A description of the intrinsic chemical reactivity, R1, taking into account the

total surface, AroreL, into account may be expressed as:

Ri : ki p(x)' Arorel-' 1g.m-2.s-l.Pa)

x =( t- mass""'0""(t) ) xlooo/o
\ mas*ouo"(t = 0)/

3.10

where ki is the intrinsic rate coefficient, p(x) is the partial pressure of the reactant gas,

x and m is the true reaction order [38].

Observed oxidation rates of carbon, r', have been related to intrinsic reactivity,

Ri, by the equation:

r' : D g pArorar_Ri p(Oz)' [l - r'lp p(Oz)']' (kg.m-2.s-r) 3.11

This relationship [47] invokes characteristic size, p, density, p and specific

(total) surface area, .{1614 of a particle of carbon material. The coeffrcient D is the

effective diffusion coefficient for oxygen difhrsion through the pores of the particular

material and is a firnction of e, p and A161a1. The concentration of oxygen in the

bulk gas, p(oz), and the coefficient of mass transfer to the particle, y, are also

important considerations. In this equation the true reaction rate order is represented
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by m. The review paper by Smith from which this relationship comes uses

experimental data from a number of workers to compare the intrinsic reactivities of a

large number of different carbon materials. The original data had been collected

under a variety of experimental conditions and so was normalised, for the sake of

comparison, by using the value r'i, (the oxidation rate to be found if the pore surface

was exposed to an oxygen partial pressure, P(Oz), of l0l kPa) defined by:

r'i: Ri P(oz) 
* 

1kg.*'2.s-';

where m is the true reaction order.

3.r2

Figure 3.06: Intrinsic reactivity of various carbons at p(O) of 101kPa [47J.

Figure 3.06 shows the Anhenius plot resulting from this accumulation of data

and illustrates the exceedingly wide range of reactivities of carbon, even after effects

of surface area have been normalised. Activation energies obtained from these data

show a distribution even within a single carbon type, values for cokes range from 113-
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The Gasilicalion Reactions of Carbon

155 kJ.mol-r and for highly purified graphites the range covers 247-28lkJ.mol-r. The

reasons proposed for this spread of values is that the intrinsic reactivities reflect the

effects of atomic structure of the carbons, as well as difflerent levels of catalytic

impurities.

When quoting activation energies of carbon gasification reactions it is

essential to understand the part played by mass fransfer of the reactant and product

species. The Zone model, represented in figure 3.04, clearly indicates the effect of

pore diffirsion on activation energy. Limitations on reaction rate imposed by diffirsion

considerations (through pores and across boundary layers) will reduce the calculated

activation energy significantly. When determining such values it is necessary to be

aware of the prevailing gasification conditions and whether the reaction is progressing

with predominantly Zone I type behaviour. An additional complication arises from

the selective nature of carbon gasification processes. As these reactions occur

preferentially at certain sites there must be strong dependence of rate on the

concenhation and distribution of such "active" sites.

3.2.3 Active surface area

The active surface area (ASA) of a carbon material may be defined as the sum

of the accessible active sites on the carbon surface; these sites, located at

imperfections or basal plane edges are capable of forming a chemical bond with the

reactant gas species. The extent of ASA is related to structural factors of the carbon

material such as crystallite size and vacancy and impurity concentrations. Until the

1950s there was little success measuring the ASA of carbon. Then in 1955 water

adsorption was used on oxidised Graphon carbon (a granular graphitised carbon

black) to estimate the proportion of active sites (it was assumed that the water would

only adsorb onto the oxides) [48]. Later it was shown that the low end of the Nz

physical adsorption isotherm at 78K could be used to estimate ASA of graphitised

carbon blacks. The ASA of such carbons was shown to be a low fraction of the total

surface area, the author of the work concluding that the material was composed almost

entirely of the largely unreactive basal planes of carbon crystallites [49].

When the ASA was measured by adsorption of oxygen onto the surface of

Graphon at various levels of burnoff a good correlation was found between the rate
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constant of the oxidation reaction and ASA. The rate constant calculated on the basis

of ASA remained constant with increasing bumoff whereas that calculated on the

basis of total surface area (TSA) increased with burnoff [50].

The measured active surface area of a carbon material depends not only on the

structure and composition of the carbon but also on the gas used to measure the ASA.

Each reactant gas species appears to give a unique ASA and as such it is essential,

when measuring ASA, to use an appropriate adsorptive. This fact is illushated

exceptionally well by the work of Hoffman [51] investigating the pyrolysis of

propylene by means of adsorption and cracking on a carbon substrate. Figure 3.07(a)

shows the Arrhenius plots of pyrolysis rates normalised to total surface area, the data

for the different samples falls on distinct lines. When the ASA.2, determined by 02

adsorption, was used as the normalising factor the majority of the data falls on one

line, figure 3.07(b). The data for one sample appears on a different line, this sample

being the only unoxidised sample and having a different distribution of active sites.

when the ASA was determined using the adsorption of propylene (ASA.=-J all the

data is normalised onto one line, figure 3.02(c).
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Figure 3.07: Arrhenius plotsfor pyrolysis rates of pr@ate
reloted to the various surface areas of that substrate [51J.
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The ASA concept has been applied successfully to the measurement of the

gasification reactivities of lignite materials and good agreement has been found

experimentally between ASA values measured by both volumetric and gravimetric

means [13, 52]. Despite this, measwement of ASA of carbon materials is still not a
well established technique. For some carbon materials, notably coals or low
temperafure chars, measurements of ASA appear to be affected by heat treatment of
the sample, chemisorption temperature, oxygen concentration and catalytic impurities

making a unique and meaningful ASA impossible to measure. The gasification

reactions, being selective in their reaction sites, may not proceed with equal rate at

each type of surface site and chemisorption of a particular gas may only characterise

some of the sites. In order to use ASA as a meaningful common denominator for
carbon oxidation reactions it is necessary to have a fundamental understanding of the

mechanism of the reaction. It must be understood in detail which gas species adsorbs

onto or desorbs from the surface during the reaction, also the adsorption must occur

under conditions where no reaction with the surface will occur. As such the use of
ASA, whilst ideal, is rarely practicable.
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3.2.4 Change of rate with burnoff

As gasification reactions progress the rate of reaction of carbon materials may

change, even though there is no change in temperature. The reasons for this are

twofold. Firstly, even within a single type of carbon material, the carbon atoms are

bound to the bulk material with differing strengths. Clearly, all else being equal, those

atoms most weakly bound will oxidise first leaving more strongly bound atoms. The

reactivity of the material will then decrease with extent of oxidation and reaction rate

will fall. This is illushated in figure 3.08, the reaction rate for a coal char with a

steamlhydrogen gasiffing agent falls with increasing burnoff (an alternative

explanation for this is the formation of very stable H-C bonds blocking active surface

sites) [42].

Figure 3.08: Change in reaction rate with extent of burnoffat 3 MPa
(HzO:Hz: 20: I0) and 900T [42].
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Secondly, and counter to this trend of decreasing reactivity, will be the

possible increase in porosity of the sample with increasing gasification' There is little

doubt that the surface area of a carbon material changes during gasification, generally

due to changes in porosity. Figure 3.09 shows the development of surface area with

the reaction of a pure carbon material in CO2. When the results are nonnalised for the

mass of carbon remaining it can be seen that the specific surface area of the material

increases with increasing bumoff 1421, the correlation being linear for all bar the

initial stages of gasification.

Figure 3.09: Variation of the surface area of a graphite carbon (as determined by

butene adsorption at }oC) related to (a) the original sample mass and (b)

instantaneous mass during gasification with COz [42J.

This linear correlation between surface area and extent of gasification does not

always apply, however. The development of porosity will depend on how stongly a

given carbon atom is bound to the bulk material and how accessible it is to the

gasifring species. The partial pressure of the gasifring species, the temperature and

overall oxidation rate will all affect the transport of reactant and product and thus alter

the rate of change of porosity [42,53).
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At lower reaction rates, ie Zonel conditions, the whole of the internal surface

area is potentially accessible to the gasifuing species, this will result in development

of porosity even at the microporous level. At higher reaction rates pore diffirsion is

the limiting factor as the reaction progresses more quickly and depletes the

concentration of gasifying species at intemal surfaces. This may result in a lower

overall development of porosity and a lower proportion of that developed porosity

being in inaccessible micropores.

These phenomena have been recorded for gasification of an anthracite char

[42] and a brown coal [53] with CO2. Figure 3.10 shows the variation of pore volume

and total surface area with extent of burnoff of an anthracite char gasified at two

temperatures. It may clearly be seen that both surface area and total pore volume for

the sample gasified at the higher temperature always remain below those of the

residue treated at lower temperature.
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Figure 3.11 shows the development of porosity of a char derived from a brown

coal when gasified with CO2 at three temperatures [53]. The porosity is broken down

into micro- and meso-pores. Gasification at 1123K and 1173K result in pore

development with similar proportions of meso- and micro-pores. However, when the

gasification temperature reaches 1273K the micro-pore development is reduced by

approximately 30%oat the same time that the meso-pore development increases atnost

twofold. This would imply that the highest of these temperatures is firmly within the

Zonell,pore diffirsion controlled region of the reaction for this material.
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Figure 3.I l: Development of porosity of a coal char gasified in CO2 [53J.

It should be noted that the surface area often begins to fall in the later stages of

oxidation, this may be explained by the removal of pore walls in the last stages of

gasification.

The development of porosity affects the rate of a gasification reaction but the

effect is rarely simple. For example, it has been shown that the gasification of a non-

porous graphite results in the development of significant amounts of either micro- or

meso-porosity at even low (3.4 wt %) levels of burnoff [54]. Micro-porosity is
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defined as having a pore width less than 2nm and meso-porosity has a width between

2 and 50nm. Meso- and micro-pores will therefore place constraints on oxidation

rates due to diffi.rsion requirements, this is sometimes termed the tortuosity factor [36]

and is explained more fully in Chapter 2.

The kinetics of coal oxidation have been extensively studied and it has been

found that there is significant development of porosity and surface area during

gasification, especially during the first 50%o of bumoff. However, the rate of

oxidation is not drastically increased as most of the new porosity is formed as micro-

or mesopores where diffrrsion of oxygen is severely limited. In fact the increase in

rate is just enough to counter the theoretically predicted 213 rate order, leaving the

earliest stages of oxidation rate linear with time [55].

When the adsorption of oxygen onto the interior surfaces of soot spheres was

considered it was found that specific surface area actually decreased on modest

exposure to oxygen [56]. The reasons for this effect were twofold, frstly the weight

of the soot spheres would have increased as the oxygen adsorbed, some of the weight

consisting of oxygen. Secondly the pore stnrcture would have changed with

adsorption of the oxygen the internal surfaces of the pores acquiring an adsorbed layer

ofgas.

Clearly the only thing that may be said with certainty regarding changes of

porosity with gasification and changes of gasification with porosity is that there will

be an effect. What that effect is will depend on a large number of factors and is best

confined to a specific description of a single material under a given set of conditions.

3.2.5. Catalysis

The reaction rates of gasification of carbonaceous materials are strongly

influenced by inorganic impurities present in the carbon, these may catalytically

increase or inhibit the reaction. In some cases such inorganic impurities are added

specifically to facilitate the gasification reaction, for example the addition of alkali

metal additives to promote the reaction of coal with steam or air for the production of

gaseous fuels [57].
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Transition metals, alkali metals and alkaline earth metals along with their

oxides and carbonates are amongst the most active of the known catalysts for the

oxidation of carbon. The precise mechanism by which these catalysts serve to

accelerate the carbon - gas reaction is complex but may be influenced by a number of

factors [38], these include:

o the metal or oxide concemed

o the gasification reaction in question and the temperature at which it is shrdied

o the size and distribution of the catalyst particles

o the chemical state of the catalyst

rt the relative amount of the catalvst.

In general catalysts operate by providing an alternative pathway for the

reaction, the rate determining step of which has a lower activation enerry than the

uncatalysed reaction. Two main mechanisms have been proposed for the action of

catalysts.

Long and Sykes [58] proposed an electron-transfer mechanism, this suggested

that as many of the known catalysts of carbon gasification had unfilled electron shells

they could accept electrons from the n-bonds of the carbon matrix. This would

weaken the carbon-carbon bonds at graphite crystallite edges and allow adsorption of

an oxygen atom. The CO complex then requires little energy to desorb.

An alternative, and more widely accepted, mechanism is that of oxygen

transfer. This mechanism regards the catalyst as an oxygen carrier facilitating the

transfer of oxygen to the carbon surface. It has been proposed that only those metals

that can oscillate between oxidation states can catalyse the carbon oxidation reaction

as they participate in a cycle of oxidation reduction reactions as represented:

MO+COz+ MO.COz

MO.COz+ C :+ MO + 2CO

3.13

3.14

where MO is a metal oxide, and MO.COz is COz adsorbed on a metal oxide site [38].
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The predominant acceptance of this mechanism is supported by the catalytic

behaviour of those metals whose oxide state may oscillate, metals with stable oxides

such as aluminium, zinc and tin have not been observed to catalyse the reaction.

Catalytic alteration of rate is found to vary with impurity content, though activation

energy stays constant, implying that the catalytic effect is localised, requiring contact

between the catalyst and the carbon [59]. All these factors tend to reinforce the theory

of oxygen transfer rather than electron transfer.

Catalysts not only alter the mechanism of carbon oxidation but also the

topographical progress of the reaction. An uncatalysed carbon oxidation reaction may

be found to progress at active sites such as imperfections in the graphite lattice and

crystallite edges. Catalysts tend to accumulate, during oxidation, and the reaction then

progresses more rapidly at such agglomerations. This leads to localised attack that

can take the form of pitting or channelling. If the catalyst has a strong interaction with

the carbon it is possible for a thin film of catalyst to form over the edge of carbon

graphite planes and attack progresses by a means known as edge regression. It

appears that different catalysts have a tendency towards one form of topographical

attack, depending upon how strong the interaction between the catalyst and the

carbon. For example molybdenum, copper and zinc tend to attack predominantly

through the edge recession mode but silver, gold and platinum tend to remain in the

noble state as the oxidation reaction proceeds, exhibiting a weak interaction with the

carbon and display a channelling topography [60]. Figure 3.12 shows a schematic

representation of the channelling behaviour of a VzOs particle during the catalysed

oxidation of a single crystal of graphite, the particle cuts a channel in the <1010>

direction [57].

The amount and dispersion of the catalyst have a strong influence on its

behaviour. An investigation into the catalysis of char pyrolysis by CaO found that the

oxide had a significant catalytic effect that reduced with increasing pyrolysis residence

time due to agglomeration of the CaO particles resulting in a coarser dispersion

throughout the material [61]. The amount of catalyst is equally critical, there appears

an optimum value above which the rate of reaction will begin to decline once more.

With the calcium cation catalysis of chars the limiting value has been reported at 4000

ppm [62].
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Figure 3.12: Schematic representation of the channelling behaviour of a VzOs

catalyst particle in a single crystal of graphite [57J.

Substances known to inhibit the carbon oxidation reaction include

phosphorous, halogen and boron compounds 163, 64, 651. The mechanism of

operation varies, sometimes the inhibitor deactivates catalysts already present in the

carbon material, sometimes active sites are blocked by adsorption of stable

complexes.
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3.3 Points Pertinent to the Oxidation of Cathode Carbons

The oxidation of cathode carbons in service in an aluminium smelting cell will

progress according to one or more of the combustion reactions described by equations

3.05, 3.06 and 3.07. As the most probable source of oxygen for these reactions is a

leaky collector bar seal the oxidation conditions will involve a, possibly, limited

supply of oxygen. Temperatures in the range of 50oC to 300oC are likely to occur at

the outer edge of the cathode carbon blocks and cell lining [], though these

temperatures will vary with the smelter technology used. As such the likely scenario

for the oxidation of cathode carbons involves Zones I and tr of the idealised

Arrhenius plot. That is to say the rate of oxidation will be influenced by the chemical

reactivity of the materials and the pore diffrrsion of the reactant and product gases.

Being composite materials the cathode carbons will contain carbon of various

types (graphite, anthracite and pitch coke). This will affect the reactivity of the

cathode carbons, selective oxidation of the most reactive components being a probable

scenario. It is possible to hypothesise that the reaction rate of the cathode carbons will

alter with extent of burnoffas explained in section 3.2.4.

The catalytic effects of inorganic impurities will influence the oxidation

resistance of cathode carbons. The anthracite, in particular, being a naturally

occurring material refined simply by washing and calcining, may be expected to

exhibit potentially high levels of inorganic impurities.
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4.0

Develonment of the Technique used in this Research

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNIQUE USED IN THIS RESEARCH

Whilst much research has been conducted regarding the oxidation of single

carbon types the oxidation of cathode carbons has not been an area of intensive study.

Anode carbons, being subject to significant losses through air burn and carbon dioxide

consumption, have received considerable attention. Though anodes are of a somewhat

different construction to cathode carbons (petroleum coke in a pitch binder, baked to

approximately 1200'C) the techniques that are employed in their study are equally

relevant.

4.1 Limitations of Existing Test Methods

Measurements of the oxidation rate of single carbon t1pes, such as a graphite

or a coke, are frequently conducted using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 139,52,

66]. This technique is most simply defined as the analysis of change of mass with

temperature. In practice samples are held in crucibles, made of an inert material such

as platinum, ild suspended from a highly accurate microbalance. A controlled

atmosphere system allows a variety of gasification reactions to be studied using TGA

and an accurate control of temperature means that steady state and dlmamic rate

changes may be studied. This method is time consuming and expensive but the major

drawback of this technique when applied to an inhomogeneous cathode carbon is the

small sample size. ln general the TGA apparatus places constraints on sample size,

samples often being measured in terms of micrograms. For a material such as a

cathode carbon this sample size could not be representative of bulk structure.

Some researchers have used infra-red gas analysers to quantif known product

gases of the carbon oxidation reaction this technique having been applied with good

results to both graphite and coke oxidation 167, 68, 69). However, the infra-red

analysis of product gases presupposes the presence of particular gas species. For a

more general technique a gas analyser capable of identiffing a broad range of species

is required. Mass spectrometry is such a technique and, though rarely applied to the

characterisation ofcarbon oxidation reactions, it has been used to identify the product

gases of temperature prograrnmed desorption from the surfaces of carbon materials

1441.
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The oxidation reactions of the composite carbons used in the aluminium

smelting industry are frequently measured using methods and apparatus developed

and supplied by R&D Carbon Ltd, Switzerland [70]. The air reactivity apparatus

supplied by R&D Carbon, is represented schematically in figure 4.01, the method

employed is to heat a standard sample (50mm diarneter, length 60mm) to 550oC in an

inert atmosphere. The atrnosphere is then altered to an air flow of 200 lhour and the

sample cooled at l5oC/trour to 400oC. The sample is tapped once per minute to

loosen dust, which is collected undemeath the sample. The results from such an

experiment axe expressed as:

Air Reactivity Residue, ARR, weight percent of the sample remaining

Air Reactivity Dust, ARD, the weight percent of dust produced

Air Reactivity Loss, weight percent lost due to oxidation

from Hume et al [70].

The method outlined above has the virtue of simplicity and is a popular

technique in use in many laboratories concerned with quality control of anode

production [9]. However, the rate of reaction deterrrined using this technique is based

Air preheating
Thermocouple

Furnace

Air residue

Dust

Figure 4.01 : Experimental aftangementfor determination of air reactivity, redrawn
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on a "before and after" weight measurement. No information on the course of the

reaction may be determined.

As the carbon,oxygen reaction is strongly exothermic the ignition temperature

has been adopted as a meiuls of indirect characterisation of oxidation behaviow. In

order to characterise the oxidation behaviour of anodes the ignition temperature of the

constituent coke has been used. The slower the heating rate at which ignition

temperature is determined the more accurate the correlation, however even when

heating at 0.5"Cimin the conelation is still poor, figure 4-02l9l.
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Figure 4.02: Anode air reactivity vs coke ignition temperatures (with lTC/min and
0.S%o/min heating rate [9J.
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4.1.1 Requirements of an optimum test method

In order to characterise fully the oxidation behaviour of inhomogeneous

carbon materials, such as cathodes, a technique is required that can meet the following

requirements:

o Take representative samples of the materials with no need for special gtnding

or machining. An amorphous cathode carbon is shown in frgure 4.03 with the

proportions of the three largest particle size fractions typically used in

cathode production []. It is easy to see that even when dealing with l0g of

cathode sample it is possible to have selected only three anthracite particles in

the largest size fraction. Generally, for cathode carbons, the sample size

would have to be at least l0g to be representative.

o Contain these samples in an environment controlled for temperafure and

atmosphere.

o Identif all product gases of the oxidation reaction.

o Continuously measure weight loss in order to calculate rate of reaction at any

level of burnoff.

a Continuously record the temperature of the sample in order to correlate

reactivity with temperattne.
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Figure 4.03: Amorphous cathode carbon with the three largest particle sizefractions
typically used in its manufacture. The cathode sample is in theform of a cube,
weighing 10g: 12.5%would befrom the Tyler meshfraction 41, 25?5from the

fraction 4-8, 2|okfrom thefraction 8-28 and 2}%ofrom thefraction 28-200
allowing pitching levels of 17.5% pJ.

4.2 Development of the Product Gas Analysis Technique

To meet these requirements a new technique has been developed. Comprising

a controlled atmosphere furnace it allows the analysis and quantification of product

gases of oxidation reactions. The apparatus and technique may be considered as a

series of modules that can be used in a number of combinations depending on the

level of analysis required. These modules will be explained in detail here and

comprise the furnace, the gas flow system, a load cell, a gas analyser and data

recording.
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4.2.1 The fumace

A furnace was needed that could accommodate large samples of cathode

material in a closely controlled environment. The reaction chamber would have to be

sufficiently gas tight that the atmosphere could be controlled. The furnace chosen was

a TranstemprM gold reflection furnace, this offered a low thermal mass coupled with

an internal clear fused qvartz reaction chamber. The fumace is shown in figure 4.04.

A six stage programmable furnace controller was used (Electric Measurement

& Control Ltd, Type 481) that allowed temperature to be increased as slowly as loC

per hour if desired. One "stageoo of the temperahre progftlrnme comprised heating

rate, hold temperature, hold time and cooling rate. This enabled complex temperature

profiles to be used if desired. The practical upper limit to temperature attainable by

the furnace was 850oC, and heating rates were usually between 20oC and 30OoC/hour.

Gold coated
quartz tube

Clear fused
quartz tube

Heating element

Insulation

o

o

o
o

U
o
o
o
o

Figure 4.04: Gold reflectionfurnace.
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Proving trials were conducted using a series of thermocouples at various

positions within a sample in order to establish the isothermal region of the furnace and

the optimum heating rate for the sample. The results of such a trial are shown in

figure 4.05. Nine thermocouples were positioned, as shown, in holes drilled in the

specimen, the tips of the thermocouples being located on the center plane of the

sample (a semigraphitised cathode carbon). The heating rate for this particular trial

was 50oC/hour and the initial region of the temperature profile shows the tlpical

feedback response of the furnace controller. It is impossible to distinguish between

the responses of the thermocouples at the scale shown so the hold time has been

enlarged.

The range of temperatures recorded by the various thermocouples is less than

7"C. Temperature recorded by any individual themrocouple appears to be slightly

dependent on its position within the sample, those in the centre of the sample show a

tendency to be a few degrees higher than those at the edges. However, the

temperature at the bottom of the sample is not consistently lower than that at the top

demonstrating that the isothennal region of the furnace easily accommodates the

whole length of the sample.

The rapid response of the furnace and controller is indicated by the shape of

the initial slope of the temperature profile. The oscillation characteristic of a feedback

control loop is apparent, they are not damped out due to the low thennal mass of the

fumace.

ln typical operation the furnace controller received feedback from the fumace

via a "K" type thermocouple. Sample temperature was measured independently using

a second "K" type thermocouple located in close proximity to the edge of the sample.

Each of these thermocouples was Inconelru sheathed.
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Figure 4.05: Temperature profile through a samplewhen heating at
S0T/hour to 600T.

4.2.2 The controlled atmosphere system

In order to conduct oxidation experiments in a conholled ahosphere the

reaction chamber of the furnace had to be made gas tight. The gold reflection fuinace

was ideal in this respect due to the central quartz tube offering an easily isolated

reaction chamber. There had to be access to both top and bottom of the reaction

chamber in order to insert samples and to clean any fallen residue from the bottom of

the furnace. As such a removable lid on either end had to comply with the overall gas

tight nature of the apparatus. A series of O-ring seals was used, two sealed the

internal furnace hrbe to the furnace end plate and two sealed the lid to the end plate,

this sealing arrangement is illustrated in figure 4.09. Where it was nec€ssary to pass

thermocouples through the lid connections were made gas tight using Swagelokru

fittings with compressible PTFE inserts. Water connections to the lid and furnace end

plates provided cooling for the O-rings.

Oxidation experiments were conducted in flowing gas conditions to avoid

stagnation around the sample and to transport the product gases to the gas analyser.

The gas flow system was designed to minimise contamination of the gases whilst not
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interfering with furnace operations such as sample insertion. For this reason the

tubing on the product gas side of the furnace was stainless steel, this tubing rarely had

to be moved. The gas connections to the inlet side of the fumace, on the other hand,

had to allow the lid to be lifted for sample insertion and removal. The tubing on the

inlet side of the fumace was PTFE.

Flow control was provided through two-stage regulators (NZIG "Comet" 500)

at the gas bottle connections followed by rotameter style flow controllers. Flow was

monitored by solid state flow meters (Radio Sparesru model 407-546 & -552). These

flow meters had to be calibrated for the gases being used as their response was

dependent on gas species. Calibration was conducted using a positive displacement

bubble flow meter. Figure 4.06 illustrates the calibration arrangement and gives an

example of a calibration curve.

A means to provide a constant check on the gas tightness of the system was

provided by a bubbler in the waste stream. The aim of this simple device was to

provide instant visual indication of any leaks. The overall gas control and monitoring

system is shown in figure 4.07. Gas flow through the furnace was set at 9-12l,/hour.

flow = 0.044 + 0. l2signalr'12

/

-1

/' r

05101520
Signal (mV)

Figure 4.06: Calibration ar. angement offlow meters and example calibration can've

of O2 onflow meter F2.
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Figure 4.07: Overall gasflow control and monitoring arrangement.

4.2.3 Load cell

To conduct a large scale thermogravimetric analysis of the oxidation reactions

being studied a load cell was incorporated into the apparatus. The aim was to use this

as a rough check on the mass balance calculations. The load cell was based on that

used in an Ohausffi electronic balance, model 8300. It used a bridge of four strain

gauges, type CEA-13-125UW-350, the signal from which was processed using a

Daytronicsru series 9000 data acquisition and conhol system. The load cell is

illustrated in figure 4.08. Also shown in figure 4.08 is the calibration curve

determined for conversion of the load cell signal, in mV, to mass, in grams. Accuracy

of this curve is excellent within the range determined (0-3009).
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y=0.2989x-0.1846

Figure 4.08: Load cell and calibration curvefor conversion of load
cell signal to mass.

The perspex housing was mounted on top of the furnace so that the sample

could be suspended below the load cell. The inlet gases ran through the gas tight

housing providing some cooling for the strain gauges. Additional cooling was

provided by the water cooled bar on which the housing was mounted. This

arrangement is illustrated in figure 4.09.
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Figure 4.09: Load cell mounting and sealing anongement for the furnace used in
oxidation trials.

Despite the additional cooling provided by the water cooled support beam the

load cell readings were found to drift with temperatre. The drift was not very large

and could be accounted for by calibration. A typical calibration curve is shown in

figrre 4.10, the drift is linear with temperature.
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Figure 4.10: Calibration curve for load cell signal drifi with temperature.
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4.2.4 Gas analysis and data recording

An essential feature of the new technique is an analysis of the product gases

using a quadrupole gas analyser, this is discussed in more detail in the next section.

With all the modules of the technique in position an overall flow diagram of the

experimental arrangement may be drawn as in figure 4.11. Also shown in this

diagram is the data recording arrangement. Data from the gas analyser were recorded

in spreadsheet form. Data from the load cell, thennocouple and flow meters were

recorded via a Series 600 Datatakerm. These could then be downloaded at the end of

an experiment for inclusion in the spreadsheet of gas analysis data.

Load cel

Furnace
controller

I

I Flow meters

Sample
N2/Ar

Sample o2
Furnace thermocouple

Mass spectometer

Figure 4.1 I: Schematic of experimental arrangementfor oxidation trials.
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4.3 Mass Spectrometry

The mass spectrometer used was an Ametek DycorrM MA200M quadrupole

type. As with all mass spectrometers analysis of gases occurred in three stages,

ionisation, separation and detection.

4.3.1 Ionisation

The ionisation head of the DycorrM mass specEometer is shown in figure 4.12.

The ionisation head is mounted in a vacuum system into which may be leaked the

gases to be analysed. The circular filament is a thoriated iridium wire through which a

current passes causing it to heat up and emit elecfions. These electrons are

accelerated toward the anode by a potential difference and some of them collide with

the gas molecules present at low pressure. This produces positive ions and ion

fragments of the parent molecule.

Repeller Anode

I

Contactsfor
detector

Focus plate
mass rther

Figure 4. I 2 : Ionisation head of the Ametek Dycor TM MA200M
quadrupo Ie mass spectrometer.

To direct these ions towards the mass filter without neutralising them a

repeller and focus plate are used. The repeller comprises a conducting cage

surrounding the filament with a positive voltage containing the ions. The focus plate

comprises rwo parallel plates with a potential difference across them and a small hole

at the centre. Thus the ions are focused into the quadrupole mass filter.
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4.3.2 Separation

Once focused into the mass filter the ions are separated according to mass to

charge ratio. Figure 4.I3 shows the equipotential lines for a quadrupole field and the

electrodes necessary to produce this field. Ideally the electrodes are hyperbolic in

cross section though in practice they are often cylindrical rods [71].

Ions are injected into the mass filter along the z-axis and if a constant

potential, Oo, were applied to the electrodes the ions would display simple harmonic

motion in the xz plane. This motion would be stable, that is to say have constant

amplitude. However, in the yz plane the motion would not be stable, the ions would

diverge from the z-axis and be lost, this is called "defocussing". If an altenrating

potential, @o, were applied then the motion in both planes would be stable provided

the ions were sufficiently heavy to resist the defocussing part of the cycle.

Ftgure 4.13: Equipotential lines of a quadrupole field and the electrodes needed to

achieve themfaultlessly. In praclice the hyperbolic cross-section electrodes are

replaced by circular uoss section rods, introducing some field faults [7 I J.

In practice Oo comprises a direct and alternating component. Heavy ions

have sufficient mass to resist the alternating component so may be tansmitted

whereas light ions become increasing unstable in the x direction and are lost' This

- aolz

+ Qolz

v

Ir'l/v-
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forms a high-pass mass filter in the x direction. In the y direction heavy ions are

unstable due to the defocussing effect but the altemating frequency and amplitude

may be used to stabilise light ions. Thus the y direction acts as a low-pass mass filter

[71]. In combination the two directions form a band-pass filter that may be tuned to

allow the transmission of ions of one particular mass to charge ratio. By varying

either the ratio of altemating to direct potentials, or the frequency of the alternating

potential, ions of various mass to charge ratios are transmitted. These ions are

converted to an electric current proportional to the corresponding molecular partial

pressure in the source.

4.3.3 Detection

The simplest and cheapest means of detection following separation is a cup

shaped element known as a Faraday cup. Mounted on the z-axis at the exit of the

quadrupole it measures the ion current directly. The low signal to noise ratio and

slow response of a simple Faraday cup may be improved by using an electron

multiplier that converts the ion current to a cascade of electrons, which, in tum are

directed at the Faraday cup [72]. The DycorrM mass spectrometer oflers both Faraday

cup and electron multiplier modes of operation.

4.3.4 Calibration

The current produced by the ionisation of any gas is subject to the probability

of forming the ion or ion fragment in the ionisation stage of analysis. Because of this

the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer varies with the species of the gas. Hence

ionisation conditions need to be calibrated using gas mixtures of known compositions.

This enables a sensitivity, k, to be calculated using the equation:

Nr [:.kr
= 4.01

Nz lr.kz

where N1 and N2 are the relative amounts of trvo gases, leading to ion current 11 and 12

respectively 1731.

In practice it is possible to determine calibrations of input mole fraction, n(X),

vs measured partial pressrue, p(X) for each species, X, that needs to be quantified.

For the purposes of this study of oxidation reactions of carbon it was necessary to
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calibrate the mass spectrometer for sensitivity to carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide

and oxygen. A typical correlation is shown in figwe 4.14, more calibration curves are

given in Appendix 2. These correlations could then be applied to the partial pressures

recorded by the mass spectrometer throughout the course of oxidation allowing mole

fractions of the product gases to be calculated. Errors in the calibration curves arise

from the experimental variability in the signal from the mass spectrometer combined

with errors from the measurements of flow. The standard deviation determined for a

calibration curve of n(CO2) was 0.0015, for a typical oxidation experiment this enor

represents approximately lYo of the absolute value of n(COj. A more detailed

discussion of errors arising from the mass spectrometer calibration is given in

Appendix 2.

0.4
t\.lo

9 o.:

I o.z

0.t

2e-7 4e-7

Mass spectrometer reading of p(COr) (torr)
Figure 4.14: Typical calibration curve for ma ation

in input gas mole ftaction with measured partial pressure of CO2.

4.3.5 Carbon monoxide

The oxidation reactions of carbon have two main product gases, carbon

dioxide and carbon monoxide. For the purposes of mass specfiometry the analysis of
carbon dioxide was straightforward, the mass to charge ratio for the main peak being

at 44 AMU (atomic mass units) with no peak superposition from other gases. The
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analysis of carbon monoxide. however, posed some problems as the mass to charge

ratio occurs at 28 AMU, as does that of nitrogen. Even with no nitrogen in the input

mixture there was always residual nitrogen in the vacuum chamber of the mass

spectrometer and this had to be subtracted from the gas analysis at 28 AMU. An

additional contribution to the signal at mass to charge ratio 28 occurred through the

fragmentation of some CO2 during the ionisation process. [t was possible to calibrate

for this fraction using the same technique as outlined above, and explained fully in

Appendix 2. Once the contributions of N2 and CO2ICO fragmentation were

subtracted from the signal at 28 AMU it was found that CO was not a product gas of

the reactions being examined. At the temperatures and 02 partial pressures under

consideration the primary product gas was CO2.

4.4 Experimental Procedure

To characterise the oxidation reactions of cathode carbons it was necessary to

oxidise them in the controlled environment of the gold fumace and analyse the

product gases. A mass balance calculation performed on the gas analysis results

allowed the determination of the quantity of gas produced and, hence, the mass of
carbon reacted. As samples were weighed before and after each oxidation experiment

there was always an absolute check on the mass balance calculations. An additional

check was provided by the load cell.

4.4.I Oxidation regimes

Specific experimental conditions such as heating rate, hold temperature and

hold time were variables that were customised for each set of experiments. Details of
particular oxidation regimes are presented in Chapters 5 and 7.

Whilst the input mole fraction of oxygen was generally below that of
atmosphere it was sufficient to ensure complete oxidation of the carbon. An early

proving trial established that oxygen was a limiting factor in the oxidation reaction.

This was done by oxidising a sample under low p(o) conditions (input n(o):0.02)

and by increasing the furnace temperature by 50oC steps at 2 hourly intervals. The

resulting gas analysis is shown in figure 4.15. It is clear from these data that the
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partial pressure of COz increased in steps corresponding to the incremental increases

in temperature for all but the last step. When the temperature was increased from

600oC to 650oC the partial pressure of COz did not increase significantly, and it may

be seen that the partial pressure of oxygen is at a very low level. This partial pressure

is outside the calibration range determined for the sensitivity of the mrrs spectrometer

to oxygen but is below n(Oz)=0.001. For the majority of oxidation experiments the

input mole fraction of oxygen was above 0.05, this ensured the primary product gas

was COz.

lt must be mentioned that the gas analysis shown in figure 4.15 was

determined early in the research when the mass spectrometer had some problems with

electromagnetic interference, causing the noise seen here. This problem was solved

by relocating the apparatus.

Figure 4.I5: Gas analysis of (CO) and p(O) for an early proving tial.
Temperature was increased incrementally to 650t.

Once the COz had reached a level discernible on the gas analysis trace then

oxidation was said to have begun, allowing a temperature to be ascribed to onset of

oxidation. Actual onset temperature, that is to say the temperature at which oxidation
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starts irrespective of detection, will be a term related to activation energy. However,

when detection thresholds are taken into account the onset temperature becomes a

measure of reactivity and an indication of oxidation rate. Oxidation trials from which

onset temperatures were derived were conducted under consistent conditions of

temperature and input mole fraction of oxygen.

4.4.2 Mass balance calculation

The mass of carbon reacted could be calculated indirectly using the gas

analysis, or measured directly, if somewhat approximately, via the load cell, at any

point of the reaction.

In order to calculate the mass of carbon reacted from the gas analysis it was

necessary to calibrate the mass spectrometer, explained in section 4.3.4, and in more

detail in Appendix 2. This leads to a measure of mole fraction of COz as a finction of

timeo as shown in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.I6: Variation of n(CO) in product gas of oxidation of carbon as sample is

heated to 500T, heldfor 5 hours, then cooled.
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The mass reacted between any two times t1 and t2 may then be calculated from the

equation:

4.02

where { is the gas flow through the apparatus in litre/}rour, Vm is the molar gas

volume, 24.4651l.mol'r, at standard temperature and pressure (298K and lafin), and

Mr the atomic mass of carbon, 12. lt is assumed that the gas temperature is standard

by the time it reaches the mass spectrometer and flow meters'

An example calculation based on an oxidation experiment is given in

Appendix 3.

4.4.3 Errors

The mass balance calculation brings together a number of other calculated

values. As such the propagation of errors must take into account the errors inherent in

such quantities. Equation 4.02 shows those quantities used for calculation of the mass

reacted, these being flow and the area under the curve of n(CO2) vs time. Also used

are the molar volume of an ideal gas and the molar mass of carbon, though these

quantities may be heated as constants.

The errors inherent in the value ascribed to flow are twofold, experimental

errors, predominantly standard deviation of the recorded flow and elrors arising from

the calibration curve. Similarly the errors in determination of n(CO2) arise from the

experimental variability of the mass spectrometer reading of p(CO) and the error in

conversion to n(COj using the calibration curves.

The standard deviation in the calibration of flow, o.4(flow), may be

determined from the calibration curve for the flow meters and is 0.004 lhour. The

experimental standard deviation of flow, o"*',(flow) is 0.016 l/hour.

The standard deviation in the calibration of n(CO2), or4(nCO2), is

0.0015, as stated in section 4.3.4. The experimental standard deviation of n(CO),

o."',(nCO) is typically 0.0096. When calculating the area ['n(Co).dt (with t in

-ua, : 
I

0. [n(coz) atl*
vm)
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hours to correspond with flow in lArour) the standard deviations of area may be

calculated: o.4(area) = L46x1 0'50 ffid or*',(area) : 9.33x1 0-5.

The equation4.02 may be re-written

Mass : #^("ow. f'n(Coz).dt)
4.03

The standard deviation of mass may be calculated by application of the Gaussian law

of error propagation,

T2
O mass :

z4.46st '{[u;rr) c uoo2 t luVr*) 
61o*2 4'04

This leads to calculated standard deviation for mass of:

o.u;(mass) = l'25x10-ag

o"*',(mass) : 4.52x1 Oag

When combined and applied to a typical sample, of mass 70-1009, these figures

correspond to a standard deviation in mass o/o of carbon reacted, or burnoff, of

o*uss = 0.00058g

oburnoff : 0.0006-0.0008%

For a typical long term oxidation run used in determining rates of reaction

overall burnoff could reach 20o/o over the course of 40 hours (this figure would be

even higher for the very long tenn experiments used to determine change of rate with

burnoff). The standard deviation calculated above then translates into a error in the

calculation of rate giving orate: 5.55x10-e %/s. This percentage error increases for the

slower rates, an example being given in Appendix 3 for the oxidation of an

amorphous cathode carbon, the error in rate translates to */- lxl0-8 %o/s.
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4.5 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Product Gas Analysis Technique

The most obvious advantage of the technique that has been developed is its

ability to deal with large sample sizes. Typically the samples examine were at least

75g in mass.

The accuracy and sensitivity of the technique have both proved high. A

standard deviation for burnoff of 0.0008% has been calculated, translating to an error

of +/- lxl0-E %ols for a typical long term oxidation experiment (see Appendix 3). The

standard deviation of mass of carbon reacted indicates the high sensitivity, including

both calibration and experimental errors or"ss:0.000589 or 580pg.

The gas analysis technique offers the opportunity to follow the progress of the

reaction in detail. The gold reflection furnace has proved to be highly controllable in

terms of both temperature and environment, offering, as it does, a low thermal mass

and a quartz inner tube that may be made gas tight.

The technique is not limited to the oxidation of carbon composites, as the mass

spectrometer may be used to identiff and quantifu a large range of gases.

The limitations of the technique include the need for relatively frequent

calibration of the mass spectrometer. The stability of the mass spectrometer was good

as may be seen by the agreement between the calibration curves in Appendix 2. A
constant check on the accuracy of the mass balance calculations was provided by the

absolute weight loss of the oxidised sample and the readings of the load cell. When a

discrepancy was noticed the mass spectrometer was recalibrated, usually l0 or 20 runs

could be performed with confidence between calibrations. If the filament of the mass

spectrometer was turned off, even briefly, it had to be allowed to stabilise for at least

24 hours before an experiment as the peaks drifted for this amount of time.

As mass of carbon reacted is measured indirectly the accuracy suffers more

than that of a technique measuring mass directly. The propagation of errors from the

mass spectrometer calibration and flow meter experimental scatter are the two major

sources of error. Solid state flow controllers would facilitate the calibration of the

mass spectrometer and oxidation experiments in general. They would not eliminate

error in flow measurements as they too would have to be calibrated.

The signal from the mass specfiometer was subject to occasional

electromagnetic interference resulting in a noisy signal. This problem was minimised
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by relocating the apparatus, The technique is not really suitable for the oxidation of

very small samples (below a gram), this is due to the error in mass measurement (for

samples of 1g on'*rtranslates to 0.06%). Also the size of the reaction chamber makes

an accurate measurement of temperature of a small sample diffrcult.

Recording the flow, temperature and load cell signal on a datataker was

convenient as it meant a less powerful PC was suitable for mass spectrometer contol.

However, a slight discrepancy between the clock in the datataker and the clock in the

PC required careful data processing if it was not to lead to a systematic error. A more

powerful PC would allow mass spectrometer data and all other experimental

parameters to be recorded simultaneously.

4.6 Summary of Product Gas Analysis

Product Gas Analysis (PGA) overcomes the problems associated with the

characterisation of oxidation reactions of carbon-carbon composites. The technique

allows large, representative samples of such materials to be oxidised in a controlled

atmosphere. PGA is capable of identi$ing all the product gases of an oxidation

reaction and, with the use of suitable calibration gases, quanti$ing the mass of sample

reacted.

The PGA technique has been used during this research to characterise the

oxidation reactions of cathode carbons. The samples used are listed in Chapter One.

To correlate oxidation behaviour of samples with their structural properties the

samples were analysed using a variety of techniques. X-ray diffiaction, polarised

light microscopy and mercury porosimetry were used, amongst other techniques. The

experimental procedure for this phase of the investigation is presented in Chapter 2,

along with an explanation of the techniques employed.
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5.0

Oxidation Behaviour of Cathode Raw Materials

OXIDATION BEHAVIOUR OF CATHODE RAW MATERIALS

As explained in Chapter I cathode carbon materials are composites comprising

a filler material of graphite, or a combination of graphite and anthracite, held by a
binder of coal tar pitch. The behaviour of the bulk cathode carbon material is

dictated by these components and as such it is necessary to understand the behaviour

of each component material in isolation. To this end the raw materials from which the

cathode is made were characterised then oxidised in isolation and their reactivity

related to their structure and composition. A summary of the main findings presented

in this Chapter is given here.

Chemical composition analysis of the raw materials revealed the presence of
inorganic impurities, between 0.5 and 7 weight per cent. Of these impurities many

have been reported as catalysts for oxidation. The anthracites had the highest

proportion of known catalysts. Structural analysis of the materials revealed carbon

crystallite sizes of 370A for the graphites, 2773nA for the anthracites and 4lA for

the pitches.

Oxidation behaviow of each material was strongly temperature dependent.

Arrhenius plots gave activation energies of 164 & 183 kJ.mol-l for the graphites, I 18

& 113 kJ.mol-r for the anthracites and 112 & 123 kJ.mol-r for the pitches. Fouowing

oxidation surface area was seen to increase from approximately 3.5 to 5 -'.g t for one

of the graphites and the crystallite stack height also seemed to increase from 376 to

3984. The oxidation rate of this sample increases with increasing bumoff but when

specific rate is calculated using instantaneous area the rate reaches a plateau after the

first few percent ofburnoff.

Though the anthracites have a measured crystalline perfection approaching

that of the graphites the oxidation rate is an order of magnitude greater due to the

catalytic effect of impurities.
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5.1 Characterisation of Cathode Raw Materials

The samples examined were examples of graphite, electrically calcined

antlracite (ECA) and pitch as currently used in cathode production (designated Gl,
El & Pl). Additionally an alternative graphite, ECA and pitch were supplied by SGL

Carbon AG (designated G2, E2 & PZ). The pitch samples were baked in the ring

furnace at 1100'C to ensure compatibility with the cathode materials. All samples

were ground in a ring mill and sieved. The powder fraction 38-63pm was used for

oxidation experiments.

Analysis of composition was performed on all the raw materials by SGL

Carbon AG and is summarised in table 5.01. This table also shows whether the

impurity materials are reported in the literature as catalysts for either oxidation or

graphitisation.

It is clear from this table that there are significant quantities of impurity

material in all the components. The overall impurity levels of both pitches and

graphites are of the same order of magnitude at between 1000 & 2000 ppm or 0.1-0.2

atomic 0/o. The impurity levels in the anthracites are approximately 2 atomic o/o. In

terms of weight percent the overall level of impurities is somewhat higher in the

pitches than in the graphites, (Gl with 0.45%, G2 with 0.27o6,pl with 0.69% and p2

with 0.95%) but the level of inorganic material in the both El and E2 is higher still

with El at 5.1.o/o andE2 at7.2oA.

The weight per cent of materials that are known catalysts of oxidation is also

shown in the table, again with the anthracites having approximately an order of
magnitude more than the pitches or graphites. Graphite G2 may be ranked with the

pitches for impurity levels of this type, whereas Gl has a very low level, an order of
magnitude below G2. It should be stressed that these figures are based upon those

elements lcnown and reported as catalysts for oxidation, those elements not indicated

as catalysts in the table may still affect oxidation reaction. The relatively high level of
impurities in the anthracites may be explained from their origin. They are organic

materials that have been mined and refined only by washing and calcination. The

pitch is the residue of a distillation of coal tar and as such might be considered to be

more highly "purified".
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Table 5.01: Compositional Analysis of Cathode Raw Materials (in parts per million).

Element
(ppm)

Catalyst
for

eraohif

Catalyst
for

oxidation

GI G2 EI E2 PI P2

Ag
AI
B
Ba
Be
Bi
Ca
Cd
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
K
Li
Mg
Mn
Mo
Na
Ni
P
Pb
S

Si
Sn
Sr
Ti
V
w
Zn
Zr

Yest26l

yest261

yes126l

yes[26]

yes[26]

Yest26l
yest26l

yes[26]

yes126l

Yes126l

yest26I

ves[261

ye$t6u

yestsTl

yes160l

Yes 
t6ol

no [60]

Yes[57]
yeslsTl

no[57]

Yes 
t57l

Yes 
I57I

no [60]

no[53]

Yes 
tsTl

Yes 
t6ol

Yes 
tsTl

yes t6ol

yes t6ol

<0.1

5.1

0.8
<0.1

1.3

s6.0
<0.1
<0.2

1.8

0.3
875
3.9

1.0

0.2
0.3
3.9
0.5
1.0

<0.6

7.6
0.5
0.6
2r.8
1.0

2.1

0.4
0.5

<0.1

6.0

8.8
<0.1

0.8
591
<0.1
<0.2

1.6

0.3
3l. t
3.4

1.5

0.1

0.4
7.3
0.5
t.7

<0.6

57.0
0.2
3.7
s4.6
4.0
0.6
0.3
4.2

<1.0

7244

49.7
2.3
9.8
654
<1.0

5.4
43.5

9.5
2072
574

322
31.3
t9.9
337
8.0
r45
16.0

68t2
5.4
39.2
205
29.7
<0.2

4.2
15.6

3.8
7297

ll0
1.5

21.2
3004

1.5

5.0
40.3

5.6
331 I
533

1024
34.7
23.1

538
4.1

r22
24.6

8423
11.8

68
436
12.7

9.8
2.9
t6.6

<0.5

lll

2.1
<0.1

4.9
t20

<0.5

0.9
2.4
3.3
319
30.9

12.l
9.0
0.8

45.5
3.2
19.2

25.1

198

13.3

0.8
8.8
t.7
1.3

589
0.6

<0.5

86.7

2.7
<0.1

9.2
234
t.2
t.l

10.6
2.9
797
27.5

17.2
6.0
1.0

38.4
4.1
7.2
56.6

190

99.3
r.2
9.4
1.5

2.0
32r
0.7

Total

Total

Oxidn
catalvst

(ppm)

(wt %)

(wt %)

986

0.450

0.035

779

0.273

0.226

18655

5.065

0.637

25081

7.209

1.561

1523

0.691

0.433

r929

0.947

0.382

GI G2 EI E2 P1 P2
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X-ray diffraction characterisation of the stnrcture of these component materials

was conducted using the techniques described in Chapter 2. A simultaneous external

standard of NaCl was run with each specimen as described in Appendix 1. Crystallite

stack height Lc, was determined using equation 2.04 for all six materials; howevern it
was only possible to determine stack width, La, for the two graphite materials due to

the poor intensity of the drot peak for the less graphitic carbons. The degree of
graphitisation of the materials was determined using equation 2.07. A peak ratio

analysis, as described in Chapter 2, was also conducted (on samples without the

simultaneous extemal standard). The results are summarised in table 5.02, example

spectra are shown in figures 5.01 and 5.02.

Table 5.02: X-Ray Dffiaction Datafor Cathode Raw Materials.

Sample Stack
height, Lc

(A)

S.D

(%\

Degree of
Graphitisation, G

S.D

(%\

Intensity
ratio

(%)

S.D

G1

G2
E1

E2
P1

P2

372
380
277
313
4I
4l

7.2
3.4
3.8
5.3
4.3
3.6

0.97
0.90
0.86
0.89
0.18
0.22

6.7
2.7
4.6
4.2
18.3
30.5

67
76
l8
l6
31
32

7
4.5
2.2
1.5

t.2
0.8
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Figure 5.01: Typical X-ray diffraction patternsfor the d662 peak
of cathode carbon raw materials.

Figure 5.02: X-ray dffiaction patterns for the dss2 peak of pitch carbon materials.
NB the x-axis has been expanded compared toJigure 5.0L
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The values obtained for the crystallite dimensions, taken from the peak

broadening, show that the graphites have a larger crystallite size than the other

materials, as would be expected from the more perfect carbon lattice. The crystallite

stack height of approximately 380A for the graphites is somewhat lower than reported

in the literature [28]; however, the literature value of approximately 850A was

recorded for an artificial graphite with no details given for its purity. The standard

deviation determined for crystallite stack height was relatively high, between 3 and

7%. This reflects experimental factors and the values are not unusually high

compared to those reported in the literature (up to r5%o inone case I2g]).

The anthracites have a smaller crystallite stack height though of a similar order

of magnitude to the graphites. These stack heights are somewhat above those

recorded in the literature (up to 150A [74]) due to the electrical calcination of these

materials. Electrically calcined anthracite will have a proportion of material that is

well graphitised and this will affect the average crystallite size. The pitches have a

very small crystallite size, in keeping with their amorphous nature. The pitch

crystallite stack heights of 41A are only slightly above the range of typical carbon

blacks (12-244 [75]) and agree well with values determined for pitches (34-37A

t76])' The broad peaks obtained from the pitches, however, usually showed a

secondary peak at the graphite position, indicating a proportion of the material was of
a more graphitic nafure, as shown in figure 5.02.

A measure of the perfection of the graphite lattice, perfonned using a peak

ratio method, is of limited use when comparing all the materials as the pitch carbons

appear to have a more graphitic nature than the anthracites. This is an error arising

from the shape of the peaks. Intensity is characterised by the area under the peaks

after the subtraction of background noise. However, the peaks obtained from the pitch

samples are very low and broad, difficult to differentiate from background signat at

the extremes. Thus the pitch peaks have a higher area despite reaching a much lower

ultimate intensity. The degree of graphitisation of the materials indicates a roughly

decreasing perfection from the graphites, through the anthracites to the pitches. As

the anthracites were electrically calcined there will be a certain percentage of
graphitised carbon in their bulk structure, as described in chapter l.
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Surface area was measured using BET adsorption of nitrogen. The

experimental procedure is explained in Chapter 2 and results are summarised in table

5.03_

5.2 Oxidation Regime

The Product Gas Analysis (PGA) procedure was used, as described in Chapter

4. The samples were oxidised in the form of powders, having first discarded the finest

particles, the fraction size used being 38-63pm. The rate of increase of temperatue of
the furnace was 60oC/hour and a variety of ultimate temperatures were used to

investigate effects of temperature on oxidation rate. The input ahnosphere was the

same for all experiments, the input fraction of oxygen being 0.08 and the balance

argon. The time for which the ultimate temperature was maintained was l0 hours in

each case. The experimental conditions are summarised in table 5.04.

Table 5.04: Experimental Conditions to Determine Oxidation
Rate of Cathode Carbon Raw Materials.

Heating rate 60 oC/how

Hold temperature Various

Hold time l0 hours

Cooling rate 200oC/hour

Gas flow 12 Vhour

Input n(O2) 0.08

Table 5.03: Total surface Area of cathode carbon Raw Materials.

Sample Total surface area

-'.g-t

Standard deviation

m'.g-t

Standard deviation

%

G1

G2

EI

E2

P1

P2

3.38

s.96

r 1.08

15.83

13.31

t2.89

0.30

0.35

0.83

1.10

0.88

0.96

8.8

5.9

7.5

6.9

6.6

7.5
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As the reactivity of the bulk sample could change with extent of oxidation the

oxidation rates were based on a mass balance of the initial region of the gas analysis

of partial pressure of COz at which evolution of COz was constant. This region is

indicated in the following figures and explained fully in Appendix 3.

5.3 Oxidation Rate and Activation Energy of Cathode Carbon Raw Materials

Each sample was oxidised at four temperafures, tlpical gas analyses are shown

in figures 5.03 and 5.04.
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It was clear from the gas analyses for p(co2) that there was a strong

temperature dependence of rate, figures 5.05 - 5.10 show the carbon dioxide analyses

at a variety of temperatures for each sample.

Figure 5.05: Gas analyses of p(CO) from the oxidation of graphite, GI ,

at a variety of temperatures.

Figure 5.06: Gas analyses of p(CO) from the oxidation of graphite, G2,
at a variety of temperatures.
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Figure 5.07: Gas analyses ofp(co)from the oxidation of anthracite, EI,
at a variety of temperatures.

Figure 5.08: Gas analyses of p(co) from the oxidation of anthracite, E2,
at a variety of temperatures.
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Figure 5.09: Gas analyses of p(CO) from the oxidation of pitch, pl,
at a variety of temperatures.

Figure 5.10: Gas analyses of p(CO)fram the oxidation of pitch, p2,
at a variety of temperatures.

Not only does the ultimate level of p(COz) change with temperature but the

shape of the gas analysis trace indicates the alteration in rate as oxidation progresses,

this is discussed further in section 5.5.
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Quantitative analysis of the product gases, conducted as described in section

5.2 (and explained in some detail in Appendix 3), enabled the rate of oxidation to be

calculated at each temperature. This revealed an exponential dependence of rate upon

temperature, figure 5.11. The rates have been normalised for surface area (given in

table 5.03) and as such are expressed as "specific rate" or"mass o/opet unit area". A

full table of temperatures and rates is given in Appendix 4'
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The gas analysis data also allowed a temperature of onset of oxidation to be

recorded. An Arrhenius plot of reciprocal temperature against natural log of rates,

figure 5.12, enabled the activation energy Ea to be ascertained, Oxidation is occurring

in this range of temperatures with predominantly Zone I ty?e behaviour. The results

are summarised numerically in table 5.05.

l/T 6't;
0.0016

(L)

GI

3 -r2
rE
aoa
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- -16

, -El(--rt
\rz
'P2 GI

560

Temperature CC)

3s2

rates of cathode carbon raw materials'

Cathode Carbon Raw Materials.
Table 5.05: Onset temperature and Activation Energtfor Oxidation of

Sample Average
Onset

Temperature
('c)

Experimental
Ea

(kJ.mot-t1

S.D

(kJ.molr)

Pre-
exponential

factor, A

Literature Eu

(similar material)
(kJ.mol-')

G1

G2

440

308

r64

183

10.2

t3.7

5.30 x 10'

2.20x 107

graphites [77]

t75-281

EI

E2

t45

2t0

118

ll3
3.9

t.7

5.06 x 10"

1.36 x 104

anthracites [77]

100-151

PI

P2

175

188

t12

r23

14.3

8.9

1.42 x 10"

6.25 x 104

pitches [78]

t22-163
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What is immediately clear, particularly from the Arrhenius plot, is that the

graphites are more resistant to oxidation than either the pitches or the anthracites.

This could be expected as the more graphitic structure, offering a more perfect

crystalline lattice, has fewer potentially reactive sites (crystallite edges and

imperfections). The measured activation energies of the two graphites, 164 and 183

kJ.mol-l, may be compared to the activation energy recorded in the literature, values

of which range from 175 kJ.mol-r to 281 kl.mot-t 1ZZl. The higber values of this

range were measured when highly purified carbons were oxidised, having none of the

potentially catalytic impurities present in the cathode raw materials'

The anthracites and the pitches have similar reactivities and activation

energies, the anthracites range from 113-118 kJ,mol I and the pitches from 112-123

kJ.mol'I. Within the limits of experimental uncertainty activation energies of these

materials are the same. The values are again comparable to those recorded in the

literature for these materials [77]. The similarity of reactivity between anthracite and

pitch is contrary to what may be expected after a consideration of the stnrctures of

these materials. The lattice perfection of the anthracites, when measured in temrs of

degree of graphitisation or crystallite stack height, is nearer to that of the graphites. In

general electrically calcined anthracite may be 30% graphite, this being reflected in

the XRD results. However, table 5.01 shows that the proportion of impurities in the

samples of ECA is almost an order of magnitude above that of the pitches, also that

the proportion of lcnown oxidation catalysts is at least a factor of two higher- As such

an exclusively structural interpretation of the oxidation data is insuffrcient, a catalytic

enhancement of oxidation apparently taking place for the two samples of anthracite.

This situation means correlations of structure and reactivity are of limited use

for these materials. If crystallite stack height is taken as a measure of lattice

perfection the activation energy may be plotted as shown in frgwe 5'13' Carbon

materials with larger crystallites may be expected to be more oxidation resistant due to

the smaller number of reactive edge sites available, as explained in Chapter 3. Figure

5.13 shows no such correlation.

However, when there is an equivalent level of possible catalytic activity, as

when comparing the pitches and the graphites, then figure 5.13 shows that carbon

structure plays a significant r6le in reactivity. Also when there is almost equivalent
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structure between samples, such as the anthracites and graphites, then reactivity is

determined by the catalytic effects of impurities.
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5.4 Change of Structure with Oxidation

The course of the oxidation reactions was followed using XRD and surface

area analysis. To do this it was necessary to generate samples with differing extent of

burnoff for each cathode carbon raw material. Difficulties were encountered at the

higher levels of burnoff due to the low mass of sample remaining (for example less

than lg remained of sample G2 oxidised at 640'C). This made the surface area

analyses, in particular, unreliable for these samples.

The samples used in these analyses were the residues of the oxidation

experiments explained in section 5.2; as such, not only did the extent of oxidation

vary but so, too, did the rate of oxidation. That is to say, for a given cathode raw

material high levels of bumoff were achieved by oxidising at higher temperatures, but

for the same period (ten hours), as those with lower levels of burnoff. The samples

analysed for change of structure are summarised in table 5.06 along with the

temperature at which the oxidation reactions were conducted.
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Table 5.06: Oxidation Temperature and Extent of Oxidationfor
Raw Material Residues.

Hold temperatue

('c)
0.13

t.4

l4

57

M4

525

s94

64r

Graphite,

GI

0.22

3.4

27

76

447

525

590

640

Graphite,

G2

0.44

2.27

2l

44

340

4tl
488

525

Anthracite,

E1

0.5

2.3

l6

39

348

415

492

530

Anthracite,

E2

38

1.5

29

38

346

420

495

s30

0.4

1.0

13

48

343

418

494

530
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An increase in surface area was recorded with increasing bumoff. Not all

samples were characterised for changes in surface area due to the small sample size of

the oxidation residue. Also, inaccuracies inherent in the technique, coupled with the

low sample size, resulted in broad scatter, in some instances standard deviation

reached25o/o.

As all oxidation experiments were carried out with predominantly Zone I bpe

oxidation behaviour (as explained in Chapter 3) the development of surface area

should not have been unduly affected by rate of oxidation. Had the reaction moved

into the diffusion controlled region, Zone 2, then oxidation would have progressed

more rapidly at external surfaces than at those surfaces contained in the meso- and

micro- pores of the material. As such development of surface area would have varied

with oxidation rate.

The development of surface area of graphite Gl shows a steady increase in

with increasing burnoff, figUre 5.14, as does that of anthraciteB2, figure 5'15'

tsrrr" 5Jqt D*"Iop^"rt of *rfoce area with oxidation of graphite Gl.
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Tabte 5.07: Average Crystallite Size after Varying Degrees of Burnolf,

Sample average (standard deviatiol)

GI

Burnoff(7o) 0 0.13 1.4 l4 57

L(ti
G

376 QVA

0.97 (s%)

375

0.94

(3o/o)

(sw
350 Qo/o)

Q'A0.90

391 (lo/o')

0.96 (3%\

3e8 Qva

I.0 (3o/o)

G2

Burnoff(%) 0 0.22 3.4 27

-{sl- 
av"l

0.93 (l2o/o')

76

Lc (A)

G

387 (3%)

1.0 (il%)

369 (lo/o)

0.el (4%)

381 (r%)

0.96 (50lo)
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The stack heights for the graphites and anthracites vary with oxidation as

shown in figures 5.16 and 5.17. For both graphites and anthracites the average

crystallite stack height increases with increasing oxidation. This reflects a preferential

oxidation of the less perfectly crystalline material, increasing the average crystallite

size of the remaining material. The degree of graphitisation value reflects this

increased perfection, as may be seen from the values in table 5.07.
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5.5 Change of Rate with Burnoff

Examination of the gas analyses shown in figures 5.05 - 5.10 shows that the

partial pressure of COz does not always remain constant throughout the 10 hour period

at the oxidation temperature. This reflects an alteration in the observed oxidation rate.

The rate of oxidation varies through two main mechanisms operating in opposition to

each other. Development of surface area increases the observed oxidation rate and

preferential oxidation of the more reactive material decreases the oxidation rate.

These effects have been reported in the literature and are explained in more detail in

section 3.2.4.

As oxidation progresses it has been recorded that the surface area of the

sample alters, as shown in section 5.4.1. This means that the observed rate will vary

unless continually corrected for instantaneous surface area. Specific rate, that is the

rate of oxidation per unit surface area, has been used in the above calculations of

temperature dependence and Ea, however this is calculated using f&re initial surface

area as given in table 5.03.

From the results of surface area development of gfaphite Gl, given in figure

5.14, it is possible to determine the variation of surface area with extent of bumoff

and to use this value to correct specific rate for instantaneous surface area. The results

of such a correction, applied to oxidation at 594"C, are shown in figUre 5'18' The

specific rate, determined using the initial surface area, increases continuously with

burnoff, However, the specific rate conected for instantaneous surface area reaches a

level at which it no longer increases with further oxidation.
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tgn e 5J& VorntUn of tpectfrc *te and instantaneous speciJic ratewith
burnoffof graphite GI.

When such a correction is applied to anthracite El oxidised at 530"C the

instantaneous specrfic rate does not reach a level but falls away' indicating a

decreasing reactivity of the oxidation residue. This is caused by the preferential

oxidation of the more highly reactive portions of the material. This effect is

illustrated by the increasing crystallite dimension, shown in figure 5.17, as the less

perfectly graphitised material is preferentially consumed. The crystallite stack height

of the highly oxidised anthracite actually approaches that of the unoxidised graphite.

However, the rate at this extent of bumoff, even taking into account the increased

surface area is still more than a factor of four higher than that of the graphite. This is

a result of the high level of catalytic impurities present in the anthracite, figure 5.19.
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The variation of rate with extent of oxidation cannot easily be predicted due to

the two main mechanisms working to alter rate operating in opposition to each other.

A closer examination of the gas analyses presented in figures 5.05-5'10 gives an

indication of the alteration of rate through the change in p(CO2). The two graphites

generally showed relatively stable rates, the rate when it did change significantly

alnost always increased. This suggests an increase in surface area of the graphites not

being completely countered by a decrease in the reactivity of the residue- The

implication of this is that there is not such a wide "distribution of reactivities" in the

graphite material. The gas analyses of the anthracite oxidation showed that the when

the rate changed it decreased with increasing burnoff. It may be concluded from this

that the surface area of the anthracite was not increasing as rapidly as the reactivity

was decreasing, implying a broader distribution of reactivities in the anthracite

samples. Given the nature of these two types of carbon, synthetic graphite and

electrically calcined anthracite, these suggested distributions of reactivities are not

unreasonable.
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5.6 Summary of Oxidation Behaviour of Cathode Raw Materials

The various carbon constituents of cathode materials display a range of

reactivities depending on sample composition and physical structure'

The graphites have the most perfect crystalline lattices generally displaying a

degree of graphitisation better than 0.9. This stnrcture, coupled with their low levels

of inorganic impurities lead to a low oxidation reactivity. At 530"C both graphites

display specific rates an order of magnitude lower than the anthracites or pitches. The

activation energies of the graphite samples, Gl and G2, at 164 and 183 kJ'mofl

respectively, fall within the range of values reported in the literature.

While the anthracites have a crystalline perfection approaching those of the

graphites their level of impurities is considerably higher; therefore, the reactivity of

the anthracites is of the same order of magnitude as that of the pitches. Although the

pitches have an amorphous physical structure their impurity levels are lower than the

anthracites. The catalytic impurities of the anthracites counter any structural effects.

The activation energies determine for the two anthracites were 118 & 113 kJ-mol-l'

The activation energies for the wo pitches were I 12 & 123 kJ.mofl- For all materials

these values of Ea were determined under predominantly Zone I oxidation conditions.

The structure of the samples is changed by oxidation, surface area increases

and less perfectly crystalline material is preferentially oxidised, as such the observed

rate of oxidation was seen to alter with increasing bumoff. As these two mechanisms

work in opposition the change in rate may not be easily predicted.

As the oxidation behaviour of the raw materials has been characterised it will

be possible to identiff the influence of starting materials on the oxidation of cathode

carbons.
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RESULTS OF CHARACTERISATION OF CATHODES

Samples of the composite cathode materials were characterised using a variety

of techniques to investigate the influence of structure and composition on oxidation

behaviour. Those structural analysis tecbniques fypical to carbon science have been

explained in some detail in Chapter 2. A summary of the main findings presented in

this Chapter is given here.

polarised light microscopy was found to give an immediate qualitative

description of the structure of the cathode materials. The large porous particles of

anthracite were obvious in the amorphous materials. Particles of graphite could be

discemed in the semigraphitic samples, showing far finer optical texture than the

anthracite. Samples were also examined using EDX analysis, the anthracite particles

againbeing obvious for their high concentrations of inorganic impurities, particularly

aluminium, silicon and Potassium.

To characterise the sbucture quantitatively X-ray diffraction was used. A

calculation of the degree of graphitisation was inappropriate for the heterogeneous

cathode materials; hence, a peak ratio method was used. The amorphous samples all

had peak ratios below l2Vo. The semigraphitic sample had a peak ratio of 58%, pitch

impregnation lowered this value to approximately 30%'

Mercury intnrsion porosimetry was used to detennine porosity distributions of

the bulk material. The semigraphitised sample, BN was found to have the highest

overall open porosity at22.6%. The pitch impregnated sample had a lower porosity

than the semi-graphitic sample not reimpregnated with pitch, 17 '60/o and 20%

respectively.

6.1 Polarised Light and Scanning Electron Microscopy

polarised light microscopy is frequentty applied to the characterisation of

single carbon types, such as anthracite, or coal vitrains [15, 16, l7]' When applied to

a composite, such as a cathode carbon, the information given by this technique is

more useful in a qualitative, rather than quantitative, manner. Coupled with etching

and scanning electron microscopy a good visual appreciation of the materials is

possible.
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As described in Chapter 2 represenAtive samples of the cathode materials

were polished and examined under polarised light. Following this the samples were

etched 6d gold coated and identical regions to those photographed under polarised

light were identified and photographed in the SEM'

The microphotographs shown in figure 6.01 were all taken at the same

magnification so that comparisons might be made betrveen the structtlrc of different

samples.

5BDN 68DN

5BGN

BN

TBDN

5BGS
*hed cathode carbon samPles'
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As might be expected the micrographs for 5BDN (30% graphrte, T0oA ECA)

6BDN (50% graphite, 50% GCA) and TBDN (50% ercphite, 50% ECA) were all

relatively similar in appearance. ln each it is possible to see the "large" particles of

anthracite, between which are smaller particles and the binder matrix' Some of the

larger anthracite particles appear as "patterned anthracite", the smaller particles

displaying a more mosaic stnrcture.

The 5BGN sample (100% graphite) also shows a distribution of particle sizes

but the particles themselves show a far finer optical texture than those of the

anthracite/graphite mixture (a more highly magnified photograph of 5BGN is shown

in figure 6.02). The microgaph of 5BGS (100% graphite, pitch impregnated) is

similar to that for 5BGN, if anything it shows a finer texture.

The micrograph for BN (semigraphitised) is of interest as it shows where a

larger particle was situated which now appears to have been rendered into subsections

of similarly aligned crystallites, as would be expected from its thermal history.

In those samples that had been etched and gold coated it was possible to take

micrographs in the SEM to match the polarised tight photographs. This was useful in

order to match the polarised light description of microstructure to the bulk structure of

the sample. As the binder appeared to be preferentially etched it was unnecessary to

conduct a very extensive etch before useful information was revealed'

FigUre 6.02 shows SEM images next to the corresponding region

photographed under polarised light. For the 5BDN sample the large anthracite

particles {re very apparent. For the 5BGN sample the polarised light microscopy

revealed the presence of distinct particles of finety textured graphite. An example of

this is seen in the polarised light photograph, whereas it is considerably less obvious

in the SEM image (the particle edge is hightighted in each picture). This shows the

value of polarised light microscopy inasmuch as it can reveal features that would not

be otherwise obvious.
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*nning electr on microgroP lts

of simitar regions of samples SBDN & SBGN'

Scanning electon imaging subs€quent to etching also revealed the preferential

reactivity of certain areas of the sa6ples. Not only was the binder erched more

aggressively than the larger particles, but within these larger particles certain areas

were etched preferentially depending on cryStallite orienfttion. Those patterned

anthracite particles (appearing striped lnder polarised ligh$ showed the same patt€rn

following etching, as was seen in the higher magnification micrographs. Figrre 6'03

shows an exar-rple of this in the 5BDN sample.

@wtt*i^-ns*agnifi cation(a)+(b)+(c)revealstl*
pieferential etchtng o7o patt"rned anthracite particle in SBDN.
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6.2 EDX Analysis

lnorganic impurities will be present in any cathode material manufactured

using those raw materials detailed in Chapter 5. Analysis was conducted on a

selection of samples in the SEM using Energy Dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDX).

EDX spectra confinned the presence of impurities such as aluminium, silicon,

sulphur, iron and calcium.

Having confirmed the presence of impurities using EDX analysis of points and

small areas the element mapping function of EDX was employed to deterrrine the

distribution of such elements. A back scattered electron (BSE) image of the area of

interest was collected followed by element mapping. This was conducted at around

200x magnification and relatively low resolution, the x-ray beam scanned l28xl28

points with a 0.5 second dwell time on each point. The resulting maps typically

showed a concentration of inorganic elements in the anthracite particles, as would be

expected from the composition analysis presented in chapter 5.

The element maps for 5BDN are presented in figure 6.04. The BSE image

shows the edge of an anthracite particle and element maps confirm the presence of

inorganic materials, particularly aluminium, silicon and potassium' Sulphur and iron

were also detected, though in a far more localised presence than the other elements'

The figure shows a particle of iron sulphide, a common impurity of coal type

materials.

It must be stressed that EDX analysis is not a technique suited to the bulk

analysis of materials, analysis being specific to the top few microns of the surface'

Additionally it is not possible to quantifi for carbon in the EDX system. However,

the technique is of use as a demonstration of the concentration of inorganic impurities

in anthracite particles. The compositions of the bulk carbon materials have not been

determined; however, the presence of impurities due to the raw materials used may be

safely assumed.
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@; enx element maps in a sarnple of SBDN'

6.3 X-ray Analysis of Cathode Carbons

As with the raw materials the cathode carbon materials were ehqracterised

using the X-ray diftaction techniques explained in Chapter 2' X-ray diftaction

analysis of the cathode materials was compticated due to their composite nature.

Each cathode contains a certain proportion of gfaphite. As such the measued dooz

peak is dominated by this fraction making the degree of graphitisation, G, insensitive

to the composition of the cathode materials. For example, each sample from cathodes

of varying composition gave a &oz Pe* corresponding to a lattioe spacing of 338A

+/- 0.01A. Due to this fact the peak ratio method described in Chapter 2 was used to

characterise the stnrcture of the cathode carbons.

For XRD analysis five portions of each sarnple were mounted in brass cavity

slides, each sarnple weighed between 0.25g and 0.329. Measurements were made

using the experimental conditions shown in table 6.01. The raw intensity of the

peaks, in counts/s, w6 recorded and the intensity in terms of peak area above the

background level was calculated.
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Table 6.01: ){RD Instrument Conditions.

Radiation Co (Ka) Start 29"

Tube potential 35kV End 33"

Tube current 4OmA Step size 0.01o

Aperture lo Step speed 0.01os''

Figure 6.05 shows the raw X-ray intensity curyes for a selection of the cathode

carbons tested. It was found that the mass had no bearing on the intensity of the peak

as would be expected with this method of presenting the sample to the diftactometer

where surface cover is not at issue.

rw* ont rypical x-ray dffiaction peaks for the d6s2 position in a

variety of cathode carbon UPes.

Table 6.02 presents processed results showing mean intensity (I) in terms of

the area of the &oz peak after background subtraction. Standard deviation (SD) of this

intensity is shown along with the degree of graphitisation as calculated using equation

2.02. T\epeak ratio (Iratio) is expressed as

L.^(sample) x 100%
I-"*@DH graphite)

70000

60000

a
E soooog
='Q 4oooo

E 30000
q)

g 2ooootr

10000

ozt

BDH graphite

.Amorphous cathode carbon

Semigraphitic cathode carbon

Semigraphitic cathode carbon

(pitch impregnated, rebaked)
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Tabte 6.02: X-ray Dffiaction Characterisationfor Cathode Carbon Materials'

BDH graphite

Amorphous
5BDN

(30% graphite,'l 0o/o EC A)

Amorphous
68DN

(50olo graphite, 50% GCA)

Amorphous
TBDN

(50% graphite, 50% ECA)

Semigraphitic
5BGN

(100% graPhitQ

Semigraphitie (pitch impregnated)
5BGS

(1007o glaphite)

Semignphitic (pitch impregnated)
404

(100% graphite)

Semignphitic (pitch impregnated)
405

(10070 graphite)

Semigraphitic (pitch impregnated)
406

(1007o graphib)

Semigraphitic (pitch impregnated)
407

(100% graphite)

Semigraphitic (pitch impregnated)
408

(100% graphi$

Semigraphitised
BN

Given the composite stnrcture of the cathode materials it is fruitless to use the

degree of gfaphitisation to characterise their structure. However, a consideration of

the intensity ratio, [66e, shows there is significant variation over the range of cathode
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compositions studied. This is illushated in figure 6.06 with both G and I'"tlo being

shown against nominal percentage graphite in the cathode ssmposition.

on, G, & intensitY ratio' I'o1;o' with

cathode composition.

6.4 Surface Area and Porosimetry Measurements

In order to normalise the results of oxidation trials it was necessary to

determine the porosity distribution and surface areas of the cathode carbons. Samples

of a selection of cathode tlpes were characterised by SGL Carbon AG, Germany,

using mercury porosimefiy, as described in Chapter 2. Pore size distributions of four

cathode carbons are shown in figure 6.07 (complete pore size data is presented in

Appendix 5)

The pore size was not characterised below 0.0tpm and as such the results do

not show the full mesopore distribution. However, the distribution of macropores for

the four samples leads to a good approximation of total open porosity, shown in table

6.03. A close examination of the pore size distributions shown in figure 6-07 shows

that from diameter lpm to O.0lprm the increase in porosity is very similar for all four

samples.
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The largest variation between the samples arises in the diameter range 2.5pm

to 40pm. This region is expanded in figure 6.08 and the increase in open porosity for

each sample in this region is tabulated (also shown in table 6.03). This figure,

expressed as a percentage of tho total open porosity, shows the increase in this region

Table 6.0i: Summary of Pore Size and Sudace Area Datafor Four Representative

Cathode
Sample Total open

poroslty

(o/o)

Porosity in
diameter

range 2.5-
40pm

(%age of
total)

Porosity
smaller than

0.lpm

(%age of
total)

Total
surface area

(rt.gt)

Median pore

size from
volume

distibution

(pm)

Median pore

size from
arca

distribution

Gm)

5BDN

5BGN

5BGS

BN

17.6

20

15.9

22.6

54

56

44

59

16

20

24

23

3.32

5.76

4.46

8.54

8.43

6.31

4.53

9.16

0.016

nld

0.016

0.013
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is highest for the semigraphitised sample BN at 59% The sample with the next

highest increase in this range is the amorphous sample, 5BDN, with 56%; very close

to the semigraphitic carbon, 5BGN, with 54%. It is possible to see the effect of pitch

impregnation zls the increase for the impregnated semi-graphitic sample is the lowest

at only 44%. Thepitch impregnation could be oxpected to have the most pronounced

effect in this region of larger diameter pores and this is what is observed. These

findings are reinforced by the figures determined for median pore sizes, presented in

table 6.03. The median pore size for 5BGS, determined from the pore volume

distribution is 4.5pm, smaller than the 6.3pm determined for the non-impregnated

sample 5BGN.

l6
Increase in PorositY in the

diameter range 2.5Pm to 40 Pm
(%age of toal oPen PorositY)

, BN x 58.85

5BGN s 55.70

, 5BDN o 53.50

5BGS A 44.03

E
6)
F12
E
o
()
b8A
(t)

*+
O

0
10

Pore diameter (Pm)

-Figur" 

6.0* Erlorg"*"nt of boxed region infigure 6.07, showing the increase in

porosityforfour cathod.e samples in the pore diameter range 2.5pn to 40pn'

Using equation 2.15 it is possible to determine surface area distributions from

pore size data, shown in figure 6.09. These surface area distributions show the

importance of the smaller diameter porosity. There is an inverse relationship between

pore diameter and the ratio of pore surface area to volume, as such the smaller pores

contribute proportionately more to the surface area than the large pores. The overall

total surface area determined for each of the four samples characterised is summarised
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in table 6.03. The median pore sizes, as determined from both the surface area

distribution and the pore size distribution, are also shown in table 6.03' These figures

again reinforce the importance of the contribution of smaller diameter porosity to the

total surface area. From the table it may be seen that 50% of the surface volume is

attributable to pores of diameter 4-9pm. Fifty per cent of the surface area, however, is

attributable to pores in the range 0.08-0.16pm.

-Ftgn 

" 
6.0gt Surf*" or"a distributions for representative cathode Wes'

These sarnples, 5BDN, 5BGN, 5BGS and BN were the only ones characterised

for pore size distributions; however, the results may be taken as representative of the

remaining samples. The amorphous samples have total open porosity lower than that

of the semigraphitised. The median pore diameter of the amorphous sample

(determined from the pore volume distribution) is 8.4pm, compared to 6'3Fm for the

semigraphitic sample. This shows the tendency of the pore distribution of the

amorphous material toward larger pores than those of the semigraphitic samples- The

pitch impregnated sample has the lowest total porosity but the highest percentage

porosity in the smaller diameter pores (below 0.1pm).
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6.5 Summary of Cathode Carbon Characterisation

To get a quantitative description of the bulk structure of cathode carbons it is

necessary to use the peak ratio method of X-ray diffraction. This ratio appears to be

affected by the composition of the sample, the higher proportion of graphite in the

nominal composition of the sample the higher the ratio. Additionally results from the

technique differentiate between semi-graphitic samples impregnated with pitch or

otherwise, the addition of a higher proportion of amorphous material (pitch) lowering

the peak ratio.

Mercury porosimeffy reveals much information about the cathode carbons, the

semigraphitised sample, BN having the highest overall open porosity' The pitch

impregnated sample has a lower porosity than the semi-graphitic sample not

reimpregnated with pitch; however, this is achieved by filling the gross

macroporosity. This sample has the highest proportion of open porosity located in the

smaller diameter pores (below O.lpm)'

polarised light microscopy is a useful tool for characterising the bulk sfiucture

of cathode carbons in a qualitative manner. The amorphous cathodes show the

presence oflarge particles ofanthracite, displaying coarse optical texture. Particles of

graphite may be discerned in the semigraphitic cathode materials with a far finer

optical texture. Coupled with scanning electron microscopy the technique shows the

presence of large pores throughout the structure, including pores within particles of

anthracite and graphite.

EDX analysis, whilst not conducted rigorously for these samples, does reveal

the presence of the impurities tisted in table 5.01. These impurities are concentrated

within particles of anthracite.
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7.0 OXIDATION BEHAVIOUR OF CATHODE CARBONS

The oxidation reactions of the cathode carbons were characterised using the

product Gas Analysis techniques explained fully in Chapter 4. As for the cathode

carbon raw materials the reactions were characterised in terms of temperature of

onset of oxidation, temperature dependence of oxidation rate and activation energy.

The major results presented in this Chapter are summarised here.

There was an exponential dependence of rate on temperature and a transition

from Zone I to Zone II type oxidation behaviour was noted though the transition was

not distinct. Values of Ea for both Zones were determined for four different cathode

carbons. The amorphous cathode carbon had Ea (Zonet) of 122 kJ.mol-|. The highest

activation energJ determined was for the semigraphitised cathode at 176 kJ.mol-r.

Activation energies determined for similar, composite samples reported in the

literature range from 114 kJ.mol-r to 138 kJ.mol-r.

Correlations with sample structure, details of which are given in the previous

chapter, were established. The XRD peak intensity ratio correlated well with onset

temperature for oxidation of the cathode carbons as powders. The higher the peak

ratio the higher the onset temperature and the more resistant the material to oxidation'

As with the raw materials oxidation of the cathode carbons caused changes in

structure and these were followed using mercury porosimetry' For the amorphous

cathode material porosity increased from 15.6% to 20.60/o total open porosity after

l0% bumoff. The porosity devetopment depended on rate of oxidation, when the

amorphous sample was oxidis edto 9%o bumoff at a higher rate the increase in porosity

was only 3%. For the semigraphitised sample, oxidised with predominantly Zone I

type behaviour the median pore size increased from 9.2pm to 30.8pm. with no

constraints on pore diffusion in this zone the reaction progressed at all internal

surfaces and the walls of small pores were oxidised. The alteration of rate of

oxidation with increasing burnoff was examined using this information. For the

amorphous and semigraphitic samples the rate increased with oxidation until the pitch

binder had all been oxidised, at which point the rate began to fall. For the

semigraphitised sample the rate did not fall but continued to increase slowly, even at

high levels of oxidation (65%)'
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7.1 Determination of Oxidation Onset Temperature

The determination of the temperature at which oxidation begins is, in reality, a

measure of the reactivity of the specimens as this temperature represents a threshold

of detection, as explained in Chapter 4. The particular conditions for these oxidation

experiments are given in table 7.01. A slow heating rate was necessary in order to

accurately determine the onset temperature, both 20"C and 40oC/hour were used and

there was no noticeable difference between them. The hold time and temperature

were arbifiary, though they were kept the same for atl samples for reasons of

comparison.

Samples were initially oxidised as solid blocks, 20mm x 20mm x l00mm,

weighing between 65 and 75g. Itbecame necessary to oxidise the samples as powders

also, as is explained in section 7.11. The powder fraction used was 441tm - l50pm,

as used in the XRD characterisation of these materials, section 6.3.

Table 7.01: Experimental Conditions for Onset

T, ments

Heating rate 20 - 40'C/hour

Hold temperature 5000c

Hold time 3 hours

Cooling rate 20 - 40oC/hour

Gas flow rate (approx) 12l,/hour

Input n(O2) 0.09

A typical gas analysis resulting from the experimental conditions given in

table 7.01 is shown in figure 7.01. This figure shows the gas analysis of p(COz) and

p(Oz) superimposed on the temperature profile. The analysis of COz shows a shape

typical of these oxidation runs, better seen in the enlarged figure, 7.02.
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Figure 2.02 replots the initial region, highlighted in figure 7.01, as partial

pressure of COz against temperature. A slow rise in plcOz) is seen, followed by a

point of inflection as temperature continues to rise. To investigate this phenomenon

further the sample was ground and oxidised as a powder- Using the powder fraction

44-150 pm eliminated the gross porosity present in the cathode carbon blocks and

reduced the intemal supply of oxygen. ln figure 7.03 the gas analysis resulting from

oxidation of the powdered sample is compared to that resulting from oxidation of the

sample as a block.

The initial slow rise in p(COz) seen when the sample is oxidised as a block is

not accompanied by a reduction in the partial pressure of oxygen, 7'03(a), p(O2) does

not fall until after the point of inflection. The implication of this is that oxidation is

occurring but not using the oxygen supplied externally, the oxygen supply is somehow

intemal to the sample either within the pores or adsorbed onto the surface. However,

when the sample is oxidised as a powder, 7.03(b), the panial pressure of oxygen falls

immediately that plCOz) begins to rise, indicating that the sample does not have a

significant intemal supply of oxygen'

The partial pressgre of oxygen within the pores is higher than that supplied to

the fumace during oxidation and as such the rate of oxidation will be higher at pore

walls than at the purely "external" surfaces. However, as the temperature rises and

this supply of "internalo' oxygen is used up the rate of oxidation will be dominated by

that occlrring using the oxygen supplied to the furnace. The point of inflection in

figure 7.02, therefore, represents a change in mechanism from diffirsion control (the

diffirsion of COz from the pores of the sample) to true chemical reactivity, the rate not

yet being high enough to deplete the oxygen available to the reacting surface- It is

interesting to note the shape of the gas analysis for the powdered sample still suggests

the presence of an initial bulge in the p(COz) trace. As the powder fraction used was

44-l50pm macro- and meso-porosity have not been eliminated, as such there will still

be oxygen within the pores of the sample. To eliminate this effect altogether the

sample could be outgassed at temperature under vacuum prior to oxidation; however,

this was not done as part of this research.
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concentration within the pores of the sample, the bulk reaction is occurring at a lower

partial pressrue of oxygen and, thus, at a slower rate.

plotting the analysis of p(CO2) against temperature, as in figures 7.02 and

7.03, enabled a temperature of onset of oxidation to be assigned (as shown)' These

temperatures are presented in table 7.02. It is immediately obvious that with the

amorphous cathode carbons oxidation is noted at a lower temperature than that of

semigraphitic cathode carbons. The pitch impregnated cathode carbons appear, in

general, to have higher temperatures for onset of oxidation than the semigraphitic

sample without impregnation. The semigraphitised material has the highest

temperature at which oxidation is first noted.

Table 7.02: Onset Temperature of Cathode Carbons Oxidised as Blocks'

2,45

1.85

1.33

10.40

3.06

4.77

4.13

5.11

2.62

130

150

r20

170

200

200

170

t77

220

I r.5

10.3

7.8

58.1

17.5

24.6

29.3

32.5

14.6

30% graphite,
70%ECA

50% graphite,

50% GCA

50% gnphite,
50% ECA

100% graphite

100% graphite

100% graphite

100% graphite

100% graphite

Amorphous

Amorphous

Amorphous

Semigraphitic

Semigraphitic, pitch imPregnated,
rebaked

Semigraphitic, pitch impregnated,
rebaked

Semigraphitic, pitch impregnated,
rebaked

Semigraphitic, Pitch imPregnated,
rebaked

SemigraPhitised

5BDN

6BDN

TBDN

5BGN

5BGS

405

406

407

British Drug Houses
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7.1.1 Correlation between structure and onset temperature

Also shown in table 7.02 arc the X-ray diffraction intensity ratios, details of

which were given in the previous chapter. The intensity ratio represents a measure of

how ,'graphitic" the cathode carbon material is. Figure 7.04 shows the variation of

onset temperature with intensity ratio and, whilst there is a vague upward trend, the

correlation is poor.

oture of onset of oxidation with sample stntcture

replesented by XRD peat intenitty ratiofor cathode carbons oxidised as solid blocks.

The pitch impregnated cathode carbons, as can be seen in table 7'02 and the

above figure, had higher onset temperatures than the semigraphitic sample that was

not impreguated with pitch. Porosity data, presented in Chapter 6, shows that the

semigraphitic sample, 5BGN has a total open porosity of 20o/o whereas the pitch

impregnated semigraphitic sample, 5BGS, has an open porosity of 15.9%- The lower

porosity of the impregnated samples leads to a suppression of onset of oxidation due

to a lower surface area; for example, 5BGS has a surface area of 4'5 m2'gt whereas

5BGN has a surface area of 5.8 -2.g-1. However, the pitch impregnation also leads to

a higlrer proportion of amorphous carbon material in the cathode, reducing its overall

"graphitic" nature and thus its intensity ratio.
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Oxidation Behaviour of Cathode Carbons

As surface area data was available for only a limited number of cathode

samples the effects of differences in porosity were nonnalised by oxidising the

samples as powders. The experimental conditions were identical to those of the

oxidation of cathode blocks and the results are presented in table 7.03, included in this

table is the onset temperature of BDH gaphite.

Powder Fraction 44-150

For many of the samples the temperature of onset of oxidation appears to have

increased when they are oxidised in the form of powders. This reinforces the point

that the measure of onset really represents a detection threshold as the lower sample

size oxidised when using powders (3 - 4g) leads to a lower overall partial pressure of

COz.

When the onset temperatures of the samples as powders are plotted against

intensity ratio, as in figure 7.05, astrong correlation may be seen' All the values fall

within +l- 7.5"C of a perfect linear relationship.

Table 7.03: Onset Temperature of Cathode Carbons Oxidised

AS

Cathode Description Nominal composition Onset
temperature

+/-70c
("c)

Irario

o/o

5BDN

6BDN

TBDN

5BGN

5BGS

405

407

BN

Amorphous

Amorphous

Amorphous

Semigraphitic

Semigraphitic, Pitch imPregnated,
rebaked

Semigraphitic, pitch imPregrated,
rebaked

Semigraphitic, pitch imPregnated,
rebaked

SemigraPhitised

30% graphite,T0o/oECA

50% graphite,50% GCA

50% graphite, 50% ECA

100% graPhite

1007o gnPhite

100% graPhite

100% gnphit€

155

160

150

t75

160

170

170

150

I t.5

10.3

7.8

58.1

t7.5

24.6

32.5

t4.6
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9594 confidence intervals are shown.

The implication of these results is that the greater the graphitic content of the

bulk structure of the cathode material the more resistant it is to oxidation.

7.2 Temperature Dependence of Oxidation Rate

A selection of cathode carbons, representative of those grades most commonly

used in aluminium smelting cells, was fully characterised with respect to temperature

dependence of oxidation rate and activation energy'

Samples were oxidised in the form of solid blocks using the conditions listed

in table 7.04. The gas analysis results were used to determine mass of carbon reacted

which, when plotted against time could be used to detennine rate of reaction, as

explained in Chapter 4 and Appendix 3. To normalise reaction rates for the different

surface areas the mercury porosimetry data, presented in Chapter 6, were used to

calculate specific rates ofreaction, that is rate per unit surface area.
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Table 7.04: Experimental Condittons to Determine
Tt Rate.

Heating rate 100 - 200'C/hour

Hold temperature Various

Hold time 40 hours

Cooling rate 200oC/hour

Gas flow rate (approx) 12l/hour

Input n(O2) 0.08

The rate was determined for each sample, at each oxidation temperahrre.

Oxidation rate was liable to change with extent of burnoff due to changes in porosity

and overall reactivity of the sample (as with the raw materials, explained in Chapter

5). Because of this rate was deterrrined on the initial region of the gas analysis once it

had reached a constant evolution of COz. The fast heating rate enswed minimal

oxidation during the "heat-up" period, Iess than 0.01g of carbon being oxidised &ring

this time.

The temperatures and corresponding rates of reaction are presented in table

7.05. Figure 7.06 shows the variation of the observed oxidation rate with temperature

and figure 7.07 shows the rates corrected for surface area. lndividual graphs of rate vs

temperature for each cathode are given in Appendix 4.

The figures ,7.06 and7.07, show the strong dependence of oxidation rate upon

temperature, the initial region of each data set increasing exponentially with

temperature. As the temperature continued to rise; however, the increase in rate

slowed. This represents a transition from Zone I type behaviour, where the rate is still

suffrciently slow that pore diffi,rsion of gases plays no limiting rdle, to Zone II type

behaviour. In this latter zone oxidation is progressing sufficiently quickly that internal

pore surfaces become deprived of oxygen and pore diffusion becomes a limiting

factor. As explained in Chapter 2 Zone I represents the tnre reactivity of the material

as the control mechanism is the reactivity of the carbon, the rate not being sufficiently

high to deplete the available oxygen. Zone II represents a diffirsion controlled

oxidation process where the limiting factor is the pore size and the tortuosity factor.
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Table 7.05: Temperafite of Oxidation, Oxidation rates and Specfic Oxidation

Rates for l.'our
Sample Surface Area

(mt.g'' )

Temperature

r"c)

Oxidation rate

(%.s-')

Specific
oxidation rate

(s.s" .m" )

5BDN
Amorphous
70%ECA\ 30% graPhite

3.32

295
342
394
446
489
585

1.20x10'
1.50 xlO'
5.36 xl0"
4.08 xl0-'
1.33 x10-'

3.10 xl0''

3.62x10-'
4.52 x10''
1.62 x10'
1.23 xl0"
4.01 xl0'
9.34 x10-'

5BGN
Semigraphitic
100% graphile

s.76

358
405
450
500
503

543
602

7.67 xl0'
1.00 xl0-'
5.62 x10''
1.42 xl0''
1.69 xl0''
2,59 xl0"
2.90 x10''

1.33 x10"
1.74 xl0"
9.77 xlD"
2.47 xl}"
2.94 xl0"
4.50 xl0'
5.01 xl0'

5BGS
Semigraphitic Pitch
impregnated
100% graPhite

4.43

405
428
465
510

2.96 x10"
7.91 x10"
8.03 xl0-'
1.37 x10-'

6.69 xl0'"
1.77 xl0"
1.81 xl0"
3.09 xl0"

BN
Semigraphitised

8.54
395

489
539
s86
635
684

780

1.09 xl0'
6.19 x10"
3.21 x10"
1.44 xlO'
1.64 xl0-'
2.00 xlO-'
2.10 xl0''

1.28 x10''
1.25 xlO"
3.76 xl0"
1.69 x10"
1.92 xlO-'
2.34 xl0-'
2.,16 xl0"

Oxidation khaviour of Cathode Carbons

Cathode Carbons.

propagation of errors from the experimental Processes involved leads to a

standard deviation of approximately lxl0''o/o for rate, as explained in Chapter 4. This

error will be increased when considering the specific rates due to any error in

measuring surface area. The porosity characterised, as specified in the previous

chapter, excludes micropores. As such surfbce areas are underestimated, particularly

in the case of 5BGS, the pitch impregnated sample. This accounts for the apparently

higher resistance to oxidation of this material, when compared to 5BGN, indicated in

figure 7.07.
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Oxidation Behaviour of Cathode Carbons

7.2.1 Activation energy of cathode carbon oxidation

When the data in table 7.05 is plotted using a logarithm of rate vs inverse

absolute temperature (an Arrhenius plot) it is possible to determine the activation

energy of the oxidation reaction. Activation energy, Ea, may be calculated from the

slope of the Arrhenius plotusing equation 7.01:

slope : -Ea 7.02
R

where R is the gas constant, 8.31 J.ICl.mol'I.

Arrhenius plots of the oxidation rates of the four cathode carbons are shown in

figure 7.08 and the activation energies are surnmarised in table 7'06' Individual

Arrhenius plots for eachZone of each sample are given in Appendix 4, along with the

95% confidence intervals of the fitted lines. There was insufficient data to fully

characterise the activation energy for Zone II, as such the standard error in the slope of

the Arhenius line is large. The activation energies for Zone I have an average error of

8%.

Cathode Carbons.
Table 7.06: Activation Energt of Reactivity Controlled (Zone I) and Difusion

Controlled Oxidation ol I'our
Sample Ea

ZoneI

kJ.mof l

Standard
EITOT

kJ.mol-r

Pre-
exponential

factor, A

Ea
ZoneIJ.

kJ.mol-r

Standard
CTTOT

kJ.mol I

5BDN

5BGN

5BGS

BN

r22

t23

131

176

Il.l
7.8

18.0

4.5

7.86 x 10"

4.17 x l}a

8.34 x lOa

8.66 x 105

113

7l

n/d

t9

8.1

19.5

2.8
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As may be seen from the values for activation energy and the Arrhenius plots

shown in figure 7.08 the separation of oxidation behaviour into Zone I and Zone tr is

by no means absolute. Transition from one Zone to the other is blurred and it is

impossible to quantiff the contribution of pore diffusion to the values of Ea quoted for

Zone I. The behaviour in "Zonet' of the Arrhenius plots indicates that transition is

not complete, as such this region should more cotrectly be termed a "Transition

Zone".

Figures 7.06 and 7.07 show that the distribution of reactivity follows the same

trend as that of temperature of onset of oxidation. The amorphous sample, 5BDN, has

the highest reaction rate; most clearly seen when considering specific rate, figure 7.07.

The semigraphitised sample, BN, has the lowest reactivity of the cathode materials,

oxidising significantly more slowly at all temperatures.

The semigraphitic sample impregnated with pitch appears to have a lower

reactivity than that of the semigraphitic sample not impregnated; however, when the

specific rates are considered the difference in reactivity is less obvious. As the

surface areas have been determined using mercury porosimefiry and only characterise

the macroporosity it is not possible to state an absolute surface area with confidence.

The meso- and microporosity, left uncharacterised, will have a proportionately larger

effect on surface area than the macroporosiry, as explained in Chapter 6' As such the

specific rates quoted here are calculated on a surface area that is underestimated-

These conclusions on the distribution of reactivity are supported by the figures

determined for activation energy. ln Zone I the true reactivity of the sample is

controlling oxidation rate. The activation energies of Zone I type oxidation of the

cathode materials are discussed more fully in the next section taking the influence of

raw materials into consideration. Activation energy for this zone follows the trend

outlined above, with 5BDN having the lowest value of Ea and BN the highest.

However, the large error in the slopes of the fitted lines makes any comparison

between the activation energies diffrcult. It is also diffrcult to say exactly when, or

even if, transition from Zone I to Zone tr type behaviour occurs' With the

semigraphitised sample the transition appears quite distinct and occurs at a

temperature of 580.C. The activation energy of Zone II for this sample is very low, a

mere 19 kJ.mol-l reflecting its high open porosity (nearly 23Vo, more than half of

l3l



which has a diameter greater than 9pm). The transitions to "Zone II' behaviour for

the amorphous sample, 5BDN and the semigraphitic sample, 5BGN are less well

defined, the transition appears to begin at approximately 450-550oC for each material.

Oxidation experiments at temperatures higber than 650'C would have to be conducted

to characterise these materials more exactly. The "Zone If' or "Transition Zone"

activation energies determined for these two samples are 7l kJ.mol-r and 113 kJ-mofr

respectively, these values approach those determined for Zone I activation energies

indicating an overlap in control mechanism in this region. The highest temperature at

which the pitch impregnated sample, 5BGS, was oxidised was 510oC, as such, it is

not possible to fit aZoneII Arrhenius slope for this sample'

Activation energy rn Zone II, even when the zone is well defined, is not a

simple function of pore volume. The rate controlling factor has been defined as;

,.Mass transport of the reacting gas from the exterior surface to an active site

beneath the surface and mass transport of the products in the opposite

direction."[45].

This definition indicates the importance of pore size and structure in the control of

this region. Not simply the diameter but the pore length and shape will all affect the

tortuosity factor that limits pore diffirsion. It is essential to bear the limitations of the

three Zone model in mind when defining an activation energy. Work done on a

spectroscopic graphite, mentioned in Chapter 3, illustrates this point very well' The

transition from Zone I to Zone tr type behaviour, when reacting the material with

carbon dioxide, is not at alt distinct. The transition occurs at a lower temperature than

would have been expected from a simple thermodpamic analysis' The early

transition is affributed by the workers to pore network and size effects'

7.3 Influence of Raw Material Oxidation Behaviour on Cathode Reactivity

The oxidation reactions of the cathode carbons represent a summation of the

reactions of their component parts. The oxidation behaviour of the raw materials was

characterised separately from that of the cathode carbons and those data are presented

in Chapter 5.
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When considering the effects of the raw materials it is only of benefit to

consider the Zone I region of the oxidation reactions. Once outside this region the

reaction is controlled by factors other than chemical reactivity. An Arrhenius plot of

the oxidation rates of all the materials under consideration is shown in figure 7.09.

This figure shows the data for the cathode carbons, 5BDN, 5BGN, 5BGS & BN, along

with those of the raw materials cunently used in their production, Gl, El & Pl. The

activation energies of the cathode blocks and their raw materials are summarised in

table7.07.

tn
0.001 0.0012 0.0014 0.0016
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Figure 7.09: Arrhenius plot of oxidation rates of cathode carbons and the rwv
materials used in their construction.

Table 7.07: Activation Energtfor Oxidation of Cathode Carbon
Raw Materials and Cathode Carbons (in Zone

Sample Ea

(kJ.mol-r)

Sarnple Ea

ftJ.mol-t)
GI

G2

t64

183

5BDN

5BGN

5BGS

BN

r22

r23

l3l
176

E1

E2

ll8
113

PI

P2

l12

r23
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The similarity in slope between 5BDN, 5BGN, Pl and El indicates the strong

influence of the reactivity of the raw materials. A comparison of the activation

energies shows that the semigraphitised cathode carbon, BN, and the sample of

graphite, Gl, are the most oxidation resistant with activation energies of 176 kJ.mol I

and ld4 kJ.molI respectively. Within the level of uncertainty it may be said that the

semigraphitised sample and the graphite have the same activation energy'

The least oxidation resistant materials are the pitch, Pl, with Ea of

112 kJ.mol-t, and the anthracite, El, with an Ea of 118 kJ.mofl. The influence of

these components may be seen in the activation energy of the amorphous sample

5BDN, 122 kJ.mol-I. The binder phase of this sample comprises pitch and fine grains

of both graphite and anthracite. The similarity in activation energy between this

sample and that of Pl and El indicates that this binder material is strongly influencing

the overall reactivity of the composite. A comparison of the rates of reaction of the

cathode and its raw materials also shows the strong inlluence of the anthracite and

pitch components. For example at 340'C 5BDN and El have very similar specific

oxidation rates (4.5x10-7 g.m-2 and 4.7x10-' g.^-t respectively). At the same

temperature pitch Pl is oxidising slightly more rapidly (6.3x10-t g'--t) and the

oxidation rate of graphite, Gl, is an order of magnitude lower (approximately 2xl0'8

g.m2).

The strong influence of the reactivity of the pitch may be seen in the activation

energy for semigraphitic sample 5BGN, 123 kJ.mofl, effectively the same as the

amorphous sample. Despite the absence of anthracite in the starting composition of

this cathode material its activation energy is lower than that of the graphite, Gl,

through the influence of the pitch.

The activation energy of oxidation of the semigraphitised sample is the

highest, at 176 kJ.mofl, effectively the same as that of the graphite. This material is

made using coke in a pitch binder, the whole block being baked to 2500'C. The

baking graphitises the block (though not 100%). The overall homogeneity of the

material is greater than that of the amorphous or semigraphitic materials, as may be

seen from the polarised light micrographs in the previous chapter' Though the

reactivity of coke was not determined in this study a literature value of activation

energy is 153 kJ.mol-l [66], this value being for an ungraphitised petroleum coke.
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The sample impregnated with pitch, 5BGS, has an activation energy similar to

that of the sample not impregnated. The Ea determined for 5BGS 131 kJ.mol't. Tht

implication of this value is that impregnation with pitch has no additional effect on a

sample already bound with pitch. Fewer rates were determined for this sample and as

such the standard error is higher, 18.0 kJ.mol-r rather than 7.8 kJ.mof r for the sample

5BGN.

The majority of work done to determine the activation energy of carbon

oxidation has examinsd samples of single carbon type, predominantly graphite' The

work done by Umrilova et al [13] used composite materials akin to cathode carbons'

Though these workers did not determine activation energy it is possible to use the

oxidation rate data supplied in one of their papers to calculate Ea for Zonel and, to a

certain extent, Zone n, oxidation behaviour. The samples in question were

composites of graphite with a pitch binder and a fine dispersion of either graphite or

anthracite throughout the binder phase. Activation eDef$!, fot zone I, was between

l 16 kJ.mol-r and 123 kJ.mol-r for the samples with anthracite in the binder phase- For

samples with no anthracite, but fine graphite in the binder the range of activation

energies was 114 kJ.mol'l to 138 kJ.mol l. In each case the finer the particles in the

binder phase the lower the activation energy. These values are in close accord with

the values of activation energy for Zone I determined in this work for similar samples.

The data of Umrilova et al shows a transition from Zone lto Zone tr type behaviour

but, as with the work done in this study, the transition is not distinct. Zone I'

activation energies may be determined and range from 22 - 34 kJ.mol-t' All the

sarnples used by Umrilova had an open porosity of 27 +l- 3Vo, higher than the cathode

carbon materials examined here. The work by Umrilova found that;

.....on oxidation of baked carbon-graphite samples it is not only the coke from

the binder that undergoes the main action of the oxidant but also the fure

fractions of filler, the activity of which has an influence on the resistance of

the sample to oxidation...in the air at temperatures not exceeding 600"C.* [13]

Though not stated explicitly it is possible to conclude from this work that the

fine dispersion of anthracite and graphite in the binder phase influences reactivity of
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the composite during Zone I type oxidation. When the oxidation enters Zone tr the

rate conholling factor is mass transport through the pores, as such the binder material

would play no rdle.

Though the standard errors quoted for the activation energies of cathode

carbons appear high, ranging from 4.5 to 18.0 kJ.mol'r, these are in line with the

errors reported by other workers in the field of carbon oxidation. In a comprehensive

review paper [45] Walker et al re-examine previously quoted values of Ea for the

oxidation of spectroscopic graphite and determine that they cannot be quoted more

accurately than +/- 2l kJ.mol-I. The slopes fitted to the data of Umrilova et al have a

standard error of between 0.7 and 9.3 kJ.mofl'

7.3.1 Selective oxidation of cathode carbons

The activation energies quoted in the previous section indicate the strong

influence of the reactivity of the binder on the oxidation of the cathode carbons- Even

the 100% graphite sample, 5BGN, had an Ea in Zone I similar to that of pitch'

Therefore it was not surprising that observation of the cathode carbon specimens

following oxidation revealed the highly selective nature of the process. Figure 7.10

shows a specimen of 5BDN following two different oxidation regimes. The sample

labelled (a) was oxidised at 489"C for 40 hours, this resulted in 17.8% burnoff. The

sample labelled (b) had been oxidised at 682o for 20 hours, resulting in2lYo burnoff.

The samples oxidised to these levels of bumoff could almost always be removed from

the furnace with the same appearance with which they went in; however, at the

slightest tap they would crumble. The binder matrix was reduced to dust before the

larger particles were oxidised leaving the remaining composite extremely friable. The

binder phase of the cathode carbon materials cannot be considered as comprising only

pitch but includes the finest particles of the filler materials, anthracite and/or graphite'

These fine particles will have a higher surface area to volume ratio than the larger size

fractions within the composite material, as such their reactivity will be higher. As

mentioned above, the findings of Umrilova et a/ showed the importance of particle

size in the reactivity of the dispersion of fine particles in the binder phase I I 3 ].
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(b)

Figure 7./,0: Two samples of SBDNfollowing oxidation
(a) 17.8%burnofr, (b) 2I%burnofi,

The only sample for which selective oxidation was not observed was the

semigraphitised sample, BN. After oxidation the overall dimensions of the sample

were reduced and the outer surface, to a deph of approximately lmm, appeared morc

porousi. A cross section through the sample revealed a reaction front progressing

unifomrly through the sample. Figure 7.11 shows an example of BN after 2 oxidation

experiments, 7.ll(a) shows the moxidised material, l.ll(c) shows the sample

following 65% burnoffat 650oC. Figure 7.1lO) shows the sanrple after 37Vo burnoff

at 550oC, also shown is a cross section through the sample showing the reaction front,

this is more cleady seen when the image is overexposed and reduced to black and

white.
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Figure 7.II: Semigraphitised cathode material, nN; @) unoxidised, (b) 3I%
burnofi, also cross section showing reactionfront, (c) 65?6 burnofi,

In order to examine the selective oxidation of these materials in more detail

small samples (2-39 were photographed in the SEM before and after oxidation. The

oxidation conditions and resulting burnoff are given in table 7.0E, the photographic

results are shown in figrre 7.12.

Table 7.08: Conditions and Extent of Oxidationfor Small Samples.

Heating rate 3O0oC/hour Sample Burnoff(%)

Hold temperature 6000c

Hold time 2 hours 5BDN 22

Cooling rate 3O0oC/hour 5BGS l9

Approx gas flow 12lihour TBDN l5

Input n(O) 0.09 BN 3
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Beforeoxidation

Figure 7.12: SEM images of small samples of cathode carbonmaterials before and

ffir oxidation Befare *tdotto, eqch sample is 20mm squarc. Magnifuation is the

same for each "before" arrd "6fiet" micrograplt

TBDN (15% burnoffl

Before oxidation Afteroxid*ion
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What can be seen in figure 7.12 is the highly selective oxidation of the binder

matrix for the amorphous and semigraphitic samples. When oxidised the binder phase

would lose structural integrity, become dusty and fall away. Large particles were left

behind and it was obvious from examination of the amorphous samples that these

were particles of both graphite and anthracite. The semigraphitised sample did not

show selective oxidation, instead the burnoff was more uniform over the surface of

the sample.

Given the range of reactivities of the raw materials used for cathode carbons,

selective oxidation is not surprising. However, as the reactivities measured for the

anthracite were the same order of magnitude as those of the pitches the retention of

large particles of anthracite is not so easily explained. The anthracite that remained in

the oxidised samples was present as large particles, as such the surface area to volume

ratio would be lower than for those particles present as a fine dispersion in the binder

phase of the composite. As explained above this results in binder-phase anthracite

being more reactive than the larger particles of the filler.

The selective oxidation of cathode carbons may be quantified using the XRD

peak ratio technique. As the more amorphous materials are oxidised preferentially the

intensity ratio would be expected to change. Table 7.09 presents the intensity ratios of

the pitch impregnated cathode 5BGS before oxidation and after two levels of burnoff.

It may be seen that the intensity ratio increases with increasing burnoff'

athode Carbon, JBGS.
Table 7.09: Peak Ratio Before Oxidation and after Two Levels of Burnolffor Pitch

I Semi cC
Burnoff

%

Peak intensity ratio
%

Standard deviation
%

0

7.6

15.5

77.5

20.5

25.0

3.07

2.08

2.84
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7.4 Porosity Development with Oxidation

As may be seen in figure 7.12 oxidation results in profound alteration of the

bulk physical structure of the samples. To examine these changes pore size

distributions were determined for three representative cathode tlPes. The mercury

porosimetry was conducted by SGL Carbon AG in Germany, as mentioned in Chapter

6. The three cathode materials characterised for pore development were an

amorphous type, 5BDN, a semigraphitic type, impregnated with pitch, 5BGS and the

semigraphitised material, BN. Each sample was taken to two levels of oxidation and

the pore size distribution determined, the pore size distributions of the unoxidised

samples were also determined. The two degrees of bumoff for each sample were

achieved by alteration of oxidation time, hold temperature remaining the same. In

addition a third sample of 5BDN was oxidised at a higber temperature than the other

two samples of 5BDN. Experimental conditions, and resultant bumoff' are

summarised in table 7.10, for each experiment in this series heating and cooling rates

were 300oC and the input mole fraction of oxygen was 0'08'

Table 7.10: Conditions for Pore DeveloPment.

Sample Oxidation temperature
("c)

Oxidation time
(hours)

Burnoff
(%)

5BDN

5BDN

5BDN

5BDN

5BGS

5BGS

5BGS

BN

BN

BN

450

450

550

4s0

450

550

550

25

45

l1

45

100

43

100

0

4.1

9.9

8.8

0

6.5

16.7

0

7.4

26
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A full set of porosity data is presented in Appendix 5. Figures 7.13,7.15 and

7.17 show the changes in pore size distribution for each of the samples at each degree

of burnoff. Table 7.ll summarises the total open porosity and the median pore

diameters for both the pore volume distribution and the surface area distribution.

Figure 7.13 shows the pore size distribution for the amorphous sample 5BDN,

oxidised at 450"C and 550'C. The information presented in the table 7.11 and in

figure 7.13 indicates that as oxidation progresses there is an increase in the total

amount of porosity of this sample. This situation is true for all three samples

characterised for pore development. Also, for sample 5BDN, the median pore size of

the pore volume distribution is reducing. Fifty per cent of the pore volume will be

located in pores of smaller diameter than the median pore size, thus if the median

diameter is reducing the pore size distribution is tending toward smaller diameter

pores. This picture is reinforced when the pore size data is plotted as absolute pore

percentage vs diameter, as shown in figure 7.14'

Table 7.1l: Pore Volume, Surface Area and Median Pore Sizefor Cathode

Carbons at Various Oxidation.

Sample Burnoff

(%)

Total
open pore
volume

(%)

Total
surface

afea

t#.g')

Median pore

diameter of pore

volume distribution
(um)

Median pore

diameter of surface
area distribution

(pm)

5BDN

5BDN

5BDN

5BDN
(higher

rate)

5BGS

5BGS

5BGS

BN

BN

BN

0

4.1

9.9

8.8

0

6.5

16.7

0

7.4

26

15.6

19.5

26.0

18.7

15.9

21.0

32.2

20.2

30.2

36.2

3.32

3.00

3.05

3.r2

4.43

4.00

4.02

8.56

s.40

4.61

8.430

4.665

2.638

6.174

4.s30

1.870

3.449

9.162

t2.r3

30.75

0.016

0.017

0.022

0.017

0.016

0.023

0.021

0.013

0.019

0.023
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Figure 7.13: Pore size distributionsfor sample SBDN at three levels of oxidation.
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The plot, in figure 7.14, of porosity percentage atlVo oxidation shows a minor

peak at approximately 0.02 pm diameter. Oxidation is progressing sufficiently slowly

at 450"C for the behaviour to be predominantly ZoneI, as such the reaction will affect

all the pore surfaces. The smaller pores have a higher ratio of surface area to volume,

providing a higher proportion of potentially reactive sites. As may be seen in figure

7.14 as oxidation progresses at the slower (450'C) rate the peak at 0.02pm disappears.

This represents the removal of pore walls in the smaller pores leading to a greater

proportion of pore volume being located in the 0.03-3pm range of pore diameters. In

turn this will lead to a lowering of the surface area through the removal of the smallest

pores, those which contribute proportionately more to area. The recorded reduction in

surface area is slight and is probably negligible given the accuracy of the technique.

Though the pore size distributions indicate a reduction in the smallest pores there is an

even greater reduction in the largest pores characterised. This is reflected in the value

of median pore diameter which decreases with oxidation. Any pore development at

the meso- or micro-pore level will escape detection due to the limits of mercury

porosimetry.

The sample of 5BDN oxidised at the higher temperature showed far less

porosity development than that oxidised to an ahnost equivalent degree of bumoffbut

at the lower rate, as may be seen from the above figures. Additionally the initial peak

at pore diameter 0.02pm is not removed as completely as when oxidised at the lower

rate. This reinforces the proposed transition of the oxidation rates from Zone I type

oxidation to Zone tr type oxidation. For this sample the transition begins at

approximately 470"C, as may be seen from figure 7.08. As such the sample oxidised

at 450oC would experience predominantly Zone I type behaviour, rate is confrolled by

the reactivity of the material and there is no constraint applied by pore diffirsion of

gases. However, the sample oxidised at 550"C would have experienced

predominantly Zone tr type behaviour, the rate would be progressing fast enough at

the intemal surfaces to deplete the supply of oxygen. Thus pore diffrrsion would

become a limiting condition and the rate at intemal pore surfaces would be

constrained, particularly at the surfaces of the smallest diameter pores. If this is the

situation then it could be expected that there would be less pore development, the
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Figure 7.15: Pore size distributionsfor sample SBGS at two levels of oxidation

Figure 7.15 shows the cumulative pore volume for the semigraphitic (pitch

impregnated) sample, 5BGS, after oxidation at 450oC. The shapes of the curves are

very similar to those of the amorphous sample, 5BDN. The increase in total open

porosity is more than twofold for this samplg at l6.7yo burnoff porosity has increased

from 15.9% to 32.2yo of sample volume. At low levels of oxidation small pores

appear to be consumed, as for 5BDN. This may be seen by plotting the data as

absolute percentage of total porosity vs pore diameter, shown in figure 7.16. As for

the 5BDN sample, an initial small peak, centred on 0.02pm disappears as the sample is

oxidised.
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Figure 7.16: Distribution of percentage of total porosity at any pore diameter Jor
sample SBGS at two levels of oxidation.

With this sample, as with 5BDN, and as may be seen in table 7.1I the surface

area does not appear to change significantly with increasing burnoff, even though the

reduction in median pore diameter suggests an overall tendency toward pores in the

smaller diameter range. The similarities benveen this sample and the amorphous

sample, 5BDN, suggest that pitch impregnation does little to retard the development

of porosity.

A close consideration of the semigraphitised sample shows porosity reaching

remarkably high levels at 26yo bumoff, with over 36Vo open porosity, frgue 7.17. It

must be stressed, however, that the oxidation of the BN sample proceeds as a reaction

front moving in toward the centre of the sample. As oxidation progresses, and the

dimensions of the sample reduce, the surface area to sample volume ratio will

increase, thus any surface alteration, such as the reaction front illustrated in figure

7,1l, will have a proportionately higher effect on the smaller sample.

At 450oC this sample is experiencing predominantly Znne I type oxidation

behaviour and plotting the absolute percentage porosity, as for the previous two

samples, illustrates this very clearly, figure 7.18. A pronounced initid peak at 0.02pm

is consumed by degrees as oxidation progresses. The consumption of pores of the
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smallest diameter characterised is reflected in the increasing median pore diameter of

the sample. A significant increase in this value, from 9.2 to 30.8pm, also indicates the

proportion of larger diameter pores as the highly porous oxidation front proceeds

through the sample.
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Figure 7.17: Pore size distributionsfor sample BN at two levels of oxidation.
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At the oxidation temperature investigateq 450oC, it is likely that the

semigraphitic sample, 5BGS, and the amorphous sample 5BDN, af,e experiencing

predominantly ZoneI tlpe behaviour. However, this temperature is approaching that

at which hansition to Zone tr type behaviour appears to begin As such there will be

some pore diffusion limitations and a Zone n tlpe contribution to the control

mechanism. The semigraphitised sample at this temperature is oxidising more slowly

by an order of magnitude and is less likely to be consfrained by pore difhrsion. The

pore distributions presented in the preceding figures illustrate this point.

7.5 Change of Rate with Burnoff

In Chapter 5, section 5 the change of oxidation rate with extent of oxidation of

the cathode carbon raw materials was explained. d similar phenomenon was

observed with the oxidation of cathode carbons. The rates of oxidation of the various

samples altered with increasing bumoff and, to investigate this, a series of

experiments were conducted with very long hold times.

oxidation at 450T.
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Figure 7.19: Gas analysis of p(CO) for sample SBDN during 100 hours
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Representative samples were oxidised as before but the hold time was

increased to 100 hours or longer. The gas analyses for these trials were processed in

the same way as those of the reactivity trials but rates were not determined only on

the initial steady COz regions. The instantaneous rate was calculated for the whole

hold period to deterrrine the alteration of rate with burnoff. This period is indicated

in figure 7.19, a gas analysis for sample 5BDN during 100 hours of oxidation at

4500c.

When the gas analysis, shown in figure 7.19, is analysed in terms of

instantaneous bumoff a graph may be plotted, as in figure 7.20, showing increasing

burnoff with time. Differentiating this gaph gives the alteration of rate with

increasing extent of oxidation, shown in figure 7.21.

20
1oo\
9F{

l-r

fr10

25 50

Hold time (hours)
75

Figure 7.20: Inueasing burnolf with hold time at 450Tfor sample |BDN.

As can be seen in figure 7.21 the rate of oxidation increases, as oxidation

progresses, until 13% burnoff, at which point the rate begins to fall. Porosity analysis

for this sample shows that when 5BDN is oxidised at 450"C porosity increases from

15.9% at 0olo burnoff, to 19.5% at 4.lo/o burnoff and 26.0% at 9.9o/o burnoff. At this

temperature 5BDN is not oxidising with solely Zonel type behaviour. Pore diffirsion

appears to be contributing to the contol of oxidation rate.
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An increase in total open porosity facilitates the tansport of oxidant and

product gases and as such the observed oxidation rate would be expected to increase

with the increasing porosity of the sample. It was impossible to characterise the

porosity at higher levels of oxidation as the sample was extremely friable. This

reflects the removal of the pitch binder phase, as explained in section 7 '3'l'
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Once the binder phase has been oxidised the most reactive material in the

sample has been depleted, at this point, 13% burnoff, the rate begins to fall. The

binder phase comprises pitch and fine particles of filler and represents the most

reactive fraction of the cathode composite. As this highly reactive material is

preferentially oxidised the average reactivity of the residue falls.

When the material 5BDN was oxidised at a higher temperature, 550"C, a

similar result for alteration of rate with increasing oxidation was attained. Figwe 7.22

shows that rate increases until 15% burnoff and then falls. As may be seen from

section 7 .4 the porosity development at this higber temperature is not as pronounced

as at 450oC, only reaching 18.7% open porosity at 8.8% bumoff. This is reflected in

the observed alteration of rate, at 550oC the rate increases 39% before beginning to

fall, whereas at 450oC the increase in porosity led to a rate increase of over 52o/o.

The semigraphitic material, 5BGN, was not characterised for pore

development; however, the similarity in pore development between the amorphous

and pitch impregnated semigraphitic materials suggests that the non-impregnated

semigraphitic material would follow a similar trend. The alteration in rate follows the

same pattem as 5BDN, increasing to a peak and then decreasing once the most

reactive material has been oxidised, ftgwe 7.23. The peak for 5BGN occurs at \Yo

burnoff. At 450'C the oxidation of this material also appears to be affected, to a

limited degree, by pore diffirsion.

Figure 7.23: Change of rate with increasing oxidation, at 4507, for sample |BGN.
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Sample 5BGS was initially oxidised at 450oC for 100 hours, rate appeared

simply to increase with no peak. However, this sample is impregnated with pitch

suggesting a higher proportion of more reactive material, as such the peak in reaction

rate might be expected to occur at a higher level of burnoffthan that for sample 5BGN

(a similar sample but without pitch impregnation). In order to confirm this 5BGS was

oxidised at 450"C for 130 hours and the results are shown in figwe 7.24. The rate

does increase to a peak and then decreases, the peak occurring at lTyo, rather than at

8%o as for the 5BGN material. It is interesting to note that whilst the initial rate of

oxidation of 5BGS is lower than that of 5BGN as the samples reach l0% burnofftheir

rates are equivalent.
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Figure 7.24: Change of rate with increasing oxidation at 450T for sample 5AG,S.

The semigraphitised sample was oxidised at two temperatures, 550oC and

650nC, the results were similar for each. Instead of increasing to a maximum and then

decreasing the rate continued to increase with increasing burnoff, frgure 7.25. The

porosity data for this sample showed a steady increase from 20.2Yo porosity at 0ya

oxidatioq to 30.2yo porosity at 7.4Vo oxidation, to 36Yo porosity at 26yo oxidation.
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The structure of this sample is more homogeneous than the amorphous or

semigraphitic samples, the coke and pitch binder have been baked to 2500"C. Whilst

there will be a distribution of reactivities throughout the material of this cathode the

variation will not be as broad as that of the other cathode carbons. The increasing

porosity will results in an increasing observed rate of oxidation, as seen in frgarc 7 .25.

The rate of increase of oxidation rate appears to decrease reflecting the preferential

oxidation of the slightly more reactive fractions of the material.

The peak in the rate vs bumoff graphs of samples 5BDN, 5BGN and 5BGS

occur at different degrees of bumoff. The reason for this is the proportion of highly

reactive binder phase present in the materials. Depending on definition the binder

phase is not simply pitch but a combination of pitch and small particles of graphite,

and maybe anthracite. As such it represents the most reactive portion of the cathode

carbon composite and, as it is preferentially oxidised, a rapid growth of macroporosity
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Figure 7.25: Change of ratewith increasing oxidation at 650Tfo, sample BN.
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will result. The preferential oxidation of the more reactive material results in an

oxidation residue that has a lower reactivity as oxidation progresses. This selective

oxidation may be quantified using the XRD peak ratio method, as shown in table 7.08.

The higher the proportion of this binder phase the higher the level of oxidation

at which the maximum rate occurs. The composite samples examined by Umrilova

also displayed an alteration of rate with bumoff. For both the graphite/pitch and the

graphite/anthracite/pitch combinations there was a peak in oxidation rate between

IZYo and 16% burnoff U3l.

7.7 Summary of Oxidation Behaviour of Cathode Carbons

The oxidation of cathode carbon materials is heavily influenced by their bulk

structure, that is to say porosity and surface area. When differences in porosity have

been normalised, for example by oxidising the materials as powders, or by considering

specific oxidation rates, then the effects of material composition may be seen.

In general the higher the proportion of graphite in a cathode carbon composite

the more resistant it is to oxidation, this is indicated by the results recorded for onset

temperature and reactivity. However, to take the nominal percentage graphite added

to the cathode carbon mixture at manufacture is not a sufficient characterisation for a

number of reasons. The anthracite used in the amorphous materials may be partially

graphitised by electrical calcining and the pitch impregnation of cathodes will lower

the proportion of graphitic material. A suitable means of characterising the structure

of cathode carbons is the XRD peak ratio method, a good correlation having been

determined between this value and onset temperature (and hence reactivity).

Activation energy of Zone I type oxidation for the cathode materials is

influenced by the most reactive of the raw materials from which they are composed.

The anthracite and pitch additions lower the activation energy in relation to that of

graphite. For an amorphous cathode carbon Ea was determined tobe I22 kJ.mofl and

for a semigraphitic cathode 123 kJ.mol-l was determined. These values correspond

well with literature values for similar composite materials. Activation energy

detennined in Zone I for a semigraphitised sample was 176 kJ.mol-l equivalent,

within experimental uncertainty, to that detennined for graphite. Activation energy of

Zone II type oxidation appears to be controlled by the porosity of the carbon materials;
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not simply the total open porosity but also the median pore size and torhrosity factor.

Transition from Zone I to Zone II was not distinct and as such values of Ea

detennined for both Zones will be influenced by a combination of chemical reactivity

and pore diffrrsion.

Pore development is pronounced during oxidation, selective oxidation of the

binder matrix leading to large increases in open porosity. Selective oxidation is a

function of the variety of reactivities of the raw materials found in Chapter 5.

Oxidation of a single carbon type, such as anthracite, is a paradigm of the oxidation of

cathode carbons, with a distribution of reactivities in the material, the more reactive

being preferentially oxidised. These two factors, pore development and selective

oxidation lead to an alteration of oxidation rate with increasing oxidation. For

oxidation behaviour that is influenced by both chemical reactivity and pore diffirsion

the change in rate is the result of trvo mechanisms. As porosity increases rate

increases through increased pore diffusion. As the more reactive material is

preferentially oxidised rate decreases reflecting the decreased reactivity of the

oxidation residue.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

The oxidation reactions of the cathode carbons were characterised, revealing

an exponential dependence of rate on temperature. At approximately 500oC there was

a transition from Zone I dominated oxidation behaviour to Zone II dominated

oxidation behaviour. However, the transition was not distinct and, whilst activation

energies determined for Zone I may be stated with some confidence, Zone II was not

fully characterised. Oxidation temperatures above 650oC would have to be used to

establish these values more accurately.

Values of Ea for both Zones were determined for four diferent cathode

carbons. The amorphous cathode carbon had an Ea, in Zone l, of 122 kJ.mol-'.

Activation energy, inZone I, for the semigraphitic sample was 123 kJ.mol-' and for the

pitch impregnated sample was l3l kJ.mol''. Activation energies determined for

similar, composite samples reported in the literature range from 114 kJ.mol-' to 138

kJ.mol'' [13]. The highest activation energy determined was for the semigraphitised

cathode at 176 kJ.mo['. Wthin the limit of uncertainty this value was equivalent to

that determined for graphite. The errors in activation energy were, on average, Syo.

This value is similar to errors in reported activation energies for a variety of carbon

materials [3,45]

Activation energy of Zone I type oxidation for the cathode materials is

influenced by the raw materials from which they are composed. The anthracite and

pitch additions lower the activation energy in relation to that of graphite. The

activation energy of anthracite and pitch, being in the range ll2-128 kJ.mol'' are

similar to those determined for the amorphous and semigraphitic cathode materials.

Activation energy of Zone II type oxidation appears to be controlled by the porosity of

the carbon materials; not simply the total open porosity but also the median pore size

and torhrosity factor. Transition from Zone I to Zone II was not distinct for the

amorphous and semigraphitic samples. Though the transition appeared to have begun

by 500"C it was not complete by 650'C, the highest temperature characterised. As

such the activation energies determined for these samples in this Zone show the
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influence of both chemical reactivity and pore difftrsion control. For the amorphous

sample Ea in this transition region was 7l kJ.mol'', Ea for the semigraphitic sample

was I 13 kJ.mol-'. The semigraphitised sample appeared to show a far more distinct

transition, Ea in Zone II for this material was 19 kJ.mol-' reflecting its relatively high

open porosity and median pore size (22.6% and 9.2pm respectively). Activation

energies determined for similar samples with equivalent porosity were based on rates

reported in the literature and ranged from22 to 34 kJ.mof' [13].

Correlations between reactivity and sample structure were established. The

higher the proportion of graphite in a cathode carbon composite the more resistant it is

to oxidation, this is indicated by the results recorded for onset temperature and

reactivity. However, to take the nominal percentage graphite added to the cathode

carbon mixture at manufacture is not a sufficient characterisation for a number of

reasons. The anthracite used in the amorphous materials may be partially graphitised

by electrical calcining and the pitch impregnation of cathodes will lower the proportion

of graphitic material in their structure.

The XRD peak ratio method proved most effective for characterisation of the

cathode carbon composites. The standard used was a BDH electrographite and the

cathode carbons gave peak ratio values ranging from less than 10% for the amorphous

types to better than 50% for the semigraphitic cathode materials. Pitch impregnation

lowered the peak ratio. The XRD peak intensity ratio correlated well with onset

temperature for oxidation of the cathode carbons as powders. The higher the peak

ratio the higher the onset temperature and the more resistant the material to oxidation.

Oxidation of the cathode carbons is a highly selective process, the binder phase

of the amorphous and semigraphitic materials oxidising preferentially. The

semigraphitised sample did not show this highly selective oxidation as its structure is

more homogeneous. The selective oxidation of the more reactive material fraction

means that the oxidation residue is less reactive, this influences the oxidation rate

leading to a decrease in rate as the binder phase is oxidised. However, pore

development is pronounced during oxidation, selective oxidation of the binder matrix
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leading to large increases in open porosity. This increase in porosity may lead to an

increase in the observed oxidation rate of the materials. These two factors, pore

development and selective oxidation, are opposing mechanisms in the alteration of

rate for oxidation behaviour that is influenced by both chemical reactivity and pore

diffi-rsion. As porosity increases oxidation rate increases through increased pore

diffusion. As the more reactive material is preferentially oxidised rate decreases,

reflecting the decreased reactivity of the oxidation residue.

Rate of oxidation of all samples altered with increasing burnoff For the

amorphous and semigraphitic samples the rate increased with oxidation until the binder

phase had all been oxidised, at which point the rate began to fall. For the amorphous

cathode material the increase in oxidation rate reflected the increasing porosity as the

sample was oxidised. Porosity increased from 15.6% to 20.6yo total open porosity

after l0% burnoff. The porosity development depended on rate of oxidatiorq when the

amorphous sample was oxidised to 9oh burnoffat a higher rate the increase in porosity

was only 3olo. This indicates the constraints on oxidation at internal surfaces imposed

by pore diffirsion at higher temperatures.

For the semigraphitised sample the rate did not fall but continued to increase

slowly, even at high levels of oxidation (65%). For this sample, oxidised with

predominantly Zone I type behaviour, the median pore size increased from 9,2pm to

30.8pm. Wth no constraints on pore diffirsion in this zone the reaction progressed at

all internal surfaces and the walls of small pores were oxidised.

The selective nature of cathode oxidation reflects the variety of oxidation

resistance displayed by their component materials. The raw materials of cathode

carbons were oxidised in isolation to determine their individual reactivities. As for the

cathode carbons oxidation behaviour of each raw material was strongly temperature

dependent. Arrhenius plots gave activation energies of 164 & 183 kJ.mol-' for the

graphites, ll8 & ll3 kJ.mol'' for the anthracites and ll2 &. 123 kJ.mol-' for the

pitches.
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Chemical composition analysis of the raw materials revealed the presence of

inorganic impurities, between 0.5 and 7 weight per cent. Of these impurities many

have been reported as catalysts for oxidation. The anthracites had the highest

proportion of known catalysts. EDX analysis of the cathode carbons revealed the

presence of these catalytic impurities concentrated in the particles of anthracite.

Structural analysis of the raw materials revealed carbon crystallite sizes of

370lfor the graphites, 277-313A for the anthracites and 4lA for the pitches. X-ray

diftaction measurements of degree of graphitisation, G, and crystallite stack heighg

Lc, were conducted on the raw materials of cathode carbons. The graphites and

anthracites had crystallite sizes and G values of a similar order of magnitude, ranging

from277A- 3804 and 0.86 - 0.97. The pitches, having a mostly amorphous structure

had crystallite stack heights of approximately 40A and G values of 0.2. Though the

ant}racites have a measured crystalline perfection approaching that of the graphites the

oxidation rate is an order of magnitude greater due to the catalytic effect of impurities.

The selective oxidation of the binder phase of cathode carbons results from the high

reactivity of the anthracite and pitch materials. In amorphous cathode carbons

following oxidation large particles of anthracite remain due to their relatively low

surface area.

Following oxidation surface area of the raw materials was seen to increase.

For one of the graphites this increase was from approximately 3.5 to 5 m'.g'. At the

same time the average crystallite stack height seems to increase from 376 to 3984

reflecting the preferential oxidation of less crystalline material. As with the cathode

carbons these two mechanisms work in opposition to alter the oxidation rate of the

raw materials.

IMany of the techniques used to characterise the gasification reactions of carbon

are inapplicable to a composite material such as the carbon used in cathode blocks. To

examine how these materials behave under oxidation conditions it is necessary to use a

larger sample than the traditional techniques, such as TGA are capable of analysing.

The PGA method developed as part of this research overcomes this limitation. Using a
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low thermal mass furnace with a long isothermal region facilitated close control of

sample temperature. The furnace was sealed and the gas flow past the sample

controlled and monitored. Analysis of product gases by a quadrupole mass

spectrometer enabled their identification and quantification. This quantification could

be used to perform a mass balance calculation and, hence, determine rate of reaction.

The accuracy of the technique has been proved to be good. Cumulative erors

in the mass balance calculation leading to an error in the measured mass lost through

oxidation of approximately +/- 0.0008%. The gas analysis technique is well suited for

following the progress of oxidation reactions in detail and may be used to determine

reaction rates, temperature of reaction onset, activation energy and change of reaction

rate with extent of oxidation.

8.1 Implications for Aluminium Smelting Cells

The results obtained during this research lead to some conclusions regarding

cathode carbons in service in aluminium smelting cells.

Ingress of orygen to the back of the cathode blocks is most likely to occur

from a leaky collector bar seal. The temperature in this area is above that at which

oxidation may begirq as may be seen from figure 8.01 which shows an isothermal

model of an operating cell. It should be noted that this series of isotherms relate to

one particular technology. With the trend to thinner sidewalls in cell construction and

variability in side freeze thickness most cell designs will experience a similar

temperature distribution at some time. Temperatures in the region of the collector bar

correspond to Zone I oxidation behaviour for the four cathode carbon tlpes

characterised. This means that rate is predominantly controlled by the reactivity of the

carbon, not by other considerations such as pore diffirsion.
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319r

287"C

195"C

126'C

68"C

Wrt A.Ott nunermal model of the catlnde and sidewall in dn operating

aluminium smelting cell. Redrawnfrom a personal comtmtnication

from N. Richards [79].

The more oxidation resistant materials are those with the most graphitic nature.

The semigraphitised materia! BN, is the most oxidation resistant despite its high open

porosity. The semigraphitic materials are more oxidation resistant than the amorphous

samples. Semigraphitic materials impregnated with pitch appear to be more oxidation

resistant than those not impregnated; however, this effect is shortlived, needing only a

low level of oxidation for the two materials to have equivalent reactivity as the pitch is

preferentially oxidised.

The selective nature of cathode oxidation is of importance in the aluminium

smelting application, as the materials may appear structurally sound at low levels of

burnoffbut in fact have significantly increased open porosity or decreased compression

strength. This will effect the performance of the material in a smelting cell, altering its

thermal and electrical conductivity, upsetting the energy balance of the smelting cell'

Whilst this may or may not be sufficient to cause catastrophic failure at the shell the

remedial treatment to correct cell performance will result in a loss of efficiency.
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APPENDTX I . SIMUL_TANEOUS EXTERNAL STANDARD FOR X.RAY
DIFFRACTION MEAS UREMENT S

Analysis of the position and broadening of X-ray diftaction peaks may be used

to ascertain dimensions of a graphite lattice, such as interlayer spacing and crystallite

size. The techniques and equations necessary for such analysis have been explained in

Chapter 2.

To determine accwately the position and broadening of any peak in an XRD

diffraction pattern it is necessary to determine the shift and broadening that may be

attributed to the instrument and those that may be attributed to the sample. [n order to

do this highly crystalline standards are examined. The large crystallite size enables the

instrumental broadening to be determined, the assumption being that there is no

additional broadening through crystallite size effects. Running a well characterised

material allows the instrumental peak shift to be determined.

Standards are generally used in one of two ways, as an external standard,

examined separately from the sample of interest, or as an internal standard, where the

standard and sample are mixed and run simultaneously. Each method has its

advantages and disadvantages. External standards will obviously not interfere with the

specimen in any way as they do not come into contact with it. However, as they are

not nrn simultaneously with the sample peak shift and broadening may only be

corrected for on an average basis. That is the average peak shift may be 0'01" but any

individual peak shift may be significantly more.

Internal standards femove this problem by being mixed with the sample and run

simultaneously. However, because they are mixed with the sample they may affect the

X-ray diffraction results. In particular the intensity of the diffracted X-rays may be

affected leading to lower peaks on the diffiaction pattern and greater elror when

determining peak dimensions.

The intensity of the dffiacted X-rays is dependent on a number of parameters,

one of which is the adsorption of X-rays by the material. The decrease in intensity of

the diffracted radiation is proportional to the distance of the sample through which it

has to pass, this may be expressed [80]:

dIi-1 : po*
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where p is called the linear absorption coefficient and is dependent on the material, its

density and the wavelength of the incident X-radiation'

As the linear absorption coefficient is proportional to the density, p, of a

material the quantity p/p is a constant, independent of physical state. This constant is

called the mass absorption coefficient and may be ascertained from standard tables,

equation A1.01 may thus be integrated and written:

Ir: Ii.e{trP)F A1.02

where Ii is the intensity of the incident X-ray beam and I, is the intensity of the beam

after passing through distance x of the material [80].

Mass absorption coefficients are most usually quoted for elements' To

determine the mass absorption coefficient of a mixture, compound or solution a

weighted average of the absorption coefficients of the constituent elements is used:

A1.03

where w1, w2, etc. are the weight fractions of the elements [80]'

A typical material used as a standard in carbon analysis is sodium chloride [28]'

The absorption coeffEcient of this material, calculated using equation A1'03 is 8.36

cmt.g'. The absorption coefficient of carbon, however, is only 0'7 cm'.g', hence

using NaCl as a standard has a dramatic effect on the intensity of the diftacted X-rays'

Because of the limitations of either means of using a standard a third technique

was devised during the course of this work. In order not to affect the intensity and yet

to run a simultaneous standard the specimen preparation method was altered and a

simultaneous external standard of NaCl was used'

Samples were presented to the instrument in the form of powders pressed into

brass cavity slides. In order to present a simultaneous efiernal standard only three

quarters of the slide was rammed with carbon powder. A glass slide was placed over

this filled portion of the slide, the slide was inverted and tapped, gently, to remove any

loose carbon on the remaining portion of the slide. Then, with the glass cover still in

/ \ ,pr)lP : w,lAl * *J-rp \p) \p,/
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Simultaneous External Standard for XRD

loose carbon on the remaining portion of the slide. Then, with the glass cover still in

place NaCl was rammed into the remaining cavity. This procedure is illustrated in

figure Al.0l.

The advantages of this technique, the simultaneous nature of the standard and

the low interference with intensity, are reflected in the increased reproducibility of the

results. Chapter 5 presents the results of X-ray diffiaction analysis of cathode raw

materials. Crystallite stack heights were determined for 6 carbon samples using this

method, the average standard deviation over the six samples was 4.6%. When these

values were determined using an admixed NaCl standard the average standard

deviation (over 3 difilerent samples) was 12.9o/o.

Glass microscope slide

Brass cavity slide

Figure AI.0l: Preparing a brass cavity slidefor use with a simultaneous
external standard.
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APPENDIX 2 MASS SPECTROMETER CALIBRATION

The e:iperimental arrangement for calibrating the mass spectrometer is shown

in figure 42.01. Flow meters were used to measure the flow of the calibration gas and

the dilution gas, argon. The calibration gases used were NZIG Beta-standard gases

with the following compositions:

19,8% CO2, balance argon

40.2% COz, balance argon

19.8% Oz, balance argon

2l CO, balance argon

Argon was used to dilute these standards and glve a range of known input mole

fractions of the calibration species.

To mass spectrometer

Calibration
gas

Figure A2.01: Experimental atrangementfor calibration of mass spectrometer.
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Mass Srectroneter Calibration

The signal from the mass specfrometer was recorded via a PC in spreadsheet

format. The signal from the flow meters was recorded via a datataker and downloaded

at the end of a calibration experiment. The flow meter calibration curves were then

used to determine the flow of each gas and thus calculate the input mole fraction of

calibration species. Typically the raw data from such an experiment would resemble

that shown in figure M.02, this data is from a calibration for COz.

Figure A2.02: Inpt mole fraction of COz, determinedfromflow meters, and the
corresponding reading of p(COl from the mass spectrometer.
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These data may be collated into calibration curyes of n(COz) vs p(CO2) and

examples of three separate calibrations are given in figure M.03.
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Figure 42.03: Calibration curtesfrom three separate calibrations of the mass
spectrometer for sensitivity to COz.
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The three curves show good agreement in shape, the index to which x is raised

being similar for each. The first curve, labelled (a), is based on the data shown in

figure M.OZ. Graphs (a) and (b) are both calibrations using the beta-standard gas with

lg.So COz, whereas (c) uses the higher COz content standard gas and shows that (a)

and (b) may be extrapolated to higher p(COt values'

The errors in the calibration curves arise from the experimental variability of

the mass spectrometer reading, and from the flow data. Errors in the flow data also

arise from experimental variability, standard deviation for steady flow being 0-0026

l/hour. These errors combine in the calibration data, as such 95% confidence intervals

may be included in the curves. From these it is possible to see that the standard

deviation of calibration data, in terms of mole fraction is 0.0015.

Chapter 4, section 4.3.5, mentions the problem of the fiace CO signal resulting

from fragmentation of a fraction of the COz during ionisation in the mass specffometer.

Using the calibration data it is possible to determine what proportion of any CO

analysis is due to this fragmentation. Due to the superposition of the signals for Nz

and CO, at mass to charge ratio 28, it is necessary to subtract the base Nz signal from

the overall signal before calibrating for COz/CO fragmentation. Calibrations based on

the three sets of data shown above are presented in figure M.04. Once the

proportions ofthe CO signal due to nitrogen and the COzlCO fragmentation have been

subtracted the actual proportion of CO present may be calculated using calibration

data for CO sensitivity. In the event this was unnecessary as CO was not detected

during oxidation experiments, the partial pressure of orrygen and oxidation temperature

berng such that COz was the favoured product gas.
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Figure A2.04: Calibration carttesfor the COlCO fragmentation &tring the

ionisation step of mass spectrometry.
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APPENDD( 3 MASS BALANCE CALCULATION

In order to explain in detail the mass balance calculation an example has been

chosen from the long term oxidation experiments, LT5DN3. The sarnple was an

amorphous cathode carbon, 5BDN, and the experimental conditions were:

Heating rate 40oC/trour

Hold temperature 446oC

Hold time 40 hours

Cooling rate 40"C/trour

Input n(Oz) 0.08

Sample weight 67.509

The sample emerged from the experiment having lost 3.679 or 5.44Yo. The gas

analysis resulting from this experiment is shown in figure A3.01.
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Figure A3.01: Gas analysis from oxidstion of SBDN at 446t for 40 hours,
expriment LT1DN3.
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Table 43.01: Processing of Raw p(CO) Data for LT1DNl

A B c D E F

Scan Time (s) p(c02) n(Co2) Area Cumulated
afea

(recorded) (recorded) (calculated
using

calibration
equation)

(calculated
ftom

trapezirmr
rule)

I 0 6.54e-10 0 0

z 35 5.44e-09 9. l8e-4 4.46e-06 4.461618-06

3 70 l.5le-09 5.346e-3 3.04e-05 3.49106E 05

4 105 l. l3e-09 1.722e-3 3.44e-05 6.927048-05

5 140 9.93e-10 1.366e-3 1.5e-05 8.42828-05

6 175 9. l6e-10 1.237e-3 1.27e-05 9.69344R-05

7 210 8.62e-10 l. l65e-3 l. l7e-05 0.000108609

8 245 8.27e-10 l. I l4e-3 I. I le-05 0.000119684

9 280 8.09e-10 l.08le-3 1.07e-05 0,000130352

l0 315 7.79e-10 1.064e-3 1.04e-05 0.000140777

ll 350 7.73e-10 1.036e-3 1.02e-05 0.000150983

t2 385 7.55e-10 1.03e-3 le-05 0.000161024

l3 420 7.43e-10 l.0l3e-3 9.93e-06 0.000170955

l4 455 7.3 le- l0 1.002 e-3 9.79e-06 0.000180748

15 490 7.3Ie-10 9.9e-4 9.68e-06 0.000190432

Table A3.01 shows the processing steps in the mass balance calculation, for the

example experiment, LT5DN3. Column A simply gives the scan number, the mass

spectrometer completed one scan every 35s. In an experiment such as this one there

would be over 6000 scans. Column B gives the elapsed time in seconds.

Column C is the raw mass spectrometer data for p(COz) in torr. In order to

convert this data to n(CO2), presented in column D, the mass spectrometer calibration

equation (Appendix 2) must be applied. Once this conversion has been made the area

under the n(COz) curve may be determined. This is done using a trapezium rule
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integration method, the area under each 35s width being recorded in column E and the

cumulative area in column F.

product gas flow throughout the run is monitored by a flow meter, the output

of which is recorded on the datataker. Average flow is used in the mass balance

calculation

mass: 
[/ 

["I9"'*J* 4.02

enabling another column to be added to the spreadsheet for cumulative mass reacted.

This may be checked against the absolute werght loss recorded by weighing the sample

after oxidation. This is shown for the example experiment in table A3.02. The weight

loss recorded after oxidation using a simple digital balance was 3.679.

Table A3.02: Processed Datafrom Experiment LT|DN3'

Scan rime (s) I p(coz) | n(co2) Cumulated area Cumulated
mass reacted

6330 221515 I 6.01e-10 | 8.73e-4 8.43e-06 r.052257401

1.052265861

.__J9___
3.66121331

{.oofzqns633 I 221550 | 5.95e-10 I 8.68 e-4 8.46e-06

r.0s227427 | 1|3.661212016332 221585

221620

;zl6si

5.95e-10 | g.'ze-q | 8 4le-06

5.95e-10 | s.oze-q I a.rse-06 | r.0s2282654 3.661301l86333

r.05229rc36 3.661330346334 6.01e-10 | 8.62e4 8.38e-06

r.052299446 I 3.66135966335 221690 6.06e-10 8.68e-4 8.41e-06

r.0s2307906 I r.o0trsgoa6336 221725 6.06e-10 8.73e-4 | 8.46e-06

8.48e-06 I t.oszl t6gs | 3.661418s66337 221760 6.06e-10 8.73e-4

t.052324873 13.661448076338 221795 6.06e-10 8.73e-4 | g.+ge-OO

r.052333356 | 3.661477 596339 22t830 6.01e-10 8.73e-4 I S.+ge-00

e oo":ro 8.68e-4 I S.+0e-00 1.052341816 I 3.661507036340 22r865

6.06e-10 I s.zre-+ | a.+6e-oo I t.osztsoztt 3.661536466341 221900

221935 8.73e-4 lg+ge-00 I 1.05235876 3.66156598

b-ND 4.24e-061 1.052363002221970 3.66
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In order to determine rate of oxidation the mass of carbon reacted in a certain

time had to be calculated. To correlate rate with temperature this calculation is

performed on the "hold" portion of the gas analysis, Due to the fact that rate changes

with burnoff the initial rate during the hold period must be ascertained. This

corresponded to the region of unchanging p(COz) immediately following its

stabilisation after heating. This region is indicated in figure A3.01. Typically the first

4.5-5 hours of this stable region was used to achieve oonsistency between experiments.

Rate may be expressed as

Rate : mass reacted
A3.01

time

and may be determined from the gradient of the graph of mass vs time. In order to

normalise the data for initial sample mass the rates were calculated on the basis mass o/o

of carbon reacted. This graph, for the example oxidation experiment, is shown in figure

43.02.
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Figure A3.02: Mass of carbon oxidised vs time for oxidation ex:periment LT1DN3.
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Mass fulance Calculation

The rate of reaction is given by the slope of the fitted line, in this example

4.08xt0-5%/s. The 12 value shows that the linear fit is exceedingly good, justi$ing the

selection of the stable region.

The analysis of errors presented in Chapter 4 indicated an absolute error in

calculation of burnoffof 0.0008% for a sample of this initial size. This translates to a

standard deviation of rate of lxl0-S/o/s for this experimental example. During the

initial heat up period of sample and furnace the area under the p(CO2) analysis

translates to a mass reacted of less than 0.01g.

A3.l Carbon Monoxide Consideration

In order to determine the contribution of carbon monoxide to the overall

oxidation reaction it is first necessary to subtract the contributions of N2 and the

CO2/CO fragmentation from the trace at 28 AMU. There is a constant base level of

nitrogen present in the vacuum chamber of the mass specfrometer that must first be

subtracted from the trace. Once this has been done the CO present from the

fragmentation of COz during the ionisation process of the mass spectrometer operation

may be calculated using the calibration curves presented in Appendix 2. This may also

be subtracted from the trace at 28 AMU Any remaining signal is due to CO produced

by the oxidation reaction. In the case of the oxidation regimes employed in this work

there was no measurable amount of CO.

A3.2 Load Cell Correlation

The signal of the load cell was monitored continuosly throughout the example

experiment. Once corrected for drift with temperature using the calibration curve

presented in Chapter 4 it is possible to plot the variation of sample mass as recorded by

the load cell. The agreement between the load cell readings of mass and those

determined by the mass balance calculations is good, the ultimate weight loss recorded

by the load cell being approximately 49, the actual weight loss was 3.679. However,

as may be seen in figure A3.03 the load cell measurement of mass is "noisier" than that

determined by the mass balance calculations. Additionally the heating rate of this

experimen! 40oC/hour, was twice that at which the calibration curve was determined,
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Ma,ss fuIance Calailation

this may be seen from the apparent rapid loss of mass during heating, an artifact of the

higher heating rate. The load cell provided a good second assessment of weight loss

throughout an oxidation experiment but was not as accurate or sensitive as the gas

anlaysis.

the mass balance calcalation
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Figure A3.03: Load cell meafltrement of weight loss compoed to tlnt determirred by
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Oxidation Rates of Cathode Carbons and Raw Materials

APPENDTX 4 O)ilDATION RATES OF CATHODE CARBONS AND RAW
MATERIALS, RATE EQUATIONS AND ACTWATION
ENERGIES

NB. The rates quoted in these tables are specific rates based on the starting

surface area of the material.

Table A Raw Materials.4.01: Oxidation Rates for Cathode Carbon
Material Temperature

(oc)
Specific rate

(s.m-2.s-r)

G1

444
525
594
641

6.72e-7
8.96e-6
5.41e-5
2.93e4

G2
447
525
590
640

5.79e-7
9.77e-6
l. l5e-4
3.36e-4

EI
340
4ll
488
s25

4.73e-7
4.59e-6
4.76e-5
9.03e-5

E2
348
415
492
530

4.43e-7
4.06e-6
2.65e-5
6.44e-5

P1

346
420
495
530

6.33e-7
2.76e-6
4.28e-5
7.51e-5

P2
343
418
494
530

2.53e-7
2.02e-6
2.33e-5
6.95e-5
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Oxidation Rates ofCathode Carbons and Raw Materials

Table 44.02: Swcific Oxidation Rates Carbon Cathodes.
Material Temperature

(oc)
Specific rate
(e.m-2.s r)

5BDN

295
342
394
446
489
585

3.62e-7
4.52e-7
1.62e-6
1.23e-5
4.01e-5
9.34e'5

5BGN

358
405
450
s00
503

543
602

1.33e-6
1.74e-6
9.77e-6
2.47e-5
2.94e-5
4,50e-5
5.04e-5

5BGS
405
428
465
510

2.96e-6
7.91e-6
1.37e-5
8.03e-5

BN

395
489
539
586
635
684
780

1.28e-7
7.25e-7
3.76e-6
1.69e-5
1.92e-5
2.34e-5
2.46e-5

The sfrong dependence of rate on temperature is illustrated in the following

figures. The exponential rate equation is shown for each cathode type characterised.

Activation energies for the cathode carbons and the raw materials have been

determined and are presented in the relevant chapters, shown here are the lines fitted to

the Arrhenius data with their 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A4.08: Anhenius plot of oxidation rate datafor cathode rar'v material 82,
showing 9596 confifunce intervals.
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Figure A4.10: Arrhenius plot of oxidation rate datafor cathode raw material P2,
showing 9594 confidence intervals.
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Figure A4.12: Arrhenius plot of Zone I oxidationrate datafor cathode We IBGN,
showing 9596 confdence intervals.
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Figure A4.14: Arrhenius plot of Zone I oxidation rate datafor cathode type BN,
showing 9595 confidence intervals.
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Mercrrv Potosimetrv of Caftode Carbons

APPENDIX 5 RESULTS OF MERCURY POROSIMETRY OF CATHODE

CARBONS

As described in Chapter 7 samples of 3 types of cathode carbon were oxidised

to varying degrees of burnoffin order to investigate the development of porosity. The

experimental conditions and resulting burnoff were summarised in table 7.10,

reproduced here. Also presented here are the raw porosimetry data for the l0

specimens examined.

'able 7.10: Conditions for Pore
Sample Oxidation temperature

("c)
Oxidation time

ftours)
Burnoff

(/ol
5BDN

5BDN

5BDN

5BDN

5BGS

5BGS

5BGS

BN

BN

BN

450

450

550

450

450

550

550

25

45

1l

45

100

43

100

0

4.1

9.9

8.8

0

6.5

t6.7

0

7.4

26
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Merqrrv Porosimetrtt of Cathode Carbons

Table A5.01: Cathode |BDN, 0% burnoff, Cumulative Pore Volume

and Area
Diameter

um

Cumulative pore
volume

-? -lcm-.9 -

Cumulative pore
surface area

m'.g t

Median pore
diameter

um
158.2347

92.1826

67.6627

50.t142

39.5587

30.494/.

25.5347

22.5796

20.1 I 59

18.007

16.2983

15.0081

12.7999

tr.t272

9.8897

8.14

8.1393

6.5t71

3.6444

0.2841

0.0658

0.0434

0.0293

0.0178

o.oI27

0.0099

0.009

0

0.0065

0.0122

0.019

0.025

0.0298

0.0329

0,0349

0.0372

0.0389

0.0403

0.0414

0.044

0.046

0.0477

0.0499

0.0516

0.0518

0.0649

0.0777

0.0868

0.0896

0.0919

0.0955

0.0987

0.1009

0. l0l8

0

0.0002

0,0005

0.001

0.0015

0.002

0.0025

0.0028

0.0032

0.0036

0.0039

0-0042

0.005

0.0056

0.0063

0.00072

0.008

0.008

0.0185

0.0445

4.252

0.4598

0.7098

r.3372

2.1556

2.9568

3.3175

From pore rolume

distribution

8.4302

From pore area

disfribution

0.0158
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Table 45.02: Cathode 1BDN, 4.1% burnffi Cumulative Pore Volume
and Area.

Diameter

um

Cumulative pore
volume

crn'.g t

Cumulative pore
surface area

mt.g t

Median pore
diameter

um
1545.832

3t3.9971

t97.0178

127.9988

100.984

76.7016

66.5424

55.2083

50.2395

43.3099

36.6044

30.t739

25.8301

20.0357

15.1667

12.8819

10.5601

9.0116

8.0836

6.2s79

I.9923

0.208

0.0434

0.022

o.or47

0.01l l
0.0089

0.0005

0.0014

0.0037

0.007

0.0103

0.0155

0.0169

0.022

0.0234

0.0267

0.0304

0.0342

0.036s

0.0417

0.0459

0.0482

0.0515

0.0548

0.0552

0.0588

0.0804

0.1042

0.1244

0.1276

0.13

0. 13 19

0.1337

0

0

0

0.0001

0.0002

0.0005

0.0005

0.0009

0.001

0.0013

0.0016

0.0021

0.0024

0.0033

0.0043

0.005

0.0061

0.0074

0.0076

0.0096

0.0305

0. I 175

0.7579

1.1587

1.6686

2.2485

2.9972

From pore rolume

distribution

4.6648

From pore area

disbibution

0.0t72
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Table 45.03: Cathode 58DN,9.9% burnoff, Cumtlative Pore Volume
and Area.

Diameter

um

Cumulative pore
volume

cm-3.g 
I

Cumulative pore
surface area

m'.g t

Median pore
diameter

um
s91.0s33

162.063

54.7916

70.0203

50.2395

39.6367

30.4482

26.5rt6

23.0457

20.2988

18.3691

14.809

12.6628

tt.2456

9.8897

8.8101

8.t327

6.515

3.6462

264

1.4781

1.0204

0.6434

0.2778

0.0875

0.0436

0.0296

0.0178

0.0127

0.01

0.009

0

0.0042

0.0116

0.0196

0.028

0.0344

0.0403

0.0435

0.0456

0.0471

0.0494

0.0529

0.0557

0,0582

0.061

0.0638

0.0663

0.0665

0.0834

0.096

0.1149

0.1303

0.t475

0.1654

0.r773

o.t822

0.185

0.1878

0.1899

0.1913

0.t92

0

0

0.0003

0.0007

0.0012

0.0018

0.0025

0.0029

0.0032

0.0036

0,004

0.0048

0.0057

0.0065

0.0075

0.0087

0.0099

0.0099

0.0234

0.0394

0.0762

o.tz56

0.2082

0.3634

0.6244

0.9238

r.2302

1.7036

2.2556

2.7502

3.0467

From pore rolume

distibution

2.6377

From pore area

distribution

0.0223
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Table A5.04: Cathode |BDN, 8.895 burnof/, Cumtlative Pore Volume
and Area

Diameter

um

Cumulative pore
volume

cm''.g't

Cumulative pore
surface area

mt.g t

Median pore diameter

um
156.9985

98.9942

68.t214

s2.8837

44.1666

36.s378

31.4488

27.2301

23.6t44

2t.2429

18.088

16.445

15.0081

13.9264

t2.9234

tt.9547

109633

10.21l3

9.3425

8.8998

8.5369

8.1525

6.5246

3.1978

1.0547

0.163

0.0588

0.0295

0.0178

0.0127

0.0099

0.009

0.0058

0.0116

0.0183

0.0248

0.0293

0.0334

0.037

0.0396

0.0424

0.0434

0.0473

0.0479

0.0492

0.0511

0.0s21

0.0537

0.0556

0.0566

0.0588

0.0595

0.0608

0.0624

0.0626

0.0741

0.0905

0.1062

0.1139

0.12

0.1229

0.1245

0.t265

0.1278

0

0.0002

0.0005

0.0009

0.013

0.0017

0.0021

0.0025

0.003

0.0031

0.0039

0.0041

0.0044

0.0049

0.0052

0.0057

0.0064

0.0068

0.0017

0.008

0.0086

0.0093

0.0093

0.0184

0.0454

0.1489

0.4272

0.9805

t.47

1.8917

2.573

3.t18l

From pore rolume

disbibution

6.t744

From pore area

distribution

0.0167
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Tabte A5.05: Cathode sBGS, 0%burnoff, Cumulative Pore Volume

and Surface Area.

Median pore
diameter

Cumulative pore

surface area
Cumulative pore

volume

From pore rolume

distibution

4.604

0

0

0.0001

0.0003

0.0005

0.0008

0.0016

0.0021

0.0024

0.0029

0.0033

0.0042

0.0048

0.0052

0.006

0.0065

0.0068

0.0068

0.0141

0.0453

0.1795

0.5649

1.0042

1.5378

1.9394

2.3615

3.1107

3.3026

3.8463

4.4551

0

0.0011

0.0057

0.0089

0.011?

0.0155

0.0221

0.026r

0.0278

0.0301

0.0324

0.0361

0.0381

0.0392

0.0415

0.0427

0.0433

0.0435

0.0512

0.0607

0.0701

0.0764

0.0804

0.0839

0.0859

0.0876

0.0902

0.0907

0.0922

0.0936

913.446

193.229

97.0812

66.1046

49.3155

39.7937

30.2193

25.6324

22.862r

20.8031

18.2855

14.9969

r2.1189

LL.2582

9.9I9

8.9914

8.136

6:14

r.9498

0.4164

0.0871

o.0437

0.0293

0.0222

0.017E

0.0148

0.012?

0.01l2

0.0099

0.0089

From pore area

distribution

0.016
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Table A5.06: Cathofu 5BG,S, 6.5% burnofr, Cumtlative Pore Volume

and Surface Area

Median pore
diameter

Cumulative pore

surface area
Cumulative pore

volume

From pore rrolume

distribution

t.E7

0

0.0001

0.0002

0.0004

0.00r

0.0016

0.002

0.0025

0.003

0.0032

0.0037

0.0039

0.0049

0.0056

0.0063

0.0072

0.0079

0.0079

0.0171

0.0441

0.094s

0.2425

0.5478

1.046

1.8244

2.4071

3.0231

3.6676

3.9997

0.0013

0.005

0.0086

0.0115

0.0175

0.022

0.0253

0.028

0.0308

0.0319

0.034

0.0348

0.0379

0.0402

0.0421

0.0u2

0.0457

0.0459

0.0566

0.0699

0.0811

0.0947

0.1054

0.1 135

0.1203

0.123s

0.1258

0.t277

0.1284

287.083

112.261r

64.8252

46.4t07

36.4715

30.9166

26.5466

22.1564

19.5105

17.5816

16.0382

t4.7546

L2.615l

tt.3472

9.9386

9.0278

8.1228

6.756r

2.7r32

t.2428

0.5392

0.1953

0.0855

0,0446

0.0253

0.0178

0.0128

0.0099

0.009

From pore area

distribution

0.023
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Table A5.07: Cathode LBGS, 16.7%burnffi Cumulative Pore Volume

ond Surface Area

Median pore
diameter

Cumulative pore

surface area
Cumulative pore

volume

From pore rnlume

distribution

3.449r

0

0.0001

0.0003

0.0007

0.001

0.0019

0.0023

0.0029

0.003?

0.0039

0.0053

0.00fl

0.0084

0.01

0.0122

0.0144

0.0144

0.0209

0.0379

0,0558

0.0832

0.1323

0.1859

0.2621

0.3835

0.6575

r.1692

1.4499

2.r946

2.8735

3.3955

4.0233

0.0044

0.0085

0.0r26

0.0185

0.0226

0.03

0.0333

0.037

0.0411

0.0422

0.0482

0.0519

0.0582

0.0622

0.0674

0.0122

0.0724

0.0822

0.102s

0.1188

0.r374

0.1592

0.r74

0.1866

0.197

0.2074

0.2159

0.2185

0.2729

0.2255

0.221

0.2285

220.8331

tts.4932

73.3424

49.9896

38.87

30.5407

21.5663

23.0986

20.0751

18.4535

15.201I

13.0492

11.2708

9.9731

8.9554

8.0901

6.7695

5.5401

4.0643

3.20',77

2.1989

1.3589

0.8532

0.4699

0.2136

0.0892

0.044

0.03

0.0178

0.0128

0.0099

0.0089

From pore area

distribution

0.0208
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Table A5.A8: Cathode BN, |yo burnoff, Cumulfrive Pore Volume

and Surface Area

Median pore
diameter

Cumulative pore

surface area
Cumulative pore

volume

From pore rrolume

distribution

9.162r

0

0

0.0001

0.0004

0.001

0.0023

0.0031

0.0037

0.0043

0.0051

0.0057

0.0062

0.0077

0.009

0.0102

0.0114

0.013

0.013

0.0202

0.0u1

0.1497

0.4701

0.9222

1.7545

2.6859

3.8427

5.8913

73613

8.5351

0.0011

0.0019

0.0039

0.0086

0.0152

0.0265

0.0315

0.0354

0.0387

0.0426

0.045

0.0472

0.0525

0.0564

0.0594

0.0624

0.065E

0.066

0.0738

0.0826

0.0871

0.0923

0.0965

1017

0.1061

0.1106

0.1169

0.1208

0.1235

197.0178

106.3211

70.7599

50.t142

39.115

29.337

25.4317

22.5289

20.4434

18. r863

16.677

15.4227

12.9317

I1.0599

10.063

8.9038

8.0r61

6.3232

2.6393

0.2491

0.08?t

0.0439

0.0294

0.0211

0.0169

0.0137

0.01l l
0.0099

0.0089

From pore area

distribution

0.0132
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Tabte A5.09: Cattnde BN, 7.4% burnffi Cumtlative Pore Volume

and Surface Area.

Median pore
diameter

Cumulative pore

surface area
Cumulative pore

volume

From pore rnlume

distrihrtion

12.1343

0

0.0003

0.0007

0.0014

0.0019

0.0025

0.0033

0.0037

0.0045

0.0054

0.006

0.0068

0.0083

0.0102

0.0121

0.0149

0.0159

0.0175

0.0175

0.022

0.0477

0.t423

0.4897

1.3114

2.t572

3.3097

4.4056

5.3983

0.0053

0.0185

0.0309

0.0437

0.0505

0.0587

0.0661

0.07

0.0757

0.081

0.0842

0.0882

0.0946

0.r013

0.107

0. I 14l

0.1162

0.1198

0.12

0.126

0.143

0.1612

0.1779

0.1896

0.1956

0.201

0.2045

0.207

283.0396

r23.2872

86.6199

63.3937

54.751

44.2639

36.4115

31.8981

26.269

22.6304

20.59

18.2523

t5.2704

12.8162

I|.0538

9.3818

8.8123

8.1425

6.8664

4.0832

t.229

0.305s

0.0792

0.035

0.0222

0.0148

0.01I I

0.0089

From pore area

distibution

0.0187
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Table A5.10: Cathode BN, 269'0 burnoff, Cumtlative Pore Volurne

and Surface Area.

Median pore

diameter
Cumulative pore

surface area
Cumulative pore

volume

From porelnlume

distribution

30.75

0

0.0001

0.0006

0.002

0.0037

0.0061

0.0077

0.0088

0.0099

0.01l1

0,0124

0.0133

0.0146

0.0156

0.0167

0.0173

0.018r

0.0196

0.0196

0.0196

0.0196

0.0351

0.0825

o.3979

0.9979

1.8?13

2.6177

3.4045

4.1052

4.6093

0

0.008?

0.0294

0.0584

0.0842

0.1 136

0.1299

0.1387

0.r47

0.1542

0.161?

0.1657

0.1713

0.r752

0.1792

0.1812

0.1836

0.1874

0.1876

0.1878

0.188

0.2065

0.2256

0.2443

0.2586

0.2681

0.2729

0.2151

0.2777

0.2789

873.7309

191.3887

98.9942

69.1771

5s.057

43.0317

35.7517

31.1081

27.tt99

22.9666

20.2783

18.3356

16.2983

14.8748

13.6058

12.4278

11.2708

91647

8.7985

E.0512

6.961I

2.8775

0.3408

0.138

0.0579

0.0294

0.0179

0.0127

0.0099

0.008

From pore area

dishibution

0.0232
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APPENDD( 6 O)ilDATION OF RESIN BOUND CARBON MATERIAL

Samples of a resin bound carbon material were kindly supplied by Elkem for

use in the investigation of the oxidation of heterogeneous carbon materials. The

samples supplied were resin bonded ramming paste cylinders rammed to 94Vo of

maximum density and baked at 850"C (4 hours at maximum temperature)' These

were oxidised in the gold reflection furnace under a controlled atmosphere, the input

oxygen mole fractiorL n(oz) was 0.07 the balance gas being argon.

Temperature was increased at either 50"C or 100"C per hour till the required

temperature was reached and the sample was held for 6 hours. The temperature was

then reduced at 200oC/hour.

Mass balance calculations were performed on the gas analysis results as

explained in Appendix 3. The rate of oxidation in terms of mass % lost per second

was calculated for each samPle.

A6.1 Results and Discussion

Images of the samples taken before and after oxidation show the preferential

nature of the oxidation, binder matrix being oxidised first, figure 46.01. The results of

gas analysis show that oxidation begins as low as 60oC and rate of reaction is

exponentially dependent on temperature. Figure A6.02 shows a typical gas analysis

result and figure 46.03 shows the variation of rate with temperature' A summary of

oxidation rates is presented in table A6.01.

Results from other samples have shown the strong influence material structure

has on oxidation rate, particularly factors such as porosity and surface area. It should

be noted that no porosity measurements were conducted on these samples, as such

rates are not expressed in specific tenns.
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Oxidatiot of Resin Bound Carbon Material

Unoxidised

Oxidised at 275"C for 6 hours

Burn off: 0.6%

Oxidised at 594"C for 6 hours
Burn off: 16%

Figwe A6.01: Samples of resin bowtd ramming paste before and afier axidation

Table A6.01: Oxidation Rates of Resin Bound Ramming Paste.

Trial Temperature

("c)

Initial sarple
weight

(c)

Rate

(%.s-t)

ELK3OO 275 45.27 1.20e-5

ELK350 329 46.44 1.62e-5

ELK4OO 374 54.89 5.23e-5

ELK5OO 497 52.2r 2.29e4

ELK6OO 595 s0.28 3.85e4
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Oidation of Resin fuund Carbon Material

If the rates are plotted as an Arrhenius tlpe plot, figure A6.04, then the

activation energy Ea for the oxidation of the resin bound sample is 46.6 kJ.mol'r. This

may be compared to the values obtained for activation energy (in Zone I) of cathode

carbons and cathode carbon raw materials. These values are presented in Chapter 5

and7, tables 5.05 and 7.06 but are summarised here in table A6.02.

ramming paste.

0.0005

l/T (K-')
0.001 0.0015 0.002

(l)

E
tr
Fl

0

-2

-4

-6

-8

-10

-t2

y: -5612x- 1.2945

Rf : o.9ztl
Ea:46.6

Figure A6.04: Anhenius plot of oxidation rates of resin bound carbon

Table A6.02: Activation Energtfor Oridation of Cathode Carbon Raw Materials,
Cathofu Carbons and Resin Bound Paste.

Sample Ea

ftJ.mol t)

Sample Ea

ftJ.moft)
GI

G2

t64

183

5BDN

5BGN

5BGS

BN

t22

123

13l

176

EI

E2

ll8
ll3

PI

P2

t12

t23

Resin bound

ramming paste 46.6
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Oxidation of Resin fuund Carbon Material

A6.2 Conclusions

It is clear from the oxidation rials that the binder matrix is preferentially

oxidised, thus the figures calculated for Eq oruet temperature and rate apply primarily

to this material, derived from a resin.

An onset temperature of 60"C was recorded for the samples apparently

independent of rate of temperature increase.

Rates showed a strong dependence on temperature as would be expected. The

rate would also vary with oxygen pafiial pressure, the rates reported here are for an

input orygen gas fraction of 0.7.

Activation energy, as calculated from an Arrhenius plog is significantly lower

than values deterrrined for cathode carbons or their raw materials. No comparative

data for a pitch bound ramming paste was available.
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